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"BLACK" VALUES, "WHITE" VALUES

Race and Culture in New York City

During the 19605

The Ocean Hill-Brownsville dispute would become the definm battle In a cul-
tural war that raged in New York City during the 19605, and COntinues to afTCCllhe
city today. As the events at Ocean Hill quickly swept beyond the immed .. te pro-
tagonists into the public discourse of the city as a whole, so did the cultural ques-
tions associated with it. The debate began with a baste edUC3tlorutl qu I n: why
did black pupil achievement levels in the New York pubhc school s 'Stem lag be-
hind those of whites? It Soon grew to embrace the legItimacy of black I er-class
culture, the validity of "middle-class" values and their rele\'an e to the bla k com-
munity, and the ability of tTaditional models of CUltural pluralism to speak to all
segments of the City;;population. Responses to these ISSUes,along wnh the ques-
tion of how to define the Words "equality," "racism," and "meru," dl"ded largely
along racial lines. Black and White New Yorkers stared across a CUltural dl\ide,
interpreting the same phenomena in markedly differem way , and offenng vasrly

dissimilar solutions to the problems faced by the cily. Ultumall,ly. the ir COmpet_
ing versions of What constituted a "fair," "inclUSive" City would place whues and
blacks on opposite sides in mayoral elections, labor negoti

a
l1ons, and arguments

about municipal spending and taxation levels. The legacy of these dlSagtttments
would be two hostile, CUlturally separated New Yorks.
48
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Beginningin the mid~1960s, the same coalition of black and white educators,
activists,and intellectuals that had organized around the idea of "community," also
mounted a challenge to the prevailing civic values in New York City, and to the
actorsit associated with them - the majority wing of the UFT, the city's educa-
tionalbureaucracy, and, more generally, most of the middle-class whites living
in the city.The challenge was threefold. First, it attacked the idea of the "cul-
LUreof poveny" as an explanation for low black student achievement, and de-
reM.ea the validity oflOwer-class black cuI LUre against attacks by white critics.
Second,u questioned what it saw as the shallowness ana frauduleiiCeofTh.ecore
"rrtiddIe-class"values of the ciry- "race-bUnd" individual merit, unbridled com-
pei~d materialism-associating them2Pecifically with whites. Finally, it
rejecreame moderate cultural pluralism that~had come to prevail in New york by
themid~1960s-one which stressed the primacy of individual identity within a
hast of-overlapping ethnic, racial, religious, class, and civic group affiliations-
and sought to replace it with a radicalized version based almost exclusively on

racialstatus.
nre challengers were a diverse group. They included black cultural nationalists,

notablymembers of the ATA,who spearheaded opposition among black teachers
to the UFTbefore, during, and after the Ocean Hill crisis. There were also black
intellectualssuch as Harold Cruse and Charles Hamilton, and a group of writers
and activists centered around the black CUltural journals Freedomways and the
Liberator. In addition there were black leaders with ties to the white community,
suchas Kenneth Clark, and Milton Galamison, who had moved from leadership
ofpro-integrauon public school boycotts in 1964 to support of community con-
trolas a member of the City'SBoard of Education by 1968. They were joined by
antipoverty,community action, and grassroots activist organizations with ties to
thecity'slower-class black community, notably Brooklyn CORE, headed by street
organizerSonny Carson. New Left-infiuenced whites, including Ford Founda-
don-financed intellectuals, and writers centered around publications such as the
VillageVoiceand the New York Review of Boons, also joined this cultural challenge.
Finally,there were dissident radical teachers within the UFT, including veterans
of the Communist-influenced Teachers Union and of the southern phase of the
evil rights movement, as well as activists connected with the educati?nal~--acITfY

organizationsEQUALand United Bronx Parents. '--.-/
Themembers of this coalition were animated by a belief that culture was cen-

tralLO an understanding of the problems faced by the black community in New
York,and a desire to use it as the primary engine of black advancement in city life.
Tothem, government spending was important, but not sufficient in and of itself.
Socialprogress would come not when government programs elevated the incomes
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. ht become black versions of the w ue rrn
of the black poor so that they rmg d eciaie their own unique culture.

h to understand an appr
class, but when t ey came .. force organizing around It as a com-
Blacks could then use cUltur~ as a unifying d heir lives. The world around the

ha th institutions that governe l d . h
munity to c nge e d d ch nge This approach. rooie in l eh r themselves, nee e to a . h W
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population.

By the mid-1960s, white UFT members had carved ou~ a c~lture that In ~any
blematic of large numbers of middle-class whiles In New York City asways was em . .

a whole. NewYorkwas now a middle-class City, if one went by SlaUSliCS ApprOXI-
mately 67 percent of its households earned between $5000 and $25,000 a year
(national household income averaged $7400 in 1967).1 New York was also a pre-
dominantly white City: approximately 75 percent in 1960, 72 percent in 1965, and
66 percent in 1970, The City ranked only thirteenth of the fifteen larg t Ameri-
can cities in percentage of nonwhite population during the decade 1 Because of
the City's large geographic area, moreover, much of the white middle class con-
tinued to live within its borders, a trend running COunter to what was OCCUrring
in most other major American cities at the time? New York had also become, by
the mid-1960s, a white-collar City, the result of the shift from industnalto service
and government jobs as the base of the city's economy after World wer II: by the
end of the 19605, 59 percent of the city's labor force worked in the wnne-collar
sector." The government sector jobs went in large measure to the while children
of worki.ng~classparents, from Jewish and Catholic backgrounds, many educated
on the GI Bill. By the 1960s, the new middle class they had formed was typified
in many ways by the members of the UFT.5

Between 1945 and 1965, New York public school teachers used the COlnpeti_
rive testing system of the City Board of Examiners as a powerful engme of upward
mobility. Passing examinations and accumUlaLing graduale cred1l5 and advanced
degrees, however, were more than just a path to material success for the teachers.
By the mid-1960s they gave expression to a distincl culture, This culture was buill
around an ideology of marketplace cOmpetition between seU-rdlllnl mdr.;duals
who were judged by standards of "objecuvs meril" divorced from collSlderatio~
of racial group origin. It preached the virtues of Work and dela -d ~ ••" .

.,", o.~~ non. It
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was, in fact, a collection of what many Americans had come to regard broadly as

"middle-class" values.
The complex array of tests administered by the Board of Examiners, a relic of

theProgressiveera that prided itself on applying objective standards to applicants
rewarded according to ranked lists, defined the parameters of the public educa-
tionmarket in New YorkCity. The tests demarcated the professional life and career
expectations of the average teacher. While a teacher might quibble over an indi-
vidual test or Board of Examiners' decision, few questioned the systems overall
fairness.By the mid-1960s, the idea of "merit," as embodied in this civil service
apparatus,was a fundamental part of the average teacher's world view. It rewarded
individual initiative, hard work, perseverance, and, with its slow pace, a willing-
ness to forego present pleasures for the promise of future rewards. It resembled, in
manyways, a modem-day Protestant ethic for a dogged, upwardly mobile group

of largelynon-Protestant New Yorkers.
ln 1963, New York University School of Education Dean Robert Griffiths con-

ducteda comprehensive study of the Board of Examiners teacher recruitment and
promotion system. He found teachers concerned to the point of obsessiveness
withpassing tests. Everywhere in the system, he reported, there were "almost fran-
tic efforts to take tests. [Teachers] appear either to be preparing to take a test,
takingone, or waiting for the results of one." Griffiths described a system which
measured success by the rapidity with which a teacher rose to become an admin-
istrator.He traced the career of a hypothetical teacher entering the public school
systemfresh aut of one of the city colleges, the traditional feeder institutions for
NewYorkpublic school teachers. The teachers career was a marathon race that
rewardeddiligence and obedience, not creativity. If the new hire passed the requi-
site number of examinations and accumulated the required graduate education
credits, he or she could make the long climb from probationary status to tenured
faculty,department chair, assistant principal, principal, and, finally, Board of Edu-
cation bureaucrat. \Vhile Griffiths himself advocated the complete revamping of
this system, including the abolition of the Board of Examiners, most white teach-
ers viewed it as "fair" and "open to all." The consensus, among white teachers at
least,was that while individual tests could be improved, "we must have them" in
the interest of a fair system. But black teachers disagreed: less than half believed
the system was "fair," and twice as many blacks as whites thought promotional
opportunities were not "open to aU."6 There was good reason for this. In addition
[0 shan answer and essay components, many examinations tested oral expression,
and the examiners were notorious for eliminating black candidates for allegedly

poor pronunciation?
Mostwhite teachers were also committed to a competitive, merit-based ethos

.,
"
I'"'
I"
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for their students. The New York City public schools had long operated on a sys-
tem of "homogeneous grouping," or "tra king," for IlS pupil, judgm nt on the
relative abilities of students were made as early as kindergarten. wht reachers
were encouraged to identify children with high pctenual In the C'drly grades,
the results of standardized rests-c. IQ tests until 1963. and readmg t I thereafter
- were combined with teacher evaluations LO place pupils tnlO abilu .~rouped
classes, often designated by number, e.g., 3-1 for 'he "bnghl" cla • 3 3 for 'he
"slow" class. Once "tracked," a pupil often remained roughly 10 1M me relauve
position throughout his or her career. Tracking continued even imo htgh school.
Promising students were steered toward courses that led to tht. ermc' di-
pJoma required for college admission, while others ,....ere placed In ••-K· ral" pro-
gram which awarded a diploma that was lillie more than a ccrufi 1 of auen-
dance."

Parents of children in the New York public school \\ .re cl I· uruned to
this system, and, for many, the auainmem of a high 'tra k for lhelt hald was an
openly-stated, unapologetic goal. White middle-class parents. C' I II· ~ «pled
the competitive nature of tracking as an article of Ianh. rot th m, cdu lion was
largely commodified. Writing in 1965 of whue mlddl<. la p',n:nb In 'he Jack-
son Heights section of Qu h d h

eens, w 0 oppose t c Imc~ralu;m of then hsldrens
elementary school, sociologists Kurt and Gladys Lang oh .rvcd lha' ,he residents
ill this area are very concerned about the progre (heir (hlldn:n rn.akc through
the grades, about Possibilities for accelerallon. about adrru I n to tal pro-
grams and LO college as pa t.i I "
th f d "" ' r ia msurancc against future I~ curn • EdUC3ltOney oun , IS valued not so m h f " •
rion is necessary if 1 old ue or US coment for tl markcUlbU.. Educa-

c 11 ren are to retain the I
ents [Tlh h' hi' same re a'l\ p< man 'h,,,, par-" " " " e 19 va uallon placed on learn '
class; education is not th . k 109 IS C nlt3l1~ 1 dw middle
. e magic ey Lo the km d h ... L
Immigrant parents before 'h "9 g om ug t Vl Ino; hildren of

em. Another whu L..~ ""unlCdracial integration in h's M h C p3n::m. \\UV... I $Uppon
I an allan school d .

Within his desegregated school 'Th h lSln I. n nethck ~ ~ It'ackmg
to a nelghborhood new ." e omogenOOlb grouPln~ m· he WTOle
hi . spa per m J 963 "all h
s Intelligence and need If h . Ow,; ea chIld '0 !nO I tht k\ el of
fi s. omogeneous g

sacTi ce the excellence f h" rouplOR ,\. n: a v.-ould
hOW He and no h
l at mixing campi " nw lle ahke to the dum

eXlOnsCan advan ( mplIon
lence, interracially: this' h ce Or htnder) the edu II n oCChJtId'",n E'<ccl-
EQUA IS W at we want "10 \Vhl

l, opposed trad<in th . , e some" hn "" ltke
accepted It and Us h g, ey were clearl}' ou'numb,,~ ps.

et os as leglu ~ • m~ t: ~nts
Nor did the rr"JOnty f h male Or their chtldren

tra k a \V He. teach obc mg sYStem Indeed ers ~ecl to the \&1
I mOSt Were: the.rnsel

\'eg Its prudu "
rlay the
as \'OCa1
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as the principals, who had objected to the end of IQ testing, they worked com-
fortablywithin the tracking system, identifying "gifted" pupils, and vying among
themselves for the prestige that went with teaching the "fast" classes." The UFT
leadership, for its pan, never seriously challenged tracking." It also opposed the
forced transfer of experienced teachers to ghetto schools, implying that "good"
students in white schools were a reward for years of satisfactory service.
The Board of Examiners and tracking systems, then, were of a piece for the

majorityof white teachers in the New York City schools by the mid-1960s. They
werecomplementary parts of a competitive, individualist culture, which was pre-
sumed (Q apply objectively measured standards of merit, without respect to group
origins, to educators and students. Its currencies were grades, test scores, and ad-
vanceddegrees. The manifestations of this culture were not lost on its critics. The
Harlemcommunity action group HARYOU!;1964 study of that area, Youth in the
Ghetto,which was supervised by Kenneth Clark, described it as follows: "Public
schoolteachers in NewYork City come largely from the city colleges, which have a
dominant pupil population from a culture which prepares the child from birth for
competition of a most strenuous iype.. . The competitive culture from which the
bulk of the teachers come, with the attendant arrogance of intellectual superiority
of its members, lends itself readily to the class system within the school." 13
Arrogant or not, however, this culture was one that many middle-class white

NewYorkers, inside the school system and out, accepted as legitimate. Nathan
Glazer,writing in December 1964, noted the hold the competitive culture had on
Jews in New York, but he also understood how it also resonated generally. "The
liberalprinciples ... the newer ones arguing the democracy of merit-that have
been so congenial to Jews and so in their interest," he wrote, "are also being in-
creasinglyaccepted by everyone else nowadays under the pressure of a techno-
logicalworld. We are moving into a diploma society, where individual merit rather
than family and connections and group must be the basis for advancement, rec-
ognition, achlevemeru." "The ideologies that have justified the principles of mea-
surable individual merit and the logic of the market place:' he concluded, while
particularly beneficial to Jews, also "coincide with the new rational approaches
to the distribution of rewards." 1'1 Thus by mid-decade the competitive individu-
alismof the majority of the white teachers in the New York public school system
reflectedto a great degree larger cultural trends in the nation and city that had
developed after World War 1l.15 The merirocratic culture-a product of the Cold
War,the technological and knowledge revolution, and culturalpluraTISm-fit the
livesand aspirations of the white teachers perfectly, and th~ e~braced ~ as~eir
own. But as they would discover, the "marketplace" had a very different logic in

the city'sblack community.

I )
I ,

I '-'
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The second element of white teacher culture in the rmd- 19605 fe'\ l -ed around
the idea of the "culture of poverty" as a critique of lower-cia! bb k behaviors
in New York.Here too, the altitudes of while tea hers rene ted b der trends.
A product of post-World War 11social psychology, the culture of pm en)' theory
was, unlike the genetic-based racialism it replaced. rooted 10 nvrronmemal deter-
minism. During the 19605, three of its most important iruerprete '" cultural
anthropologist Oscar Lewis, who popularized the general tbeory; logLSl and
sometime presidential assistant Daniel Patrick Moynihan, who apphcd at to black
lower-class culture; and education scholar James Coleman. who used n 10 explain
low educational achievement among impoverished pupils
Lewis, in La Vida (1966), as well as in an mfluenual aruclc m It"'!Iie Amm-

can appearing in October 1966, described the culture or pov n -. reacnon of
the poor to their marginal position in a class-straufied, hlghl)" 1ndlvld ted. capi-
talist society." This culture was characterized by rejecuon of. or Inch" renee to,
th~ dominant values of the surrounding sociery Il could include. mong other
tralt.s,nontraditional family structures, strong presenr-ume on nlAluon,propensny
to VIOlence, and lack of sexual inhibition. By the age r. 1>': r . n, argued.
the ~alu.esof "" cultuT.e-or subculture-had taken hold (\r a r ungster,
makmg it almostlmposslble for him to take advantage of ppcrtumu f r upward
~~~llty, T~e culture of poverty, to Lewis, was a "comparnm I' pcrfic ial"one,

Wlth pathos, suffenng and emptiness," "Poverty of cultun:,- he rved "is
one of ~hecrucial traits of the Culture of POVerty.".o •

d
Le;1S emphasized that the Culture of poveny was n t umque 1 n

: ee ,could be found wherever capitalism and poven c d
owever, in his 1965 policy paper "Th )
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his findings for the general public in an article in The Public Interest, he wrote
that "the sources of inequality of educational opportunity appear to lie first in the
home itself and the cultural inlluences immediately surrounding the home." Itwas
essential,he argued, "to replace this family environment as much as possible with
aneducational environment," by, for example, extending school hours or enrolling
pupils in the Head Start program, in which they would start school at an earlier
age." The solution, in so many words, was to remove poor children from the "cul-
tureofpoverty" of their homes and communities, and immerse them in the saving,
middle-class, and predominantly white world of their school and teachers.
Thus, by mid-decade, Lewis, Moynihan, and Coleman had placed the issue of

the legitimacy of lower-class black culture, and its effect on educational achieve-
ment, on the national agenda. The issue was no less compelling in New York City,
wherewhite UFT teachers had made the culture of poverty an article of faith. The
culture of poverty idea served a number of purposes for the teachers. Since the
theory,at least as Lewis articulated it, applied to the poor of all races, it provided
a defense against accusations of racial bias when used to "explain" low levels of
black educational achievement in city schools. It appeared enlightened in com-
parison to older theories based on genetic determinism. It shifted the blame for
academicfailure away from the school and teacher and toward the pupil's family
and community, And, not least, it permitted lower-class black students to be clas-
sifiedas "culturally deprived," creating the need for compensatory education pro-
gramsto expose them to the culture they were missing at home.
The culture of poverty idea, then, was the perfect white middle-class lens

throughwhich to view the behavior of the black urban poor. To many white UFT
teachers in the 19605, the lives of their black students were classic examples of
the theory in action. The reason for low black achievement, wrote one, "is indis-
solublybound up with the character of the parents, their view of life, their aspira-
tions,their sense of moral values and the cohesion which exists in the given family.
. . . [Tlhere is a definite correlation between the achievement potential of the stu-
dent and the social, cultural and economic background of the parent. [T]he
character of a student body in a given school reflects to a very high degree the
characterof the people in the neighborhood."" Another white teacher cited "the
chaos [black children! live in ... no stability whatsoever-no family, no home, no
one to talk with them .... You can't talk with them about the future-say about
jobs-because they won't know what you're talking about." A third teacher, how-
ever,revealed some of the resentment that sometimes lurked beneath the surface
of race-neutral pronouncements about the culture of poverty: "I hate these kids.

They'reimpossible. How did they get this way?""
In 1964, the UFT attempted to attack the culrure of poverty with an ambi-
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uous, multimillion-dollar program of compensalOry educau n caned tort Eflee·
live Schools, or MES. MES provided saiuranon-level services l ~1 ted gheuo
schools, including reduced class sizes. tWO and sometimes thre t her.. per class.
reading specialists, and extended class hours." Cosung approxlIllatcl· IXhun-
dred dollars extra per student, MES was expensive and labor-mien tv • iFf col-
lective bargaining sessions with the City Board of Education dunng.he 1960s fre-
quently broke down over the teachers' demands for funds frat n . t \\ dear
to the hearts of both UFT leaders and rank and lite. and n l sold)' we of the
increased hiring levels it required. MESwould do what the kman Rtpon said
was necessary to improve the academic perform n e of poor hlldrcn h would
remove these "educational cripples," as one supporter pUl It. from the Yo rid of
their parents, exchanging the culture of poveny for a tructured nang mon::con-
ducive to the learning process" MES's staled goal \\ to bnn mmonl hoots
up to the level of those in white middle-class area> f the II boIh ral5lng
reading scores and by expanding the cultural horizons of I f. pup ils,
The UFT fought relentlessly for MES dunng the course f lhe pI'OltDm lve-
year existence, in the face of Board of Educauon n: I uran . munuy
criticism, municipal budget CUtS,and quesuons regardm It • .cll ness.1S
~tw.as,indeed, one of the UFTs motivations for 100u.tll' Uppot'tlO the: ntral-
lZat.lOnexperiment at Ocean Hill-Brownsville It .1£ The In m wnh
which the UFT s d· uppone MES testified to the hold "I the cuhu~ It)' Idea
on its members For th h I· . em. t e cu ture of po\' n)' theorv be h .black
achievemenr and If d ~. 1
culture. 0 ere a SOlution: change bl •• k hildren their
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to recognize.the. contributions of various ethnic and racial groups to a "common"
culture with a Western, European-based core. And it attempted to dilute. racial
and ethnic conflict by encouraging multiple affiliations, based on economic, pro-

fessional,or avocational interests.
This "moderate" approach to cultural pluralism may have been expressed best

in 1963by Glazer and Moynihan in Beyond the MeltingPot. "There are," they wrote,
"many groups. They differ in wealth. power, occupation, values, bur in effect an
open society prevails for individuals and groups. [Elach group participates
sufficiently in the goods and values and social life of a common society so that
all can accept the common society as good and fair. . Groups and individuals
participate.in a common society. Individual choice, not law or rigid custom, de-
termines the degree to which any individual participates, if at all, in the life of an
ethnic group, and assimilation and acculturation proceed at a rate determined in

largemeasure by individuals."27
Board of Education policy and curriculum statements during the 1960s re-

fleetedthis approach to pluralism. "ITIhe goals of cultural pluralism and human-
ism are the stated goals of the New York City public schools," it announced at
the beginning of the decade." "How can we find the common characteristics of
a group?" asked a Board of Education curriculum guide in 1966. "Why should
wejudge the individual rather than the group? . In spite of differences, how
areAmericans alike?"New York City, it confidently stated, "is the outstanding ex-

ample of cultural pluralism in our country'?"
The UFH approach was similar. Its original proposal for MES in 1964 had

calledfor curricula "to reflect contdbulions of various groups to our common cul-
LUre."30Bythis time, the union was focusing its attention on the teaching of black
historyin the NewYorkCity public schools. The UFT leadership prided uself on its
sensitivityto the issue of racist and stereotyped porttayals of blacks in secondary
school textbooks. Many such texts continued to rely on the interpretive frame-
works of the pro-southern Phillips and Dunning schools of history, when they
discussedblack history at all. (In 1963, only three textbooks on the Board of Edu-
cationapproved list covered black history in any detail.)31 The union attempted to
rectifythis situation through its Committee on African-American History, founded
in the rail of 1966. The objective of the committee, whose work was personally
Supervisedby Alben Shanker, was to help "children learn the contributions made
by all ethnic groups to our pluralistic society."32 For the UFT, this meant treat-
ing the history of black Americans as it had that of white immigrant groups-as
component parts of a Western-oriented whole. The purpose of studying the his-
tory ofAfrica, according to the committee, was "to leam about the contributions
of past African civilizations to western civilizations."33 "Many Negroes, past and
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h made worthwhile corurtbuuons to America and the world; stated apresent, ave ..J.ot
union-approved Negro History Week exhibit. "Many egroes art good CUlUns:
The UFT sought to portray "pluralist" black leaders like Manm luther Kmg

and Frederick Douglass as role models for students. "Respond to hate wuh __
is the philosophy of Martin Luther King," asked a quesuon [rom a UFT-pn:pared
black history workbook in 1967." Frederick Douglass, a third-grade cI was
told during a UFT-endorsed Negro History Week commemorauon, was ger to
get an education and studied every book he could find" Kmg, a cording to the
same materials, "taught peace and love" and "believed 10 freedom and dagtlny
[or all men.":" This UFT-endorsed "moderate" pluralism would be ex mphfied
during the Ocean Hill-Brownsville crisis itself by a social ludl I n gJ\ nat
]HS 271 by a white teacher, R. ). Papaleo-one that was disrupted b)' Afncan.
American Teachers Association leader Leslie Campbell. The plan (or the- tesson
asked: "How is America divided on the question of CIVIlrights? It divrded a hypo-
thetical "American Highway" into three lanes-two narr \\oJ on Ior left. and nght-
wing "extremists," and a wide "center lane." DISCUSSIOn quesu ns included Vhat
happens to America when either the right or left lane bee m more crowdedt,"
and "Why is the key 10 peace and happiness found rn observJnI\ moderauon m
thingS?"37

. In general, the UFT endorsed a pluralism that sought m acknowled e lhe con-
tnbuttons" of all groups to a Cultural mainstream, d emphaslZtd dill n:nces by
implying that group ide '. bordt

ntiues were su ordmate to hared aunbul nd unudes,
and placed the history of bl ks i

ac In America wuhm the same rrucrpretn frame-work as that of white irn i
m grant groups. It was a pluralISm confident m. abdnyto tolerate and absorb vinuall II.

. Ya Interests and groups wuhin a common culturalmatrIx.

The culture of the White majority of the UFT In the I 60s \\ 10 a
~et~ a reflebet~onof that of the white middle class m w York cuv

were uilr around "
and ob"· " concepuons of individualism, marktlpbcc- mpeuuon,~ectlve merIt a critical view f I
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early as 1963, Kenneth Clark was taking the culture of poverty, and the related
concept of cultural deprivation, to task. There were no "culturally deprived" chil-
dren, he wrote, only "children who are being denied their rights as human beings
.. deliberately and chronically victimized by the larger society in general, and
by educational institutions, specifically." Black lower-class children, he argued,
would learn effectively "if they are respected" by "middle-class and middle-class-
aspiringteachersv" By the following year, Clark was in a position to act on his be-
liefs,with the beginning of the national War on Poverty and its endorsement of the
principleof community action as an organizational tool. Community action, based
on the "opportunity theory" of sociologists Lloyd Ohlin and Richard Cloward, re-
jected the idea of a "culture of poverty." Opportunity theory advocates argued in-
stead that the poor, through participation and empowerment, could change their
local instituuons, thereby obviating the necessity of adjustment to these institu-
tionsmat the culture of poverty theory stressed." They proposed, in effect, to alter
mestructure of incentives and rewards that governed political and economic rela-
tionsin America, establishing a new set of national marketplace rules. Thus, in the
words of opportunity theory proponents, "poverty is less the result of individual
pathology than structural barriers, of institutions that were involved in the lives,
yetunresponsive to the needs of the poor. The psychological problems associated
with poverty are the result of the failure of these institutions. Thus, while the poor
were told anyone who worked hard could succeed, they nonetheless carne out of
a school system that failed to educate them to hold skills and professional jobs .
. . . Deviant and delinquent behavior could then be explained as the Inability of
the poor to achieve culturally acceptable goals by the use of legitimate means and

existing instituuons.:"?
Clark applied these ideas to New York City in his work with HARYOUon Youth

in theGhetto,and his 1965 book on Harlem, Dark Ghetto: Dilemmas oiSolial Pow"
Culturaldeprivation, he argued in the latter, was a "cult," an "alibi" for white teach-
ers: "[Black]children, by and large, do not learn because they are not being taught
effectivelyand they are not being taught because those who are charged with the
responsibility of teaching them do not believe that they can learn, do not expect
that they can learn, and do not act toward them in ways which help them to learn.
'" Stimulation and teaching based upon positive expectation seem to play an even
more important role in a child's performance in school than does the community
environment from which he comes. "11 Clark thus attempted to shift the focus of
the debate over black student achievement levels from the child and the culture
ofhis community to the teacher and the institutional structure of the school sys-
tem. Uwhite teachers showed respect for the cultural idiom of their black pupils,
made instruction relevant to their lives outside the classroom, and, most impor-
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I id ced confidence in their ability LO learn. lark argu d. bin k udents
rant y, evt en k h ded that

ld d S well as middle-class while ones, Clar • ow ver, conwou respon a
ghetto culture was unhealthy, even pathological, albeit explamabl a rca lion to
white racism. Other black intellectuals and aClIVlSLS would go £unhcr than Clark
and argue that the lower-class black culture that discomforted ~ rk nd was re-
jected by white educators was in fact legitimate and wonhy of . peer on us 0\\'11
terms.
One of the first to do so in New York was PrCSLOn\\'11 0 Dunn the 1966

attempt by Harlem parents to have a black principal appointed I Intermedi-
ate School 201, Wilcox issued a call for a "cornrnuruty centered l, mod-
eled on the work of Leonard Covello, the prmcipal of the pred<>mlluhlly ltalan-
American Benjamin Franklin High School 10 East Harlem dunn!: the 19305 and
1940s. Covello, a disciple of John Dewey, instsred that the school d I wuh the
child in connection with his social background and In rd.ltl n (0 II r rms, ds-
ruptive as well as constructive, that contribute to hi educauon " ho'llIt Coeello,
Wilcox proposed that the community-centered school "be -m 'lhe\lcnl~· re-
sponsive 10 the Customs and values of the communny H. f\ • The pnncapal of
such a school would use the culture of his black low ·r.d. "tude-n. populauon
as a positive value, not as something to be dismu .d as a Itt" r· hural depn-
vation." "Instead of being committed to the ehmmallolt In h. pup. of II he feels
IS repulsl~e 10 their backgrounds and values," \Vllcox WTOt~. the prt pal would
be .commmed to utilizing these values as a resource for edu uon " The peraong
phIlosophy of the existing [school] system:' he argued. I ren mfested
III a conscious or unconsct b I· I
. ClaUS e llt ing of the value and hI much of Itschemele."42-

The community-centered school Wilcox en\'\:)1

th:n a weak reflection of more privileged school It would
an reward different types of behaviors. "Instead of
mOSt eXclUSively to . PP
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rewardattributes that whites, in his view, had either undervalued or cast aside
altogether. His critique of that system offered a set of values he associated with
the black community as an alternate currency, which could be employed to ob-
tain benefits in the same way that whites used examination scores and advanced

degrees.
Ornerblack educational activists soon took up this argument, continuing to in-

sist that the culture of black lower-class youngsters was as legitimate as that of the
white middle class. One of their main forums was freedom ways, which had been
founded in 1961 as a journal of independent black cultural expression by Shirley
Graham-the wife of W. E. B. DuBois-and historian John Henrtk Clarke. In its
pages, educational adminisuator Edward Weaver criticized compensatory educa-
tion programs such as MES for seeking to change the culture of the poor black
child. Compensatory education, and the culture of poverty theory upon which it

was based, argued Weaver, was

a condescending approach to the culture of the black people with no effort to
structure dignity for ltheirllife-style, linguistic habits and behavior, but rather
designed LO produce while middle-class conventional behaviors .... [It] edu-
cates the black ghetto child so that he will become a black "Anglo-Saxon." It
postulates that a black "Anglo-Saxon" can or should escape from the ghetto .
. . . Its obsession that black ghetto children must be held to the same standards
as white middle-class children is based on the dogma that the black ghetto
child must look forward to that tenuous future when, as a black "Anglo-Saxon:'
he will leave the dependent environment for the white world. [Compensatory
education] proposes that the black ghetto child become a super-child, lifting
himself through reading and language skills to a nobler and greater world of

the future."

Another Freedomways contributor, Doxey Wilkerson, a professor at the Yeshiva
University School of Social Work, wrote that educational theories based on the
culture of poverty meant that while teachers were "again off the hook." The cul-
tural deprivation idea, he maintained, was "bankrupt": "When provided with
learningexperiences appropriate to their developmental needs, [black] children,
despitetheir impoverished backgrounds, do learn effectively. Their academic fail-
ures must be attributed in large measure to inappropriate learning experiences."
Citinga study by educational sociologistS Robert Rosenthal and Lenore Jacobson
that found student achievement levels to be directly related to teacher expecta-
tions, he argued that "much of the academiC retardation 50 prevalent among Negro
children is a function of negative attitudes and inept practices among the profes-

sionals who run the schools.T"

____ if
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Others in the city's black community echoed thIS theme "Thtr ~ II .. edi-
torialized the newsletter of the Brownsville Communuy \I I the munuy
action organization in Ocean Hill-Brownsvrlle, who ha," addw our children
are unable to relate [Q the values of our SOCI l)' We see r. u LS me
teacher who cannot relate to our values.T'" A parent-a lWaM t 201 arnculated
the black community's reaction LO the culture or pov n)' nd ltur ckp"valion
theories: "I don't want to be told my daught r n t I •m bees.. se she comes from
a fatherless home or because she had com OakC50r r b or (ggs_~H
A math teacher at Ocean HllI-Brownsvtlle'sJH 271 \\ equally bltll1l udents
can't learn," he said, "until they feel good about tht:nuc:h
Political scientist Charles Hamilton. wnllng in Freedom

the black critique of the culture of poverty and cuhural d pn theories Ham.
ilton moved beyond criticism of compensatory cdu II n ncl del 0{ the cui.
ture of the black lower class and qoesuoned the kl\lllnUl f the te-domi-
nated educational structure itself. He attacked the 01 man rc:bance on
reading Scores as the measure of student achlt\'emcnl, 'un rhct whtther
black pupil ", h f
, s m l e process 0 prepanng to achieve hllolh >Wldard.
ized tests' [were] being induced to try to emulate the cuhure cthrucor
racial group," Black parents, he noted. were bee min e boUi the
normative values received by their chIldren as the' R: bout the: I hn I skills
acquired It is not suffi " . I

' ciem sImp y LO know hew not to plUlnlin.
cessful black students he argued
while at the same r' " were "permancntl' nppled. ps:",tlOk'lltally,
d' rme measunng up to cruena the:rs .... , the major
~termmants for 'achievement.''' He called lor the R: e nnddle-
c ass educational StruCture based "solelv h
one based on bla k", ) n t c U t 110" by

c normallve values" whi h he d Ii--'not color-blindness _ ' C IJRl consaousness.,
American cultu ' group cohesIon. not tnd",duahslTI I I Afro.

re, not assumption r h
he wrOte "I se h" 0 \\' ne:. \\ em euhu :\rid", e t IS as a form I . ,
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'middle-class" values with those of the white community in New York,melding
them into a single, indivisible term that was often employed as an epithet. By the
onsetof the Ocean Hill-Brownsville dispute. "white middle-class" had become a
powerful and frequently used term of negative reference for black mtellectuals and

activists in the city.
As had been the case with the culture of poverty issue, one of the first blows

againstthe values of the white middle class was struck by Kenneth Clark. In Dark
GheNo, Clark described a white middle-class world that, apart from the damage it
did in the ghetto, was itself "sick." Rebellion against such a world by poor blacks,
Clarkargued, was in fact "the evidence of health."?' He also harshly criticized the
practice of tracking pupils, under which, he argued, white middle-class teachers

used "a powerful arsenal of half-truths, prejudices and rationalizations" against

black children, who were "being systematically humiliated, categorized, classi-

fied [and] relegated to groups in terms of slow learners ... »sz By the mid-1960s,
through his work with HARYOU, Clark had become convinced that conununity
action, in general, and community control of education, in particular, were the

meansbywhich lower-class blacks could "cure" their white middle-class-imposed
pathology. The culture of community action, in his view, was the antidote for the

rampant individualism and competition of white schools and white society.

CharlesHamilton and Stokely Carmichael, in their 1967 book Black Power, also
arguedthat the black community should disassociate itself from the white middle
class.White values, they argued, were "based on material aggrandizement, not the

expansion of humanity," and "supported cloistered little closed societies." They

dismissedthe Idea of individual "merit" as 'fitjting] the white middle-class mold."
Again, their prescription for the excesses of white middle-class individualism and

materialism lay in "an attitude of brotherly, communal responsibility among all

blackpeople for one another.""
Harold Cruse, in The Crisis oj the Negro Intellectual, also published in 1967,

LOokaim at the black middle class, which he viewed as a weak imitator of its

whitecounterpart. It had, he argued, passively accepted the cultural cues of the
"commerciallydeprived white middle class," and blundered down the same blind
alleys. "Caught up in the maze and vagaries of American materialistic values and

the middle-class ethos," he wrote, the black middle class was "Just as trapped
bythe systemas the poor." Cruse called for "a new black middle class organized on
the principle of cooperative economic ownership and technical administration,"

which "would teach the Negro masses the techniques of ethnic group sunrival

under capitalism-group economics, group cultural self_education-in short, co-

operative self-help on every level of human experience and need in industrial so-

ciety. "5-4
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By the late 1960s. then. many black imcllectuals had l<kn"ftcd «ruin cul-
tural traits with the middle class. and linked them 'I'" Iii II, hn The). had,
moreover, hegun to define a black oppositional culture buill round' ues they
associated with the black poor. which. In therr view, the \\hne nuddlc: lass had
rejected or ignored. And they had begun 10 cre.ue a cuhursl I rc winch
sharply circumscribed the ability of blacks 10 adopt 'he aunbul red wnh
the white middle class and still retain their mC131 boru h
These intellectuals shared platforms, picket hne . Jnd lhe

lions such as the New York Amsterdam ews. Freedom"" •
black educational activists in New York CIlY The)' clc.lrl . annuc lhc but:rs
critique of the culture of while UFf teachers To rh 11\ lilt .. too-
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in more theoretical terms. Reverend Millon Galarms n, JXrN vwble
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as "bourgeois people" with a "9 to 3. then go home" culture." "All teachers

have so far accomplished," charged black Ocean Hill-Brownsville teacher Ronald

Mcfadden, "is a more efficient way to teach kids what it takes to make a dol-

lar in Amenca.'?" A New York Amsterdam News correspondent wrote that white-

dominated education "stresses vocation rather than intellectual education." "The

emphasis on marks," he complained, "is ridiculous."59 "We say the philosophical

outlook of the West is destructive of the human spirit," editorialized the Liberator.
"Wesay we don't waru to go whitey's way."60 Rhody McCoy chaired a conference
of black New York City school officials which unanimously resolved that "white

middle-class values are harmful to black schoolchildren.""'
White community control supporters took a similar stance. Mario Fantini of

the Ford Foundation charged that whites "strive to create middle-class schools

in the slums," schools that were "not the best of all possible educational worlds"

because they failed to "stimulate intellectual competition with self-working to

realize one's potential to the fullest-rather than competition with orhers.'?" And

Robert Fox, a white activist Catholic priest in Harlem, viewed community control

in black neighborhoods as a force that would "catalyze America" and begged his

fellowwhites not to "seduce [blacks] into our value system."63
Thus, beginning in the mid-1960s, black intellectuals in New York, aided by

a small but influential group of sympathetic whites, sought to link a series of at-

tributes-competition, individualism, and materialism-specifically to the white

middle class. In the context of the New York City public education system and

the fight for community control, black activists and their white allies associated

these same attributes, which they viewed as shallow and fraudulent, with white

UN teachers. They mounted this challenge, moreover, at a time when the white

teachers had come to believe that these attributes were legitimate and fair, offering

the examples of their own professional careers as proof. As with the issue of black

lower-class culture and t~e culture of poverty idea, blacks and whites in New York

City were again on a colfision course. .
The third and final prong of the challenge to "white" culture mounted by black

intellectuals and activists auacked the "moderate" version of pluralism which held

sway in New York during the mid-1960s, and to which white Uf'T teachers in

particular were especially dedicated. The challenge was built around a "radical-

lzed" version of pluralism that dismissed attempts to blum expressions of racial

and ethnic identity as themselves ethnocentriC. "Radical" pluralism placed such

idemities squarely and openly at the center of any argumem over distribution of

resources in the city. It argued that "humanist," moderate pluralism was itself ex-

clusionary and restrictive. It objected to what the challengers considered a white,

Western, and European-dominated civic culture. And it asked for an "opening up"
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of that culture to include new possibihues mdmhn tM Id
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descendantsof Africa," he argued, "are coming to see their destinies as being di-
rectlytied to their ability to articulate and implement. . a black national con-
sensusas it relates to the individual, the family, the community, institutions, and
self-governing, self-developing, self-connecting strategies and modus operandi."68

Other activists sought to redefine white-infiuenced presentations of black his-
tory in me New York City public schools. United Bronx Parents, a pro-community
controlgroup, criticized the emphasis placed by white educators on Western cul-
rural themes and "approved" black historical figures. It demanded that the cur-
riculumbalance discussions of ancient Greece and Rome with those of the Afri-
can Ashanti culture, and the American, French, and Russian Revolutions with
MarcusGarvey, Malcolm X, and Stokely Carmichael. In a Freedomways article,
JamesCampbell, an assistant principal in the New York City public schools, as-
sertedthat "[wle need to know the relationship of our labor to this land and its
development.Itwas not a 'contribution' as many curriculum gUides are beginning
to teach."69Keith Baird, the director of African-American education in the Ocean
Hill-Brownsvilleschool district, designed a black history curriculum that would
offeran alternative to standard texts "written from a European point of view," and
to "white schools reflecting white interests, a white self-concept and white cul-
ture.""'Wearen't concerned with putting one culture over another," he argued,
"butwith supplying the missing pages of black culrure.:"" Baird's curriculum in-
cludedAfrican language, history, and even, through the use of the African num-
bergameOwart, maihemaucs." The Ocean Hill-BrownsvHle districts curriculum
advisory committee demanded "a curriculum based on the glory and greatness of
theAfrican-Americanculture, history, and experience that will be the well-spring
from which all areas will flow, [and] counter the total focus in today's curriculum

on the European Anglo-Saxon experience."72
TheUnited Federation of Parents and Teachers, a pro_community control ac-

tivistgroup, used an analogy based on the Arab-Israeli conflict to make a point
aboutwhile portrayals of black historical figures in the New York public schools.
What, it asked, ifall textbooks on Israeli history were written by Arabs, "very, very
moderateArabs, but still Arabs>" What if they "dealt almost exclusively with Arabs
and their successes," and praised "not the Jewish Freedom Fighters but rather
thosewho accommodated to dominant Arab power?"n This, the organization ar-
gued,was equivalent to what black studems and educators faced in the New York
publicschool system. Milton Galamison may have expressed the frustrations of
criticsof the white pluralist approach to black history most succinctly. "For years,"
he observed, "Americans have sal in the theatre and applauded in all the wrong
places,accepting the villains as the heroes and the heroes as the villams."74
Symbolicof the differences between the two brands of pluralism, and a har-
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;",\,» binger of conflicts to come, was the Racism an Edu alton
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II

that [black educators] are so ready to have the Negro cut himself off from..
It would appear as if history teachers at this conference attended the teacher
traininginstitutions of Hitler's Germany .. _. Simply substitute the words "white

man" for "Jew" and the books are ready for reprint.76

Thereaction of the white media that covered the conference was also negative.
"Startedfrom a desire to correct the frequently grossly inaccurate treatment of
Negroesin history books," observed the Long Island Press, "the conference mean-
dered through revival-type sessions ('Tell 'em, brother') to angry back-to-Africa

speeches and general confusion." 71

TheRacism in Education Conference was one of the first overt confrontations
betweenthemoderate pluralism of the white UFT teachers and an emerging radi-
cal pluralist critique based in the community of New York black educators, writers,
andactivists.The conference unseuled the white teachers in attendance, because
theyhad constructed their version of pluralism around a presumption of a con-
sensus that clearly did not exist. White teachers had assumed that the addition
ofblack history books to already existing public school curricula would address
the concerns of black educators and "solve" any cultural inequities that existed.
Theywere wrong. Blackeducators, viewing "humanism" as a cover for white par-
ticularism,and ambivalent about the need for a cultural consensus of any kind,
weredemanding a change in perspective that the moderate pluralism of the white

teachers,almost by definition, could not accommodate.
Thus, even before the events of the Ocean Hill-Brownsville crisis began to un-

fold,conllicting "white" and "black" cultural approaches had developed side by
side in New York City. The former was built around conceptions of individual-
ism; competition; "objective," examination-based measures of achievement and
reward;black lower-class cultural weakness; and moderate, "common denomi-
naror"pluralism. The lauer emphasized mutuality and cooperation; the cultural
legitimacyof the black poor; the use of the cultural resources of the black commu-
nityas a form of currency in the local and national marketplaces; and a pluralism
basedon community and group distinctiveness. Troubling questions, which en-
twinedrace and class, had been placed on the civic agenda: Were lower-class black
children "culturally deprived"? Were the ideas of "individualism" and "merit"
myths in city life? Were "middle-class" values necessarily "white" ones? Was it
pOSSibleto be both "black" and "middle-class'" And was a pluralism that sought
to dilute the force of racial and ethnic particularism through expressions of broad
cultural unity merely a perpetuation of white dominance and black marginaliza-
tion?Bythe end of 1966 as black and white educators, intellectuals, and activists

offeredstrikingly differe~t answers to these questions, this volatile mix lacked only

(,

I
I"
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a spark, a specific set of circumstances to animate It and gtve It momentum Over
the next two years, events at Ocean Hill-Brownsvrlle would previde Ih15spark,
pitting the two NewYorks against each other, and forcmg virtually every ciuzen or
the city to choose sides. In so doing, they would transform Rhody IcCo) and Fred
Nauman, who in 1966 did not even know each other. imo symbohc adversanes
for a divided city.

~--
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THE OCEAN HILL-BROWNSVILLE

COMMUNITY CONTROL EXPERIMENT

o

~••,

The Ocean Hill-Brownsville community control experiment had its genesis, per-
haps fittingly, in a display of Board of Education bureaucratic arrogance: it would
not permit a woman to speak at one of its meetings because her name was not on

the proper list. On December 19, 1966, the Board held one of its periodic pub-
lic hearings at its no Livingston Street headquarters. These meetings, one of the

Boards rare bows in the direction of positive public relations, were tightly cho-

reographed. Representatives of established organizations with ties to New Yorks
educational bureaucracy spoke first. On this afternoon, these included the United
Parents Association, the "official" parent liaison group in the City school system;

the Public Education Association, the longtime voice of the cttys upper middle-
class reform constituency in educational policy; and the Citizens Committee for

Children, another predominantly upper middle-class group with ties to the reform
Wingof the citys Democratic party and to the UFT.The Board of Education rele-
gated EQUAL, HARYOU-ACT,the Harlem Parents Committee, CORE, and other
prominent civil rights and community action organizations, as usual, to the end

of its program.
Near the end of the afternoons schedule, LillianWagner, a black single mother

from Ocean Hill-Brownsville, approached the podium and asked to be heard.
71
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Checking the speakers' list before him, Board Vice Presrdent Alfred G"lrdlllo ruled
her out of order. Only those who had subrmued their nam In ad," nee could
speak, and Mrs. Wagner had not done so. Giardmo raised lus g.1\ 110 c nnnue
the session. He was interrupted, however, by the audien e led b)- lien Lune
of EQUAl: "Let her speak, we pay the taxes!" lmpasstve. Giardmo repealed thaI
Mrs. Wagner was out of order. As the chams of "Let her peak!" grew louder. irs.
Wagner shouted: "The voice of the people 15 wuh me I d nt \\ nt m . child to
grow up in the same ghetto as I did." At this, Lloyd Gamson, the presideru 01 the
Board of Education, and a descendant of the legendary runetecmh-cemary aboli.
tionist , announced he was adjourning the heanng beC3U5C of the d rupuon He
and his colleagues exited the room through doors local d direetl behll'" theu
desks.

But Lurie and her supporters would not let th rnomeru pas: rambhng:er
the barrier separating the spectators' gallery from the now ..cmpl) r of dc:sks,
they sat down in the red-cushioned swivel chairs and relu d 10 k.a\ :\ irt
staying here," said one protester, "because the Board or .du uan" Id not hs-
ten to us. They showed they are nOI responsible to the parents The . ~Id. public
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Garrison once again retreated. bur he was running out of patience. After another
fruitless day of waiting, he finally gave the order for the police to move in. Galamt-
son, Lurie, and len others were carried out of the Board of Education chambers
and arrested, as their supponers stood outside 110 Livingston Street with signs
reading "Will Jail Help My Child To Read?'"
They had, however, made their point, both to the Board of Education and the

city at large: without community control of education in black neighborhoods,
there would be no peace in New York. And the protesters themselves would come
to see the shared experience of the "Peoples Board of Education" sit-in as a land-
mark not only in the baule for community control, but in a larger struggle for
their vision of political and cultural "equality" in the city. Another, less expansive
vision, embodied by the UFT and its supporters, would stand in their way.

As the "People's Board of Education" drama unfolded, the Ocean Hill-Browns-
ville neighborhood was emerging as a hotbed of pro-community control senti-
ment. This development also owed much to the workings of an awkward Board of
Education bureaucracy. The central Board had combined Ocean Hill-Brownsville
and the predominantly white and middle-class East Flatbush section of Brooklyn
into one district, Number 17, as part of its largely ineffectual attempt to promote
racial balance in the public schools. East Flatbush residents, however, comman-
deered all the seats on the districts local school board, denying representation to

Ocean Hill-Brownsville. In early 1967, exasperated Ocean Hill-Brownsville par-
ents and activists began a boycott of the local board and formed their own "In-
dependent School Board No. 17," a localized model of the "Peoples Board of Edu-
cation" of the previous December that contained some of the same personnel,

including Galamison.
Although the "Independent School Board No. 17" had no official legal standmg,

it received initial support from an unlikely source, in view of subsequent events-
the UFT. Union leaders favored an alliance with the Independent Board [or two
interrelated reasons. First, they wished to curry favor with black parents by join-
ing their demand that 110 Livingston Street pay more auenuon to the Ocean HiU-
Brownsville community. And second, to the Ul-T, "attention" meant services-
more teachers, more specialists. more equipment-in a word, "more." "More," of
course, would mean additional employment opportunities for UFT members. And
the More Effective Schools, or MES, program for poor neighborhoods was par-
ticularly promising in this regard. MES-designated schools received an infusion
of labor-intensive educational services that required more hiring-two and some-
times three teachers per class, remedial reading and mathematics specialists, guid-
ance counselors, and program coordinators. The desire of union leaders for MES
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designations for as many Ocean Hill-Brownsville school as possible, an fact. pro-
vided the single best explanation for the UFT's support of the IOltlal sta~ of the
community control movement in the district.
Albert Shanker dispatched Sandra Feldman, h. most trusted field represema-

tive and later president of the UFT, to Ocean HtII early In 1967 '0 help the Inde-
pendent Board and local residents pry "rnore'' from the central Board of educa-
tion. In February of that year, Feldman organized a dem nsirauon at PS 144WIth
local Ocean Hill-Brownsville parents, seeking us designauon as an t school.
They also demanded the removal of 144's unpopular pnncipal, wh - bureau-
cratic instransigence was well known, and who was not nous ~ r h customary
response-"l get my orders from dOWllIOwn"-IO any suggcsucns thai nucked
of innovation or change. The protesters obtained the transfer or the pnnclpaJ. and,
while rebuffed in their campaign for MES designallon, we", able t forcc the Board
of Education to promise upgraded services at the school. mcludtng adchuonal
reading teachers and guidance counselors' The UFf, encouraged by tlusqu.alilied
victory in its quest for "more," continued to work mf rmally wuh ih Indtpendent
Board in Ocean Hill-Brownsville during the wtrner and spnng of 1067
But the union leadership may have misapprehended the g Is f the Indepen-

dent Board and the parents and acuvtsts of Ocean HIII-8 v.'1\S.,',Ucwuh "hom
they sought to ally around the demand for "m re." can HIII-B " '11k ItSr-
dents, by 1967 were rn . b
I .. ' ovmg eyond this idea, and begmnm to qu lOll theegltlmacy of the city's publi d .
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and resources lOthe school. Bloomfield soughtlO hnkJHS 271 and Ocean Hill-
Brownsvillecommunity residents through an "Ocean Hill Community Council,"
on which Rooke sat. The council, while not an activist group, did provide a forum
fordiscussion and air-clearing. Apparently, Rooke was satisfied with this arrange-
ment, and with Bloomfield, in 1966. In June of that year, she presented him with a
certificatecommending him for his work, and wrote in the school magazine: "The
teachers of the school have certainly shown [students] how much they fee! they
are special. ... We have worked closely and harmoniously toward keeping [JHS
2711among the top schools that New York City has ever had." Yet, only a year
later, Rooke left the Ocean Hill Community Council for a different community
group with a much more socially transformanve agenda, the Brownsville Commu-
nity Corporation. This group, the officially designated War on Poverty agency in
Ocean Hill-Brownsville, sought to use community action as a means of resource
redistribution in the neighborhood. It viewed white educators as part of the prob-
lem, not the solution.
By1967, Rooke was accusing white teachers in the district of having "bad at-

titudes." "They don't live in the neighborhood," she complained, "and they rush
out of the school and the neighborhood before three o'clock.'? Two newcomers to
OceanHill-Brownsville, who became acquainted with Rooke through the Browns-
ville Community Corporation, played a major role in her change of heart. C. Her-
bert Oliver,who as the chairman of the Ocean Hill-Brownsville local school board
would help draft Fred Nauman's termination letter, was a minister who had arrived
in 1965 to head the Westminster Bethany United Presbyterian Church. Oliver
came from Birmingham, where he had been active in the Southern Christian Lead-
ership Conference. Oliver was skeptical of the abilities and motives of white edu-
cators in the Ocean Hill-Brownsville schools, for personal as well as philosophical
reasons. His son, a student in the Ocean Hill schools, was performing poorly in
most subjects, and failing math. Since the boy had made the honor roll in Birming-
ham, where he had been taught by black teachers, Oliver concluded that the fault
laywith indifferent white educators who did not believe his son was as capable as
white students.s He believed there was no point in adding "more" services and pro-
grams 1O an already dysfunctional educational structure as long as white teacher
attitudes remained the same.
Rookes other major influence was also a man of the cloth. The Reverend John

Pawls. a white worker-priest, had corne to live and organize in Ocean Hill-
Brownsville in the mid-1960s. He quickly made his Our Lady of Presentation
Church into a clearinghouse for local community control activists. In 1968, he,
likeOliver, would sit on the local school board that sought to oust Fred Nauman.
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Powis's political philosophy was closer to anarchism than an),thmR else He viewed
the public education system as the racist bulwark or a "51 k S()(;iC1r·" HLSmsu-
tutionalized definition of "racism" damned while teachers as a group, rty.ardless
of their personal attitudes. With advisers such as Ohver and Po\\ l! • It l!> hardly
surprising that Elaine Rooke's opinions about the pubhc schools to n HHl-
Brownsville shifted drastically between 1965 and 1967
While the UFT leadership sought to attribute Rook's change o[ hcan Iy to

the influence of "irresponsible extremists," her motivations WCTC much mon: com-
plex. Rooke, and many Ocean Hill-Brownsville parents hke her, w theirch.ldren
caught up in a cycle of failure in the neighborhood schools Rcadlntt and mathe-
matics scores had indeed risen under Bloomfield, but 'hey ,,,II ~AAcdW behmd
'hose in white middle-class areas of 'he city. h was al. 0 true tlut w 'FT had
succeeded in attracting more money, servtc . and program to lhe: d oct The
community's schools, however, seemed to be rraimng their chIld n r t blUt:-collar
a~d unskilled jobs that no longer existed, since the uncmploym "l r. re tn Ocean
Hall-Brownsville was 22 percent, and even higher am ng lh und r t"- nt ·.6\'e
years of age."

And the white teachers themselves, while rarely employm 0 nl lan-
guage, were, at best, condescending and patromzmg t 'ard bl k hild",n Rooke
thought the white teachers were different-very dlrr rem-[r m lOOt pils and
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SandraFeldman and other UFT leaders argued that "more" programs and services
would help their children, but the people they really appeared to benefit were the
teachers themselves, with "more" jobs, money. and material comforts. The union
said it wanted a parent-teacher alliance, but only on its own terms. It assumed

that what was good for the un was also good for black parents. Uf'T leaders did
not appear fully to comprehend the depth of despair felt by parents such as Elaine
Rooke.And they cenainly could not understand why Rooke would blame white
teachers for problems whose origins lay far beyond their classrooms. There was,
of course, much justification for their feelings of bewilderment on this score. But
white teachers, in Ocean Hitl-Brownsville and elsewhere in New York, may not
have understood the extent to which they had become symbols for parents like
ElaineRooke, symbols of an economic, social, and educational system that mar-
ginalized her and her children. 1t was this emotion that had led one of Rooke's
friends to tell a white Ocean Hill-Brownsville teacher: "You ruined my life-you're

not going to ruin my children's roo.?"
Exaggerated as these sentiments may have been, they spoke volumes as to the

perceptual chasm separating white teachers and black parents in neighborhoods
like Ocean Hill-Brownsville by 1967. White teachers viewed the educational sys-
tem as one that, while flawed, had helped th~~_and would heljLanyone wishing
to work hard. Black parents saw the system as a failure. Each generalized from
thcirOwn experiences and projected them onto theOther. As a result, by the spring l

of 1967, Sandra Feldman and Jack Bloomfield would be no match for C. Herbert
Oliver and John Powis in the battle for the allegiance of Elaine Rooke and other'
OceanHill-Brownsville parents. lt was obvious to them that white control of black
schools had led nowhere. 1t was time, as one parent would put it, "to make our
own rules for our own schools"-time, in other words, for community control.l''

n
It)
It'
I'"

John Lindsay's thoughts at this time were proceeding along similar lines. He
also had a more prosaic problem to solve. He needed to find a way to pry more
funding for New York City's public schools out of the State Legislature in Albany,
a body dominated by "upstaters" traditionally lukewarm to the city's financial
needs." In the spring 0[1967, Lindsay asked the legislature to consider the five bo-
roughs of the city as separate entities for school funding purposes, an accounting
maneuver Lhatwould significantly increase the total allocated [0 the city as a
whole. The legislature responded by asking the mayor to decentralize the city's
public educational system down to the borough level, in order to make the ar-

rangement more than just a paper transaction.
This was the go-ahead signal that Lindsay was hoping for when he made his
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borough-wide funding proposal. He announced his intention to go the State Legis-
lature one better: he would decentralize the schools below the boroughs, all the
way down to the community ieve!. He appointed a task force headed by Ford
Foundation president McGeorge Bundy to study the issue and report back to him
with a plan through which each of the city's communities would control its own
schools. In the~,.h"-Pr.oGlGled·the-centr.I-Board-<>f Education to begin ex-
perimenting with various forms of community control. In April 1967, the Board
announced its intention to do just that, issuing.a pOliG}Lstatementin.viting locali-
ties to appry for authorization to implement community control plans. The Board
also announced that it would permit funding for such plans to be solicited from
outside sources, including private sources, a departure from its traditional policy.12
Thecentral Boards guidelines for such plans were relatively cautious. They

continued the central assignment of teaching and administrativ~ personnel, and
competitive, examination-based hiring procedures. In an effort to facilitate the re- \
cruir:nem of minority faculty. they permitted local school boards to petition the
Superintendent of Schools to waivrlormal-hiring-requirements "if exceptional cir-
cumstances exist," and request that he make teacher assignments based on "due
considerationof tnecnfferences in needs asrellected in the pupil population of
districts." The guidelines also permitted local control of curriculum, but only
within the "framework" set by the centra] Board of Education and the State De-
partment of Education. In general, the Board of Education sought to .make local
school boards, which had heretofore been virtually irrelevant. into limited part-
ners, but not co-managers, in the business of running the public school sysrern."
On their face, the Board's guidelines appeared to promise little more than some

administrative reshuffling, a fine-LUning to make the educational system more re-
sponsiveto its constituents. This, at least, is what Schools Superintendent Bernard
Donovan and Alfred Giardino, the new president of the Board of Education, be-
lieved.Neither, however, took into account the intensity of the passions swirling

through neighborhoods like Ocean Hill-Brownsville.

Ocean Hill-Brownsville was a logical candidate to serve as one of the Board
of Educations sites for "experimentation" in community control of education. By
the spring of 1967, C. Herbert Oliver and John Powis lived in the neighborhood,
andMilton Galamison, the citys best-known civil rights activist and a community
control supporter, preached nearby. Lillian Wagner, whose demand to be heard
by the Board of Education had sparked the "People's Board of Education" dem-
onstration in December 1966, was an Ocean Hill-Brownsville resident, as were
other "Peoples Board" veterans. And in "Independent School Board No. 17," the
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neighborhood already had an informally funcuorung "expenmem 10 community
controL
It was also logical for the Ford Foundation to be Interested to can Hdl-

Brownsville. The foundations director, McGeorge Bundy. a c mrnunuy control
supporter. was already serving as chairman of the Lmdsay-appctmed panel study-
ing the issue, and his chief educational policy adviser, Mana Fantini. \\ acu\"tly
searching for possible projects LO fund. Ford and 'can Hill-Brownsville were
brought together by members of the staff of thc lnsutuie for Communlt) udies
at Queens College (ICS), a group of New l.eft.-mfluenced a dem: aura led b)'
the link between community control and the pnnciples of parUClpatory democ-
racy lCS's head, Marilyn Ginell, a professor of SOCIology at Queens 011. •would
co-author a book on community control of education wuh Fanum ,.. And both
GitteU and Fantini were personally acquainted wnh Powis and aware of h \\ rk
in the Ocean Hill-Brownsville community. Thus. a number of personaln and
forces converged in support of the community corur I Impulse: at n HtJl-
Brownsville in the spring of 1967.

Community control also made a great deal of sense t ean Htll-Bro\\ ,lie
residents, because it spoke to their basic concerns. In addruon to the ho r un-
proved educational opportunities for their chitdren. u offcred the b,la!)' of
chang~ng the rules governing the public education market 10 the ell 10 make
more Jobs and political power available to them ommunuv orurol prarnse
that Outside bureaucrats had failed meant employment pcssrbshu I r 1oca11tSl-
dents, who could work r .

Hill B ' as parapro'esslonals and rea her: 1'1 m on lhe Ocean
1 - TownsVIlleschools In ddt h
strangl h ld .' a Ilion, I e end of the crura] Boand I d nons

e 0 on awardmg contracts r h I
might provid I I . or se 00 consiru II n nd R1aonlCNncee oca men with a 10 . d
monopol)' held b hi' ng-aWatle opponuntt, t break !he near-

Y W tes in these areas- 19 h
awarded two-third f h ' m . I e Boand 01 d uon had

SOt e Contracts for ih
firms, each with virtually no black employe: .:"n·, to JUSl 1\\ trite-:ned
Communuy control also _

average Ocean Hill B prOmIsed to end lhe polnl 1 rnargtn>.h::lIlIon 01 the
- TownsvIlle citizen b.

powerrnent. This route t I"· . .) ct"eat.tng an alt null\ I CID-
o po llical mnuenc 1Currencies of powe Th. e. Ir mea I~didnot tn\ \ ~

r. e archilects of h
to be independent fro h 1 e COmrnunny action ppu3l1L"-'A
HU m l e established I.
I-Brownsville bec h po lucal stru lure on 'Ocean' auset eycons"d

residents Voted fo 1 e~d that structu~ to h:n: local
r repreSentatives t ..

Were in practice marked b 1. 0 COmmunny cOl'JXlfat da.""tlQnS
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a road Popular 1..___ be u UC"'- u'
"""" to elected, 001) me rwne l'C\:='UlOO
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in the neighborhood, which could mean simply being seen "around." The demo-
cratic features of this new currency were obvious. They did, on the other hand,
lend to empower individuals who did not have broad-based electoral support. and
werenot skilled in the politician's art of compromise. Community action thus had
the potential to create "leaders" who purported to speak for the "community," but
who in fact represented narrow constituencies."
In 1967, little of this seemed to matter, but by the time of the clty's fiscal crisis

in the rnid-1970s, community control's seductive promise of political power with-
out the requirement of an electoral base would play New York's black population Jv- ''\ ~~
false,since only the mass electoral muscle that community control implicitly dis- lkt'i'-"'c<0 -,

couraged could stave off budget cuts and service reductions that impacted black c.................I-..,
&:;.".""""\ J,.~-.J-

citizens disproportionately. With power on community boards but not at the polls, k...A -¥ f\-hL-(

where blacks represented close to a quarter of the city's population but only about ~~
15 percent of its voters, black leaders were unable to prevent these cuts." They
would learn the hard lesson that "community," if not translated into a political
organization plausibly able to threaten retribution at the ballot box, offered only
imperfect protection against shifts in the city's political winds.
In the spring of 1967, however, all this lay in the future. Ocean Hill-Brownsville

citizens saw community control as a chance to change the rules of an unfair mar-
ket, and end decades of economic and political marginalization. They, and the
educational activists who supported community control, were joined at this early
stage by the UFT.The union supported Ocean Hill-Brownsville as a site for a com-
munity comrol experiment in the spring of 1967, although its motives presaged
the disagreements that were to come.
Albert Shanker was encouraged by Sandra Feldman's limited success in join-

ing with parents to obtain "more" services at Ocean Hill-Brownsville's PS144, and
hoped thai the union and the community could now unite in a campaign to make
all of the district's schools MES. To Shanker, in fact, the idea of "community con-
trol"meant, essentially, MES. Shanker was also uncomfortable with the very term
"community control," which he rarely used in public. He preferred "decentraliza-
tion," a more limited arrangement under which local boards would "consult" the
union and the central Board of Education as they decided the essential questions
of school governance. As a co-manager of the public education system in New
York,the UFThad a vested interest in preserving the apparatus of centralized con-
trol that the Board of Education had created. Shanker's version of "decentraliza-
lion" thus had no room for local comrol of spending, personnel, and curriculum.
Shanker believed that his brand of decentralization offered a Significant advance
over past practice, and he was right. Since 1898, local school boards had been
littlemore than rubber stamps. But "decentralization" according to Albert Shanker,

I,'
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and "community control" according to John Powis, C. Hcrben Oliver, and Elaine
Rooke, were very different things.

Swayed largely by the UFT, recommendation, Schools upenraendem Bernard
Donovan chose Ocean Hill-Brownsville as one of the Board of Edu lion experi-
mental community control districts in May 1967. DOnO\'3n proposed a procedure
and timetable that bespoke the central Board of Education's bureau rauc caU110n.

He called for the formation of a "planning council:' composed r Ocean HIU-
Brownsville residents, teachers, and school adrmrustrators The planrung COun-
cil would prepare a detailed blueprint for cornrnurury control: dns w uld 'em
methods of electing local board members and delineate the powers of the board,
The blueprint would then be submitted to Donovan for hISapproval on the fall of
1967." This was typical Board of Education pracuce a leisu re ly plannmg process,
followed by an extended high-echelon review.

UFT teachers in Ocean Hill-Brownsville. including Fred auman, be: n meet.
ing with community leaders to formulate this blueprim The UFT also envusoned a
leisurely process, especially with the summer recess approachmg, and nt more-
over, that it would control. Accordingly, the union produ ed what w nually
a plan to formUlate a plan, Its "Plan for an Expenmental hool D.stnCl tn DIStrict
17," which Sandra Feldman sent to the Board of Edu lion, ontamed Dono''3ns
"planning council" d II

, • ea, as we as modest proposals for local mpui into personnel,
cumcular, and financial rnauers. The Ocean HIII-BrownS'.,n I I hool rd,
whenever it was inst II d ld
" , a e ,wou prepare a hsr of candrdm f r the posmon ofUnit Administr t "

a or to serve as the nom mal head of the dlSlnct' . butDonovan would make the fi I I '
, " na se ecuon While the plan did not define the urut ad-mUliStrators powers with spe 'fi' F I

I'd c. Clly, e dman clearly ~m"lSlon<d rou~l}' the meirrun- ,consultative respons.bT .
h" rues as exercISed by the admmlStnll rs of the cuysat er, nonexperimental school di .

dents" Th I IStnCts, who we re known OS"d net supennten-. e p an also Provided for .
system although' dtd a conunuauon of the mpeuuv e.XlDl.lIl.lDon

' It • express the h ' bo
ers chosen in this In ope, In a w to local nsablhues.lh.u le3ch-

anner would maim.a:
Hill-Brownsville c' tn sytllpathellc rdallOll5 ",th the Ocean

ommuntty Most imponan I h
asked that all eight sch Is,' t)' '0 t e UFT kad~Nup. lht plan

00 tn Ocean H'll B '
ThiS amounted to d t - rownsvtlle be deslim.llal - - Is.

a emand for the """ '
some 25 percent a tyP' I - ....ans.on of th~ teaclun., ~ U1 the area b)', lea expressi r. "'t:'
As the UFTcharted its on 0 the UnJ n' plulo.oph, 01 ;n

course ho\\'eve •L-awn, different plans f ' r, Ou ,er act \\ P::t'al thctr
or community

and JUly, they emerged to c fr Control tn ~n Iitll-Ilrowns\'l!k In June
prOVide funding to th on Ont the union, The Ford Foun '

e nascent Ocean Hill-a
rowns',Ue ~''''ntnenlTb<
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lions education liaison, Mario Fantini, worked with Powis and the lCS's Marilyn
Gittell to execute an end run around both the union and the Board of Education,
taking most of the Ocean Hill-Brownsville community with them. Without con-
sulting Shanker or Donovan, Fantini announced a Ford Foundation grant of forty-
four thousand dollars to the Ocean Hill experimental project in late June. Fan-
tini deliberately routed the grant funds through Marilyn Gittell's ICS and Powiss
Our Lady of Presentation Church. Fantini also announced that the Ocean Hill-
Brownsville local board. when it came into existence, would have the power to
hire and fire school personnel independent of the central Board of Education, an-
other circumvention of Shanker and Donovan.2o Donovan protested ineffectually,
tellingFantini on June 30 that he was moving LOO "definitively" for his tastes." But
Donovan did not, either at this time or during the critical summer months that
followed, put his foot down and order that the process of setting up the Ocean
Hill-Brownsville experimental district be slowed or modified to fit his agenda. In-
stead, Donovan implicitly accepted the different direction the project was iakmg."
Donovan's reticence can be explained in part by his reluctance to be perceived as
an obstacle to the aspirations of the Ocean Hill-Brownsville community. He was
especially wary of accusations of racism, as Powis, who had observed his behav-
ior during the IS 201 controversy in 1966, was well aware. Powis, Rhody MCCoy,
and the community control supporters would use this sensitivity for their own
purposes as the Ocean Hill-Brownsville controversy developed.
The UFT teachers who served on the Ocean Hill-Brownsville "Planning Coun-

cil" did not head off Pawls and Fantini's alternative plans [or the project for a
simpler reason: they were not around. The Spring 1967 semester ended on]une 30,
and the UFT representatives duly packed their belongings and turned their at-
tention to the traditional summer activities of New York public school teachers-
second jobs, graduate courses, and summer camps. Their contacts with the Ocean
Hill-Brownsville neighborhood during the summer were sporadic, because they
expected that the "planning" [or the community control experiment would resume
in earnest in the fall. But they miscalculated: by then events had moved past them.
At the beginning of July, Fantini, Giltell, and Powis agreed that by September

the Ocean Hill-Brownsville community control experiment would have an elected
board, a unit administrator, and a plan of operation. All would be as independent
of the UFT and the central Board of Education as possible. Powis turned his at-
temion first to the matter of the unit administrator. He introduced Rhody McCoy
to the planning council, at a meeting attended neither by the UFT representatives

nor by any official from Donovan's office."
McCoy was an eighteen-year veteran of the New York Ctry public schools. A

native of the City,he had begun his career in the system after graduating from

I '•
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Howard University.He was a quiet, deliberate man, not prone to displays of emo-
tion. Many of his professional acquaintances believed him to be apolitical. Only
close friends know of his interest in, and admiration for, Malcolm X, whose Har-
lem meetings he attended in the early 19605. By the summer of 1967, McCoy was
the acting principal of a "special service" school for emotionally disturbed chil-
dren on Manhattans West Side. He had refused to take the examination required
for permanent appointment, on principle. McCoy believed that it rewarded role

knowledge unrelated to the skills actually required by the job. He was thus not
on any Board of Examiners eligibility list when Powis nominated him for unit ad-
mimstrator." For this reason, the UFT teachers on the planning council, when
they heard of his nomination, opposed him, and proposed junior High 5chool271
principal jack Bloomfield instead. Incensed, Powis and the rest of the council, at
a meeting to which the teachers had not been invited, selected McCoy.25
To them, McCoy's lack of "paper" credentials was a point in his favor, not a

reason to reject him. McCoy was known as one of the rare public school ad-
ministrators whose leadership style combined compassion and firmness. He liked
black children, and had not given up on their capacity to learn, even under the
trying conditions of a "special service" school which housed "difficult" children.
He believed in the black community and in community control. These qualities,
above all others, recommended him to Powis and his allies on the Ocean Hill-

Brownsville planning council.
McCoy moved quickly LO align himself with the parent members of the plan-

ning council, all of whom were women on some form of public assistance. He au-
thorized payments to them from the Ford Foundation grant as "consultants" in the
upcoming election for representatives on the permanent Ocean Hill-Brownsville
local board. McCoy continued these payments to the parent members of the per-
manent board when it was elected, assuring himself of ongoing support from the
most influential parents in the Ocean Hill-Brownsville distrtct."
With McCoy installed as unit administrator, the planning council began draft-

ing its own community control plan for Ocean Hill-Brownsville. Once again, the
UFT representatives were largely excluded from this process. Powis, Fantini, and
the newly appointed McCoy set out to produce a document that was very differ-
ent from the previous UFT-approved version. They intended, in fact, to construct
a community control structure completely separate from the union and school bu-
reaucracy,seizing the moment in a preemptive strike Donovan and Shanker would

have no choice but to accept.
On july 29, after four weeks of concentrated effort, the planning council, minus

the UFf members, produced its plan for community control in the Ocean Hlll-
Brownsvilleschools. Its preface, written by MCCoy,began by describing the mar-
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ginalized life of the typical Ocean Hill-Brownsville re ,dent. Ithou Idalso
have described much of the rest of black ew York In 1967 "Then: people
here." McCoy wrote, "who feel themselves OUIof Slghl of orber e groping m
the dark The city takes no notice of them. In rhe rnrd I of a -d, hun:h or
in the marketplace, these people are about as obscure ,hey" Id be illocked
somewhere in a cellar. It is net that the>' are cen ured r r p hrd. thty art
simply not seen-the invisible people, To be wholl)' overlooked lIl1d 10 .1l1S

intolerable," "Men are capable of puumg an end '0 w,,", they hnd inIolel2bi<
without resort to politics," McCoy warned. "The endmJ,t of op lht be-
ginning of a new day has often become. realuy nly fler people II. resorted
to violent means." The Ocean HiII-BrownsvLllc communu)' lrol cxpmtntnt.
he concluded, "represents the last threads of the communu IIh in the school
systems purposes and abilities. "27

The community control plan Went on to claim w~C:PInR ~ thr Ocean
Hill-Brownsville local board, which it envISion d repl. In lhe n 1 rd of
Education in the districts schools, The local board would c nttol h, cumcu-
lurn, and finances, It would have the right to conllnue 10 It 11ru~ [rt>lIISOU/ttS

outsIde the central Board, a privilege denied olher school d In the CIt), and
one that would give it the t 'I
bec ' po enlla to use Ford unciallon UP!'O'1I C'\T1lIU3lly
orne mdependent of the entire public schOOl ) tern And ,n doh te slap

at the un, the plan made no provision for M In an) of I"'; d riel "
The eiection for positions On the Ocean HIli-Brown., III I I

on August 3 and 4 I ' place
, ' a most Immediately afler th rei of he com-

mUnIty control plan, and once again WlthoUl lhe a t
or the Officialsancli f th 11\c pon the UFT
ents whom Mceo on 0 ,e cenl"!l Board Of Edu II n l1lc par-
themselves and ~ hadddesignaled as paid "elecuon onsuh 1e5

' ern oor-to door sr.
neighborhood schools EI - 0 ICILIng "Ole> Poll> re
22 ' even hundred restd
percent of the parents' 0 ents panIClp;nC'd. re,pr~~Iin>
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s ere Voters Th'

mate the average rate (: I . " IS turn. OUl. while rclatl\ I I
or egIslauve ra thSeven parents all of h Ces 10 e dlSlncl

consultants" em ' d ~ om were already senlJl as t
' erge VICIOrious to I d · 'P1i"'tnt

communIty representattves to. ' C u 109 E1ame Roo' 1bt:. In ru
were POWlS,Assembl J0to Ihem On the 10C:lIboord
h Ylnan Samuel W . h ",'u",," _,~~'"

w 0 was elected Ihe board' . ng I. and the Rt\~ He
seleCttog ProfesSor St h s chairman. The local
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power. They carne from similar backgrounds: most were black, poor, and female.

All had been active in the Ocean Hill-Brownsville schools, and many, like Elaine

Rooke, had served as Parent-Teacher Association officers. They shared Oliver's dis-

illusionment with white teachers. The parents were also driven by a desire for a
measure of respect from them. The parent representatives were all too aware of
their lack of educational credentials; most had not finished high school When

white teachers in Ocean Hill-Brownsville questioned their decisions on the local

board, the parents believed they were really questioning their qualifications to
decide educational policy. The UFT leadership invariably justified its criticism of

the Ocean Hill local board by asking whether "nonprofessionals" -a veiled refer-

ence to the parent representatives-could properly play such an important role in

the schools. "The terrible thing for most opponents of community control," wrote

McCoy, mockingly describing this attitude, "is that the thrust for control is being

made by people who 'aren't equipped' to exercise it. They're backward. There are

no Ph.D's or college presidents among them. They're just 'folks' and what on earth

do they know about schools?'?' White teachers who criticized the parents on the

local board may well have believed they were deoafiIi"gpOlicy issues,_and meant

nothing personal. What the parents actually heard, however, was an attack on their

legitimacy, and, indirectly, their lives. Like Oliver and McCoy, their day of reck-

oning with the white teachers of Ocean Hill-Brownsville would come on May 9,

1968
The newly elected Ocean Hill-Brownsville local board's first order of business

was the appointment of principals for the schools in the district that had vacancies.

Ordinarily, the board would have had nothing to decide, since principals were

centrally appointed by Superintendent Donovan [rom a list according to examina-

tion scores. For elementary school principals, the superintendent was bound by
the "rule of three" to select one of the three top scorers. By 1967, the system had

become so rigid that in practice, the superintendent invariably chose the applicant

with the highest grade.32 Selection of junior and senior high school principals was

governed by a "qualifying list" system, under which the superintendent could ele-

vate any candidate attaining a designated minimum examination grade, although,

once again, in practice those with the highest scores were usually chosen first.

McCoy and the Ocean Hill-Brownsville local board, however, viewed the prin-

cipal selection issue as the first real test of their authority, and were determined to

assert their prerogatives. They also wished to make a point about the racial distri-

bution of pnncipalships in the public school system. Only 1 percent of the prin-

cipals in New York were black in 1967, and the existing eligibility lists were com-

posed almost entirely of whites." Accordingly, McCoy informed Donovan that he

wished to fill Ocean Hill-Bro\\'11Sville's vacancies with principals who were not on

,
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any Board of Examiners list. Their only qualification ""uld be
uficarton, which consisted of basic college educauon coo
passing an exarrnnanon."

Donovan was uncomfonable with the idea, but he did not to a con-
frontation. He placed the matter on [he desk or hi supen ie Educauon
Commissioner James Allen, whose sympathies for ommunh uol TR.' \\l:H
known, and asked whether the exarrunanon rcqurremeru r r pnne.-
pals could be waived, Allen replied that whtle th ')' ould I'lOl. ht Id _th<-
less attempt to find a way to give the local board WhollIt" nltd ~ ed
Howard Kalodner, a Columbia Umversny law prole r who w sympadkuc
to community control, and asked him to find an .dtt'rrull ( KaIod.
ner complied by creating an emirely new categol)'.II'u, or- -school
principal. Requirements for this new posiuon, as ""IOO .... r oudll .. d Ih<m. wId
consist of New York State Certification, plus rappon "uh ,he dw me
principal would serve, DemOnStrallon prm ipal appomtmcn Im-
mediately on an acting basis by the Ocean HIII-Bro"'", ville • lIhaul
a,nyexamination requirement. Kalodners gurdchn CUDUlIa-

tlOn,.to be developed at an unspecified rUlurc tim . Cheal ~ Id em com-
mumty relations rather than administrative arcana Kalodncr and ~
Mc~oy t~at .whenever such an exammatlon was dc\ I • he It" lilt
major VOIcem determining its Iorrn»
For the time bei h

emg, owever, there w uld be no c
;;St, McCoy and the local board SCI OUt I make: lhelr cboitt~
uemes a reading I

' consu tam, Who would be I .L_
pal of Puerto Rican an' n > UIC
black ' cestry In the cuy 5) lem I h<adaSSIStantprin· I .
h d Clpa , Was tapped to he:.d I ho
a expressed interest in Wo k
was the only one f h r tng In a communI( >bo
PS 87, 0 t e local boards cholc to b< n n cli,l:ibilll)' u ... ,...,._lead
The final Principal ch
'I' Osen Was He~. c..
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The UFT members immediately disassociated themselves from the local board,
complaining that they had been frozen out of decision making and that they were
the victims of racial harassment. From that paint forward, the UFT would have
no representation on the Ocean Hill-Brownsville local board."
Both Uf-T leaders and McCoy agreed that the events of the summer of 1967

in Ocean Hill-Brownsville permanently defined their relationship. They agreed
on little else about them, however. Fred Nauman, the union chapter chairman at
Junior High School 271, saw them as illustrating the unreasonableness of the local

board members:

The teachers who were selected to help in the planning (of the community con-
trol experiment) quickly found that their job was not a simple one. Suggestions
on their part were taken as attempts to destroy the plan, although that was not
their intent at all. It became apparent to them that they were not invited to all
of the local board's sessions. Portions of the plan were presented to them as
already approved. Rhody McCoy, who had been selected as acting Unit Admin-
istrator for the summer without any consultation with the teachers, informed
them that items that could not be agreed on would be decided by the local
board. The (community control) proposal was rewritten during the summer,
largely without the knowledge or presence of the reachers."

,.•,

McCOy5interpretation of the summer's events was quite different. He empha-
sized the intransigence of the UFT The teachers' objections to the principals the
local board had selected, McCoy argued, "emanated from their determination to

see that no militants or black power advocates were selected. This, to us, was an at-
tempt to exclude a vital segment of the community and to deny the exercise of free
choice... Everyattempt was made to eliminate [community control] .... Racism
was rampanl. [Local board] members were involved in answering OFT charges.
They spent innumerable hours interpreting the program to the community and
attempting to maintain solidarity and support. They practiced self-restraint and
reason throughout."39 The disagreements of the summer of 1967 would set the
tone for the succeeding winter, fall, and spring: one set of circumstances, two sets

of interpretations.
The UFT did more than disassociate itself from the Ocean Hill-Brownsville

local board to proiest the demonstration principal idea. It joined a lawsuit brought
by the organization representing the city's principals, the Council of Supervisory
Associations (CSA), challenging the validity of the new category, as well as the ap-
pointment of McCoy as unit administrator, under the state Education Law and
the Slateand federal constitutions.'f<l The UFT's action was unprecedented. Never
before had teachers reached across class lines to ally with their nominal superi-
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DrS in a legal proceeding. While some UFT leaders qu uooed lhe u
on tins basis, the majority, led by Shanker, argued succ rull.
IS 201 controversy the year before, the meru prmciplc, and the
itself, were at stake. McCoy had stated dunng the: ummer tha' h
was an all-black teaching staff in Ocean HIli-Brown ,",IIe, nd!lhlmkcr
"off-list" principals issue as merely the opening salvo In II l

tually involve his teachers." Shanker also knew lhat the metu h
an emotional, visceral one to his rank and file. and rtll he d.
only to keep abreast of them, A union elecuon loomed in jun 1
The CSA lawsuit began what would become a ar nd haU. )'SStJ'

through the New York State Court system In. larch IQ6R, IrW n rukd lhat
the demonstration principal idea Violated the portion or the .lICEd Law
mandating that all appoil1lments to pedag gical 1110 mal In· sub-
stantive written examinations. as well as th· anudi nmlnall prtn; of the
state constitution. The Court upheld McCo)', "ppo,nlmcnl. g that
the unit administrator position was a new cau."K0F')'th.u ouJd IiUtd ,thoul
an examination on a temporary, experimental hd as ., An lnl appeals
court upheld the invalidation of the dern nSlrollon pnn ,,,,,I In r 1968,
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"I

rions fOT a new contract with the Board of Education in the spring and summer of
1967, the UFT demanded wage increases, an expansion of funding for MES pro-
grams, and, most controversially, a "disruptive child" provision permitting teach-
ers to unilaterally remove seriously misbehaving pupils from their classrooms and
schools.The union struck all of the ctrys schools in September over these iS5Ues.46

While the 1967 strike, which lasted two weeks, affected all of New York, black
communities, and especially Ocean Hill-Brownsville, viewed it as a racial af-
front-an attempt to withhold educational services from black schoolchildren.
In Ocean Hill-Brownsville, McCoy and the local board kept the schools open
throughout the strike. Members o[ the ATAhelped staff the classrooms on a skele-
ton basis" Emblematic of the perceptual gulf between the local board and the
lJFT was the latter's offer, made through Nauman, of a quid pro quo-in the form
of MES designation [or all Ocean Hill schools-exchange [or the local board's
support of the strike. The board, which viewed MES as little more than a Jobs
boondoggle [or the UFT, dismissed the offer out of hand, as the union leadership
should have known it would. The local board then launched a campaign to punish
the striking UFT teachers in Ocean Hill-Brownsville. It notified the draft boards
of strikers, asking that their deferments be revoked. It also encouraged commu-
nity residents who worked in the Ocean Hill-Brownsville schools as monitors and
teachers aides to harass the teachers upon their return LO work."
Th~ 1967 strike produced an alliance between the local board, the ATA, and

M~or Lindsay,who. as Shanker~gponent at the bargaining~bJe, ha~easons
of his own La oppose the union. After the strike ended, with the UFT winning
s~bstantial wage increases ~ling to obtain expansion of MES or the disrup-
tive child provision, Lindsay thanked the president of the ATA,]HS 271 assistant
principal Alben Vano', for his "instant res onse to the teachers' slrike:and for
his rOlem keeing the Ocean.llilbBmwnsvilie schools 0 en. The mayor praised
Vanns actions as reflecting "the finest traditions of service to the city."49 The UFT,
of course, had another term for what Vann had done: strikebreaking. The incident
exacerbated a deteriorating relationship between it, on one side, and the mayor

and the black community, on the other.

The release of McGeorge Bundys report on decentralization for the entire city
in early November hardened these divisions. Lindsay had stacked the deck when
he appointed the commission to study the subject. Four of its five members were
strong community control supporters. The commission, whose research staff was
headed by Mario Fantini, gave Lindsay what he wanted-a strong endorsement

of the idea of community control for the city's public schOOls.
The report, officiallyentitled "Reconnecticn [or Learning: A Community School

r-
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System for New York City- Report of the Mayors Advisory I'IInd on Dec mrahza-
tion of the New York City Schools," but informally referred to as lhe Bund)' Re-
pan," called for the City to be divided into thirty to sixty mdepen nt hooI dIS-
triers. Each would possess almost unfettered power to hire, h~.and rant tenure
to teachers and administrative personnel. The report call d r r the ehmmauon of
all examination requirements for hiring and promotion an the uv hooI 'stem.
and, echoing the Ocean Hiil-Brownsviile local board, th substnut n of .York
State certification as a minimum floor for apphcarus. This, Il 3~d. \\ lid "lIb.
erate the recruitment and promotional system from rcsm liOns dUll ha\ thved
their purpose and strengthen and broaden the con ept r meru ell" an af-
ford to hobble itself with a recruitment and selection proc that d mi.
ented people from entering the system." While acknowledlltnll that b nmg
the merit system by eliminating exam ina lions would C3USC' a d gree of personal
hardship among passed-over teachers, the repon contended thai dd ndtl'" of the
status quo "confuse past values with preseru needs." The n:pon mended
that localities be given full authority to dctennme the rucm r curriculum m
their districts, and control over all spendmg, includmg school c nlracu main-
tenance, and finance.~o

l!-Reaction to the Bundy Report divided along roughly lh _ h did re-
action to the September teachers' strike. lost of (he Il < mod 0 h h had op-
posed the strike, applauded the repon. "If this P pooal,< ",d, I" eduenahzed
the Times, "it is because th . . . 0
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rained in a union-issued "Statement on Decentralization," that harshly criticized
the report. The "Statement on Decentralization" echoed the UFT-sponsored decen-
tralization plan for Ocean Hill-Brownsville, calling for limited consultative powers
for local boards in matters of curriculum and finances, with final authority resting
with the central Board of Education. Educational personnel would continue to be
centrally assigned from ranked lists, although the UFT was willing to accept the
elimination of Board of Examiners tests and their replacement by the more widely
used National Teachers Examination. The UFT plan also featured a smaller num-
ber of larger school districts than the Bundy Report -about fifteen -ostensibly to
facilitate.school integration, which the union continued to support rhetorically."
The UFTs "Statement on Decentralization" also attacked the Bundy Report on

philosophical grounds. "The history of local community participation in Ameri-
can cities," it argued, "has been a sad one," as New Yorks failed experiment with
the ward system of school governance in the nineteenth century proved. Now, in
a repetition of the mistakes of the past, "teachers will be hired and fired not on
the basis of educational competence, but on the basis of race, political confor-
mity to parochial community prejudices, and favoritism." The Bundy Reports call
for "community standards" in hiring, charged the UFT, "is a proven failure. This
is precisely the method used in school districts across the country which reward
submissiveness and conformity. The UFT cannot accept the introduction of this
system in NewYork.The present system of licensing must be changed, but not by

abandoning educational standards altogether.""
The UFT also questioned the Bundy Report's assumption that "laymen with-

out professional experience" could make decisions on educational policy, as well
as the reports apparent faith that without a central assignment system, teachers
would voluntarily choose to work in black-majority schools.56 Since the number of
teacherswishing to transfer out of such schools exceeded those desiring to transfer
in, the union predicted an exacerbation of the already serious shortage of experi-

enced teachers in gheno schools.
Viewedside by side, the Bundy Report and the UFT "Statement on Decentral-

ization" encapsulated the growing perceptual chasm between supporters of local
control and the union over understandings of "equality" and definitions of "com-
munity."Both sides were confronting a series of unsettling conundrums. The UFT
had always prided itself on being a "populist" organization. Broad-based worker
democracy was pan of its heritage. Yet its "Statement on Decentralization" showed
the union leadership to be profoundly suspicious of "the people," in both black
and white "communities." Supporters of community control, on the other hand,
as the Bundy Report illustrated, also celebrated the idea of a "people's democracy"
in theory, but applied it primarily to black neighborhoods, unable or unwilling to

"
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come to grips with its implications for more conservauve whu • reover, the
UFT had always regarded the competitive test system. where. I n5lbl)'. noihmg
bur ability in the examination room rnauered, as the embodiment of equality" in
a democratic society Many of irs members had spent their prof 'I nal ln es fight-
ing for such a "fair chance," But how could a system that produ d such meally
skewed ratios of success be described as an "equal" one? UFT I d nd rank.
and-filers had no satisfactory answer to this uncomfonablc qu lion And con-
versely, supporters of the Bundy Reports call for ehnunauon of the usc 01all com-
petitive examinations in the New York City public school ysrem evmced a lueral
egalitarianism that nonetheless begged questions of ra lal and eihm b\'onusm
in the distribution of societal rewards, Both sides plunged tubbomly ahead-
ironies, contradictions, and all.

In Ocean Hill-Brownsville. the UFT and the local board comonued to feud.
The 1967-68 academic year had already gouen ofT to a tumuhu II> 5l<Jn wuh
the UFT strike in September, In its angry aftermath. dozens f WhIle HUI-
Bro~svme teachers demanded to transfer OUl of the dl tnct hanker. \\ ho did
not WIsh at this poinr to be held responsible for the communll ' lrol experi-
rnents de~ise, a.sked them to remain, invoking, somewhat In ongruousl)., the ex-
ample of the kids at LiLtle Rock" who had mtegr:lted that cuy pub! schools
a decade earlier 57 Sh nk bl
f . a er was a e to prevent a mass exodus r lim n l chersrom the Ocean Hill-Browns 'U h I b
' f h ' VI e 50 00 s, Ut did negouare an up" rd modJ6ca-non 0 t e cItywide 1 hat 1- .
P I', ru e t at Imlted transfers to 5 percem 01 a hool teacheropu anon in anyone yea I 0
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Brownsville generally, was often directed at Fred Nauman, the UFT's chapter chair-
man at Junior High School 271, and Shankers informal point man in the Ocean
Hill-Brownsville district. Nauman, like McCoy, was a child of poverty who had
used the city's public education system as a route to a better material life, but the
similarities ended there. He had been born in Germany, and had come to America
in the late 1930s as a small boy with his parents, fleeing Nazi persecution. A prod-
uct of the New York public schools and Brooklyn College, he became a science
teacher after graduation, and quietly worked his way up the ranks. serving as a
guidance counselor, department chair, and, for a brief period, assistant principal.
He joined the UFTs small predecessor union, the Teachers Guild, in the 1950s,
and was one of the charter members of the infant UFT in 1960.60

Nauman had benefited personally from the Board of Examiners system. In fact,
his career up to 1968 had been a classic example of what one study of advancement
in the New York City public education system had considered Significant enough
to grace with an acronym: "GASing," or "Getting the Attention of Superiors."?'
GASing was the route to upward mobility for teachers in the city schools, and
Nauman had used it well. By 1968, with his UFT chapter chairmanship factored
in, he was the most influential white teacher in Ocean Hill-Brownsville. Nauman
had faith in the New York public schools as a functioning, working system, in a
way that McCoy did not. The "system" had certainly worked for him. Thanks to
it, he, and others like him, had a measure of financial security and social status
their parents could only have dreamed of.
Nauman credited much of this success to the labor movement. Unlike McCoy,

who viewed education unions as obstructionist and often racist, Nauman believed
fervently in their power for good. "Dignity" was an important word to Nauman.
Teachers had been denied dignity in New York for too long, until the UFT did
something about it. Thanks to the UFT, teachers were no longer subject to the
whims of administrators, principals, and, for that matter, local school boards. The
union 'had forced the central Board of Education to raise salaries, improve benefits,
and perhaps most important, to treat teachers as professionals, with the control
over work conditions that this status entailed. Now, Nauman believed, everything
the union had fought for and won was in danger, thanks to McCoy and the local
board. If they had their way, teachers would lose control over their Jives in the
workplace. The UFT had stood up to the central Board of Education in the past,
and it would stand up to Rhody McCoy here. Union teachers would not lose their
dignity."
Nauman and McCoy differed in another crucial respect. If McCoy was a quiet

admirer of Malcolin X, Naumans hero was Martin Luther King. To Nauman, King,
a longtime UFT ally, represented the essenriallink between labor and civil rights

~.
•
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that lay at the heart of the politics of hberah min" ~ tk ter World
War ll. Nauman revered King for what hc symbolued to him 1Of·blInd demec-
racy of merit in which men were Judged. In KinK"" ll-k , "no! bphe
color of their skin but by the content of their ham ter " 11> hen. ted 196J
phrase captured the essence or what aurnan undersr eq hi t mean He,
and thousands of other liberal white UFT rea hers In "or I ,Ixamr fix.
ated on this phrase-and the vision of King It encapsulated _ n hun-

self edged away from it in the last years of hIS hfe, I rd an of the
use of racial preferences in the name of 'equaluy" ~ auman undc mg of
King, then, may have been flawed and unreah tI BUI" y, ""'nleh IlOll<the.
less, and he viewed McCoy, with hrs talk of an .1I·hLl k t lung In Ocean
Hill-Brownsville, as the very anuihese, of ln her and h drum I

Fred Nauman and Rhody McCoy, then, h,ld both ph.I,05<opIllolland pncuaI
reasons to distrust each other. Their different und odin lht mcanmgor
labor rights, civil rights, and "equalny- spilled OUI 1010 the optlOUons

of the Ocean Hill-Brownsville cOmmunIly control pcn""'nt ng what
mIght othenvise have been ccmatnable dl agreem nt ,nto of UIltQiilll3.ge.
able cnses.
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with Nauman and most of the while union teachers and administrators arrayed
against the black teachers, led by Vann and Campbell. White teacher absenteeism
ran rampant, and acts of student vandalism occurred on almost a daily basis, in-
cluding an incident in which a student threw a desk out of a third-story window."
An epidemic of unexplained fires also plagued the district as a whole, and one

such occurrence further poisoned relations between white teachers and the Ocean
Hill-Brownsville community. In April, a fire occurred at PS 178, at about 2:00 P.M.,

and teachers and students evacuated into the street. They were still waiting there at
3:00 P.M., the end of the school day. Some ten teachers then left their classes stand-
ing outside the school and went home, causing panic among the unsupervised
students. McCoy was outraged. accusing the teachers. all of whom were white, of
abandoning the children. He charged that the incident symbolized their lack of
commitment to black students. A telegram sent to Donovan after the incident by
a local activist group, Project Method, went further: "We openly declare war. Rec-
ognized or not, this community will begin La act. Assistant principals and teachers
will be fired this week. No hearing.. . We declare our independence and will act
as we desire.'?" Through retelling on the streets of Ocean Hill-Brownsville. what
became known as the "fire incident" took on exaggerated proportions, with the
number of white teachers abandoning their classes increasing as the story was re-
peated. It became a symbol of the Ocean Hill-Brownsville commumtys perception

ofwhite teachers.
The news of the assassination of Martin Luther King on April 4 pushed the dis-

trict further toward the edge. The day after King'sdeath, students at]HS 271, urged
on by Campbell, rampaged through the halls, assaulting white teachers, settmg off
firealarms, and vandalizing classrooms. At an impromptu memorial ceremony in
the school auditorium, Campbell told the students to "stop fighting among your-
selves.You save your money and finally get enough to buy a leather Jacket and
yourbrother steals it. You've got to get your minds together. You know who to steal
from.If you steal, steal from those who have it. Stop fighting among yourselves.""
The next day, a white assistant principal, in a letter to Donovan, spilled out his
angerand frustration: "Youmust spend many a sleepless night trying to figure out
what it is that makes people so difficult to deal with when all you want to do is
help. The worst pan is they won't even believe you and they keep on accusing
you of things that never entered your head. This IS the only letter I'm sending to
anyone. I was going to send one to Rhody McCoy but 1 don't believe 1will. He
would probably say us untrue or that I'm prejudiced. Well, I'm nor prejudiced,

I'm desperate.'?"
As the Ocean Hill-Brownsville schools themselves careened out of control, the

issue of the powers of the local board, never resolved. burst to the surface. For

.'i
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months, McCoy had sidestepped Donovans request for help in developing a writ-
ten examination for the demonstration principal position. In April, McCoy and
the local board dropped all pretense, and informed Donovan that "we will accept
no other principals except those chosen by us and will not permit them to be sub-
ject to any new examinauon.:"? They also demanded that all other administrative
positions in the Ocean HilI-Brownsville schools be exempted from examination
requirements. After the Board of Education balked, the local board announced a
boycott of the Ocean Hill-Brownsville schools for April 10. When UfT teachers
came to work that day, they found no one to teach; every student in the district
supported the boycott. Alter two days, the local board ended the boycott, and
the students returned, with no change in either side's position, and the Board of
Education warily awaiting the local board's next move."
Albert Shanker, however, could see what that next move would be: the local

board would try 1O fire a UFT teacher on its own initiative. Everything that the
board had said and done over the past months pointed in this direction. Shanker
had already moved to capture the procedural high ground on the issue. In Janu-
ary, a black student at Junior High School 25B in Brooklyn accused his white
teacher, George Pucillo, of striking him, a charge Pucillo denied. Black commu-
nity leaders demanded that Fucillo be removed from the school, and 258~ pnn-
cipal asked Fucillo to accept a transfer to a school outside the district. Shanker
contacted the teacher, however, and told him to refuse to go anywhere without a
hearing. Shanker then had the UFTs Delegate Assembly adopt a resolution threat-
ening to boycott the schools of any district in which a teacher was involuntarily
transferred without a formal hearing." Shanker hoped this resolution would make
McCoyand the local board think twice before dealing with Fred Nauman or any
UFT teacher in Ocean Hill-Brownsville in such a manner, and, if they went ahead
anyway,stake out an unassailable legal position on the issue of hearings for invol-

untarily transferred teachers.
But, in reality, it was not entirely clear under the relevant law-in this case,

the bylaws of the New York City Board of Education and the latest UFTjBoard
ofEducation collective bargaining agreement - whether hearings actually were re-
quired before a teacher could be transferred against his will. The rules govern-
ing teacher termination, in contrast, were clear. The collective bargaining agree-
ment contained an array of due process protections, including hearings, internal
reviews,and coun appeals. But the agreemem did not mention transfers, as dis-
tinguished from outright terminations, and the Board of Education bylaws stated
only that the superintendent of schools could transfer a teacher outside a district,

without specifically mandating hearings."
In practice, the question rarely came up, because most reachers usually agreed

t.
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"voluntarily" to imerdistrict transfers ~lrr.anl¢cdh) ,he., pf'i",ct~lW ordlllllcH'"",
visors. This, in fact. was how meffccuve te..1 he \A, ho ol.iw
middle-class schools found their wa)' to $:ht;Utl tft~" ttmrt~

corne alternative of a formal "unsausfacrory naun enre bYJ
principal or depanmem chair, they uswllI)· ~l reed td I abar-
ing," Often, the UFT itself helped with 'hI' proc • 'l1~1I Iad1tr
to go along. In a few "hard" cases, usually 1n\'1.11\ In ft' ~_

tween a supervisor and a teacher, the Union ~o(ldu de
of schools made the transfer himself

Bur the Fucillo Case and (he loortung 'aunldn tnlb,'Og'io pr1exJIIC~
problems, Both teachers had good records, ••ndll<"uhc,
had not been, and Nauman would no, be. ulkn:d rt

deserved them under basic pnnclples of equu ', d~ •
the issue said nothing about them hanker k.n '" th •
UFT reso~lItion as Naurnane first line of dcrtl He'
issue would be much less complicated. and mu h 11\01'

the COUrtof public opinion, if he could argue ,!l;a, JUIJW1

not merely transferred, by the Ocean H'II-B',," \1l1e I
depend on the language the local board emplo d"hrn II
hoped the board would use the w rd 'term,,,,,, • ~nd
make his job much easier.

In the meantime, Shanker and the LFT continued Ihc Iq;js.lOl~rc ","(1

commUnlly Control in Albany, The unIon had odili<d tIScqralool,uD lilt Bund)Reporj offering 'LS d
I Own ecentralizatlon bIll P dControl of publi hI'

la c sc 00 personnel, Cum ulum Ihltln<"S;rge school districts, d tr ._
Li d ' an hmited consuh,lI.n say and the Stale Board f
neth Clark had I 0 Regents. I db"

• coa esced around
pan thar Vested thl I a more ~pansn

Irty ocal sch I boa
ControlOVerpersonn I fi 00 rds around 'hr
' Me, nances and
In arch and A "j , cumeulum n,.,

pn , calling in all Ipart to machin D av,u abl poI1t.' e emocrats_ II
In eXChange r, USua y cons,d "'<!

Or aSSISlance in hI L
April, however ' OC"'ng 'he un 1~1Ild~jllq:mts' It apPeared I'k I _
PUblicans Who h Id ley that 'hIS bIll \l, Id' e the bal .- <

gIve New York City 'he ance of po" er In tho, 1q:bl3ll."". sa~:d ~odln<d"
tn School governa same POwers that lhe:u Tl

nee, l'nclsa fIng of hISown h y, a ellow Republh ,c annelin h' I
t ISPUrpose th C' g ISefforts 'hrou

n
"

' e 1HzensC 6"
ommlttee f r

t
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The Citizens Committee was composed of representatives of the two major ele-

ments of the pro-community control coalition - business and civic elites, and the

black poor It included RCA president Robert Sarnoff, Thomas Watson of IBM,

former Harvard University president James Conant, Columbia Teachers College

president lohn Fischer, Milton Galamison, Isaiah Robinson of the Harlem Parents
Committee, and the East Harlem Tenant Council's Edward Ortiz. The assertion by

a Lindsay education aide that the group was "broadly representative" indicated
the limitations of its perspective. and fueled Shanker's growing suspicions regard-

ing an alliance of rich and poor against his teachers." Shanker would have felt
justified had he been present at an April 26 meeting at the offices of the Carne-

gie Corporation between members of the New York Urban Coalitions Education

Task Force, the Citizens Committee for Decentralization of the Public Schools, and

the Ocean Hill-Brownsville local board. John Powis, speaking for the local board,

announced that "we're firing" a group of UFT teachers hostile to the idea of com-

munity control. John Simon of the Taconic Foundation, a member of the Citizens

Committee, replied that he had no objection to this action, but suggested that

the board prefer formal charges and hold hearings before dismissing the teachers.

Powis refused: "No-every time you bring charges, you lose." Neither Simon nor

any of the others pressed the issue, and the meeting broke up with the matter de-

cided. The local board would dismiss UfT teachers of Its own choosing in Ocean

Hill-Brownsville." Although the parties present did not realize it, they had given

Albert Shanker what he had hoped for-a "termination," rather than a "transfer."

Only the formalities of choosing the teachers to be terminated and drafting

the appropriate leuers remained. The Ocean Hill-Brownsville local board met for

these purposes on May 7. Some names, like Fred Nauman, were obvious. Others

were UFT chapter chairs in other Ocean Hill-Brownsville schools. Still others,

while not union leaders, had been overheard complaining about the hiring of the

demonstration school principals or community control generally in Ocean Hill-

Brownsville. A handful appeared to have been chosen almost at random, including

a black teacher, whose last name had apparently been confused by tbe local board

with that of a white, and who was later dropped from the termination list after

he identified himself. Seven assistant principals, all civil service list hires who had

arrived in the district that year over McCoy's protests, completed the list. There

were nineteen altogether, twelve teachers and seven supervisors, all white except

for the one black reacher included by mistake."
During the meeting, one board member raised the question of hearings and due

process, asking whether the terminations would pass legal scrutiny without them.

Another suggested that the board's action might hun the chances of the Lindsay/

BundyfRegents decenualization bill then pending in the State Legislature. Neither
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argument convinced Pawls. Oliver, or t he local bo..rd m..
chair of the boards personnel commntee, dr rna diM dUt l'IlXC:ts
that "the people in the street considered the Idue p J
the white monied power structure of this cuy." \\ hUe .'..",dIIl,rs.
racists and incompetents "who sought prore non Ir m the
sop, the board voted to offer the terrmnmed lea ht SU,D<1MliOn
tunity to meet with it for informauonal purpo5cS onl ', \\ t aocot""""'~
of a formal hearings, The final text of the teuer prod
each reciptem that "the Governmg Board or ih . n HIIII-8 ........ M11< Dem0n-
stration School District has voted 10 end your ernpl 11l<n1 In lhr or dus
District,"and that "this termination of emplo)'mcm, to
The educators were ordered to report Fnda). momm I Pt-
Street, Brooklyn, for reassignmenl.el

The board then notified McCoy thm II WI h d {O {ern"
nineteen teachers and Supervisors. and IllStruelcd him t

ter to each
s2
McCoy had the letters typed, copIed. nd lhor

Were waiting for Fred Nauman and the olhe", whorn I..... "~"':dfoIl ' '~1OWIngmorning, Thursday, May 9, 1968
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Albert Shanker was not surprised by fred Nauman's telephone call from Ocean
Hill-Brownsville that morning. The letters language satisfied the union president:
it contained the essential word "termination." Shanker asked Sandra Feldman to
meet with Nauman and the other teachers who had received the letter in the after-

noon to plan sirategy.'
Rhody McCoy was also expecting a telephone call that morning, but of a less

friendly variety. He knew that Bernard Donovan would be on the line the minute
he found Oul about the letters, and that the schools superintendent would not
be a happy man, to say the least. Sure enough, Donovan called at mid-morning.
There were procedures for terminating teachers, explicit procedures, he said, and
McCoy had not followed them. Puffing calmly on his pipe, McCoy replied that
the local board had not intended to fire the teachers, they Just wanted them out
of [he Ocean Hill-Brownsville schools. Where they went next was not the local
board's concern. Donovan asked why McCoy had not requested informally that
he transfer the teachers-he would have done so without publicity. McCoy had
no answer. Later, he would claim that he had, indeed, written Donovan with the
names of teachers he wanted transferred. "Where are his carbons?" snapped the
exasperated superintendent, knowing that none existed. Donovan ended his con-
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. . h McCoy by telling him to prefer formal charg ag.lIllSlthc te3<hers
versa non Wit I that how
h . h d t be rid of McCoy was noncomrruual, except to reuera C .e WlS eo. he would

id . hed to define what the local board had done, the teacever outsi ers WlS de
never work in Ocean Hill-Brownsville again. He calmly bid the upennien nt a
good day, and hung up'

In the early afternoon, Sandra Feldman met with the teachers at an Ocean Hdl-
Brownsville luncheonette. She told them that this was an Important . a test
case, and that the union wanted to fight the local board on the ue of due pro-
cess rights for reachers. She asked the teachers If they were ,,"Ihnr. to fight 100.
All said yes. In that case, said Feldman, ignore McCoy and the local board and go
back to your schools and your jobs?

But Feldman, and Shanker, knew it would not be that simple, and the)· " It
right. By May 14, the Ocean Hill-Brownsville community and the AT had hod
time to organize in support of McCoy and the local board On tb." m rmn , the
teachers and administrators who had received letters found tt wall of neighbor-
hood residents and black teachers barring their path Into JH 271.
Lindsay had sent police to the school, along with two of hIS I aides, IcIne)'

Davidoff and Barry Gottehrer, whom he employed as troubteshcoeers In tense
ghetto confrontations. Davidoff and Gonehrer customartlv mediated between
community residents and the police La defuse racial \'101 nee. Lim!.! '. \00 had
just completed his work on the Kerner CommISSion, had dedi red h admuus-
tration to avoiding a major riot in New York City. He 'walked the Slrttt of H.uirtm
and Bedford-Stuyvesant' hi I h ht of

10 5 ms eeves on ot summer everungs althc fi III
trouble, to show residents he cared. He met unapol gcucall)' wnh black
men that hIS political rivals branded as "militants: m n Whom hIS predecessor,
Robert Wagner, would not have sat in the same room With He ordered hIS ICC
not to wear helmets or C . h . ks

any mg tsuc in black ne.ghbom 10~' td "theappearance of a conquering army'" A d h h d '
. . n e a sucCttded almost I"""

major American ctues after 1965, New York had n t suit red Ia • II: cU
dlsturbance. e 3 ~_

Gottehrer and Davidoff
h exeCuted Linclsays antiViolence t '" 'l'bc\' -.ntw erever the trouble was and h . .

at JHS 271 Led b N ' on t e mommg of da ' 14, there" rI\-
. Y auman the UFT tea h I' d -n:tr.Il:ICCof the schools sep db' c ers me up outside the IIUlll <:' arate y the p t f

other local board and ATA a ICe rom Olt"er, PoWlS, 'ann. • and
back and fOrth betwee h members who blocked the d .,.,..• ~ ep<tbrt> lk'I\

n t e two SIdes D 'd If
lion and conferred Wi h h • a" a and G ueh",r S1::cd up the sttua-

t t e mayor Over the pohee t':Idlo. lllev decided It _ ""
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dangerous to have the police force the teachers into the schooL They told Nauman
and the others they would not teach that day"
Shanker was furious. He told a reporter that Lindsay was "a profile in weak-

ness.'? To Shanker, this incident symbolized the mayor's attitude toward both
the Ocean Hill controversy and race relations generally in New York City.Would
Lindsay have given in so easily if a white mob had blocked a school doorway
to a group of blacks? Shanker thought he knew the answer. Lindsay seemed to
think that because of racism in America, he had to say "yes" to blacks even when,
as here, they were in the wrong. Well, Alben Shanker did not operate that way.
He had heard Marilyn Giuell of the Institute for Community Studies say that in
the area of race relations, the literal facts surrounding an event did not matter so
much as the larger truths of white racism and black oppression, and that, accord-
ingly, she would base her judgments on those broader, metaphorical "facts." But
Shanker did not place much SLack in metaphors. His mind went doggedly, stub-
bornly, straight ahead. He was comfortable with literal facts, those that went from
"point N' to "point B."And the solution to the problem at ]HS 271, in his mind,
was simple and logical. Fred Nauman and his colleagues had a right to teach in
the schooL The mayor had the obligation to make certain this occurred. And any-
one who said otherwise was wrong, even if they happened to be black. Shanker
had been at the March on Washington, at Selma, and in Memphis to honor Martin
Luther King's memory just a month before, but he would have no trouble doing
at Ocean Hill-Brownsville what Lindsay and Girtell apparently could not do. He
would tell Rhody McCoy he was wrong. An aide had floated a compromise plan
before him that day. Under it, the teachers could come back, but they would be
assigned vaguely defined "professional duties," which might or might not include
actual teaching. The aide suggested mildly that this might offer a face-saving way
out for everyone. Shanker cut him off: "Fuck you. I want those teachers in the

classrooms 00W."9
Donovan LOa wanted the teachers in the classrooms, albeit with less Durward

passion. His orderly bureaucrat's mind also needed to place what McCoy and the
local board had done into a recognizable administrative framework. Accordingly,
he wrote McCoy on May 14, demanding that he press formal charges against the
teachers and administrators. Initially, McCoy balked, claiming that since he was
merely "transferring" them to central Board of Education headquarters, formal
charges-and hearings-were not required. In any event, he claimed, the Ocean
Hill-Brownsville community had the right to choose teachers for its children with-
out interference from outsiders. Bill Donovan continued to hammer away over
the next two weeks, and finally induced McCoy to press charges. This activated

I
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6. UFT President Albert Shanker speaks to demonstrators supporting Fred Nauman and
his union colleagues, May 23,1968. United Federation of Teachers Collection, UFT Pharo
Collection, Robert F. Wagner Labor Archives, New York University.

the requirement for hearings under the Board of Education bylaws and the UFT
contract, however one wished to define the letters Nauman and the others had
received.
In agreeing to bring charges, McCoy may have been driven more by the rising

tide of his anger than anything else. He considered the refusal of the teachers and
administrators to obey his order of "transfer" to be insubordinate, and said so.
Once he had accused Nauman and his colleagues of insubordination, hearings
seemed a logical next step. Another incident, in which McCoy sununoned the
nineteen teachers and administrators to his office, to have only a handful show
up. had also fueled his pique.'?
In addition, McCoy felt pressure from his allies in the community control

movement to bring formal charges. He had assured Fantini, Gittell, and the mem-
bers of the Citizens Committee for the Decentralization of the Public Schools,
among others, that there was plenty of evidence against the teachers and admin-
istrators he wished to be rid of. Taking him at his word, they argued that by
publicly unmasking incompetent teachers, the hearings would make the case for
community control all the more compelling- Finally, Donovan offered McCoy the
opportunity to have his charges heard by a black Judge, retired Civil Court Judge
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r ncis E Rivers. On May 27, still averring that "not one of these teach rs wll~
Fa. h here i this city-the black communuy will see to that,be allowed to teac anyw ere In

McCoy agreed to formal hearings before judge Rivers, and began drawmg up
h H

C arges. . . Id to be a ~rnve tawMcCoys decision [Q participate In hearings wou prove
misstep. It gave Alben Shanker all the ammuniuon he needed for hL<;,due pro-
cess arguments in the coming months. If, as McCoy claimed. the I al rd had
sought to transfer, not terminate, Nauman and the others on May 9-and It" •at
best, unclear whether the Board of Education by- laws required hearings f(lr trans-
fers-then agreeing to appear before judge Rivers gave the: opposue Imp ion II
bolstered Shanker's assertion that, however McCoy wished LO jusufy hi I his

intent was punitive. In the future, whenever supponers of we local board claimed
that it had merely sought routine transfers, Shanker would cmplo)' the be. l _

joinder in any debate- his opponents own words and a nons. McCoy had ceded
the procedural high ground on the terminalions-versuS_lransfers quesuon, and
simplified a potentially complicated issue into a clear, easily digesuble one for the

public Shanker hoped to reach. Now he would not have to cite arcane provisrons
from collective bargaining agreements and Board of Educauo-, bylav . H lid
instead talk about due process protections for employees whose Jobs were 10 Jeop-
ardy, something every New Yorker who worked for a Iivmg could understand.
McCoy had given Shanker what he wanted.

McCoy blundered by agreeing to hearings before judge Rivers for yet another
reason, one that he had not seen fit to share with his SUppOrters in the cornrnu.,
nity control movement. The evidence against most of the teachers and administra_
tors was sketchy. Virtually all of it related to expressions of hostility to the Idea of
community COntrolrather to actual job performance. Most of the teachers, in fa t,
had satisfactory employment records. Even William Harris, jHS 271;; pnnclpal,
conceded that Fred Nauman, for example, was a good teacher. McCoy;; charges
against Nauman alleged merely that he had "expressed OPposidon"to the commu_
nity control project and "Contributed to the growing hostility" between black and
white teachers.!>

When McCoys charges did touch upon matters of professional competence,
they were frequently exaggerated and inaccurate, and, somedmes, OUtright Iab.,
rications. In one instance, McCoy sought to buttress his charge that a teacher,
Paul Satlow, could not control his class, by alleging that his students threw chail;
around their classroom. The inctdem could never have Occurred howe"er .

, . Slncethe chairs in Sallows room were bolted to the Iloor. Other allegations of use of
profane language and corporal punishment rested On uncorroborated hearsay. StilI
others, such as "failure to decorate the classroom properly" and "excessive Use of
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the blackboard," were trivial.U All in all, most of the evidence offered by McCoy
involved the sorts of infringements on freedom of expression least likely to impress

a Judge.
Why, then, with so much to lose, did McCoy agree to hearings that he claimed

were unnecessary? While Donovan's pressure and the momentum of his own anger
played a major role in his turnabout, McCoy may have agreed to this bureau-
cratic procedure, paradoxically, because of his own antibureaucratic personality.
Procedural niceties meant little to him; in this sense, he was the polar opposite
of Donovan and Shanker. One of the things that drew McCoy to the Ocean Hill-
Brownsville community control experiment in the first place was its romantic,
amirationalist quality. It is possible, then, that McCoy agreed to hearings because.
of his contempt for them, his feeling that in the final analysis they did not really
matter. However Judge Rivers ruled, McCoy believed, the Ocean Hill-Brownsville
community alone would decide the ultimate fate of the teachers. So McCoy went
through with what he considered to be a meaningless charade, but what the UFT
viewed as a definitive airing of the issues. After hearing the evidence presented
by both sides, Judge Rivers took the case under advisement, promising a decision
before the 1968-69 school year opened in September.
Meanwhile, Ocean Hill-Brownsville had become even more tense. After a num-

ber of abortive attempts by the teachers to enter JHS 271, Shanker had prevailed
upon a reluctant Lindsay to approve the deployment of police escorts for them.
Surrounded by a jeering crowd, the teachers and their protectors pushed their way
into the school, only to have the local board close all of the Ocean Hill schools in
protest.
When they reopened, it was the UFT's turn to act dramatically. Almost all of the

approximately 350 union teachers in Ocean Hill-Brownsville walked out in sup-
port of Nauman and his colleagues on May 22.14 They would remain out for the
duration of the school year. McCoy, accusing them of "leaving our children," began
searching for nonunion replacements on university campuses." These politically
left-leaning, pro-community control "amateurs"-or, as the UFT called them,
"scabs"-would man the Ocean Hill-Brownsville schools throughout the tumul-
tuous rail of 1968. The local board proclaimed that the 350 union sympathy
strikers, like the. original group of disputed teachers led by Nauman, would never
return: "We decide who will teach our children-no Donovan, no Shanker, no
Lindsay, no 500 cops-we decide!" If a confrontation was inevitable, argued Mari-
lyn Gittell, "it might as wen come now."l6
The termination leuers had also served to doom the UndsayfBundyfRegents

decentralization bill pending in the State Legislature in Albany. The legislature,
skittish in the wake of the disturbances at Ocean Hill-Brownsville, and influenced
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b a wave ofUFT lobbying, delayed the entire quesuon of deCentm,,;,on (or~:
y. bill sponsored by Republican State Senator John Marchi. e so-
year m a I d a final resoluuon of the ISSue unul the 19691egLiauvc ses-Marchi Law postpone I
sion, and in the interim, allowed the central Board of Edu au n to de e~tc po~c;
of its choosing to local school boards in the cuy. It also expanded the Boa
Education by four new members, 10 be appointed directly by lindsay. ve
The Marchi Law while an immediate victory for the LJ 1 whs h would ha

' . bll tedlheaccepted almost any alternative 10 the Regentsjlmdsay/Clark I ,p
union with a number of potential rmnefields In the longer t rm h permuted the
central Board of Education to delegate its powers, including personnel PO''''' rs,
giving local boards throughout the City the ability to do what the tan Hlil-
Brownsville board had done 10 Fred Nauman. The new law also all wed lindsay
to name four new members LO the Board of Education. now expanded in num-
ber from nine to thirteen. Since, in addition, three of the more conservauv board
members were scheduled to leave in the early fall, Lindsay would nam majoruy
of the body that would determine the rules for the upc mmg I -69 h I
year-the worst of possible outcomes for Shanker and th UFT I de hlp
The mayor had reacted to the tenninations, in Shankers VICW, wuh a In

lar lack of moral outrage. Lindsay had deplored the local board acuon In ru I
language, but made no secret of his true sympathies. The UFT. he said. fa d
"understanding of the causes of the deep corumuntry frustrations'" that led t the
letters of May 9." Had the Board of Education given the local board the powers
it deserved, Lindsay argued, "this would not have happened."" The mayor also
put pressure on the recipients of the letters to quietly accept transfers 1010 anoth r
district. In late May, the six administrators, who were members of the Coun II
of Supervisory Associations and not the UFT, agreed, along wuh two ucmenured
substitute teachers. The ten UFT teachers who remained would press their chal-
lenge to McCoy and the local board for the duration of the COntroversy.
Lindsay'; appointees to the newly expanded Board of Education confi

Shanker's fears. The mayor selected Milton Galamison along with three ~r
strong community control supporters, making this Veteran of the commUnil) an-
trol struggle an "insider" With one stroke of the pen. A few weeks later, Lindsar
would name three more Board of Education members, rnosr notably John Door.
Doar, whose Ivy League baCkground and bearing resembled Lindsay';, had played
a major role in the admission of James Meredith to the University of MiSSissiPPi
in 1962 as assistant attorney general for civil rights. In the mid-1960s, he carne
to New York to direct the Bedford-Stuyvesant Restoration COrporation, an carl)'
community action experiment in the black neighborhood adjacent to Ocean Htlj.;
Brownsville. Earlier in 196B, Doar had enraged Shanker when, referring to the
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7. New York City Board of Education President john Dear. United Federation of Teachers
Archives, UFT Photo Collection, Robert F. Wagner Labor Archives, New York University.

looming crisis in Ocean Hill-Brownsville, he had told an interviewer: "Union con-
cepts of security and seniority were formulated in the period of struggle between
company and union. Now the struggle is between the Negroes and the unions. It
is our position that a basic conflict exists between labor union concepts and civil
rights concepts. Something has to give."19 Together, Doar and Galamison, who by
October would be named, respectively, president and vice president of me Board
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of Education, symbolized the alliance of CII)' elu

feared most. k hid nUf)1n htmself
But the UFTdid not lack for allies of Its own han er.w I c I C f II bu Idong

with the left wing of the American labor movemenr, had been c~re ~) • nt
bridges to powerful mainstream leaders for years, oncludon~ Arl· f ~
George Meany, and, closer to home, Harry Van Arsdale, ,h pre..dcn. I beads
. I New York Central Labor Council. The ounerl broughr • 'ther the

enna d b t d mmaredof virtually all unions in New York City, public an private, u "
b the mandarins of the conservative craft and consrrucucn Unions, noubl): \an
A~sdale himself, a cruSty electrician. Shanker, one of the mosr liberal m mbers of
the councils slate of officers, had nurtured alhan es wuh, and perf. rmed pohucal
favors for, these leaders. He had not, for example, publicly cnucued ,he \hr on
Vietnam, despite his own personal misgivings and the 0PPOSUlon of (he rTUJOnty
of his rank and file, because Meany and Van Arsdale Supported II ow, f 109 the
most important battle in his unions history, Shanker prepared (0 1110til I
In the coming months he would ask for, and receive, crucial pohUc...JI.lnd U13JU: J
SUppOIl from the mainstream wing of organized labor 10 .ew York H

The UFT also had markers OUtto the citys old-line liberal and SOCIalLSI mtcllec-
tuals and activists, including A. Philip Randolph and Bayard Rusun, wh Ran.
dolph InStitute, a labor research and lobbying center, survIved on UFT financial
supporr. Shanker, Feldman, and Other UFT leaders who had come of age In the
democratic socialist movement of the 1950s and early 1960s malntaoned d reo
lations With Michael Harrington, the movements leader in 1968; there were m3ny
UlStances of institutional cross-pollenization between the UFT and Hamng. n'
League for Industrial Democracy Shanker was also on friendly terms With pubhc
intellectuals identified with various shades of the Left, induding old.hne tal-
ist Irving Howe, moderate liberal Nathan Glazer, and emerging neoconsen'3l1ve
Norman Podhoretz, whose Commen/my magazine was one of the first of !.heJour.
nals of ideas to champion the UFTS cause after the termination of auman andhis colleagues.

The mOStsignificant SOurce of sUppOrt for the UFT, hOwever, came from tli'
. white population of the City Shanker attempted to cast the controversy in race-
neutral terms whenever he could, as when he reminded the readers of a union
flyer that "due process-which protects the worker against arbitrary diSCharge_
has no color and no race." He also sought to presem the conoroversy as a tradi .
. tionallabor dispute between employer and employee, arguing that whlle "the I J
board of Ocean Hill-Brownsville doesn't think of itself as 'bosses' against Who," us
employees need the protection of a union contract, they are ... "20 But the Ocean
Hill-Brownsville local board did not "employ" the teachers-this, after all, Was

r
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the union's point in fighting the terminations-and the principals, who resembled
"the bosses" much more closely, supported the UFT.Much as Shanker sought to
elide the issue, white New Yorkers flocked to the union's side after the May 9 let-
ters less because Fred Nauman was a union man than because his antagonists were
primarily black.
This support went well beyond union members, and, for that matter, well be-

yond the teachers and their families. The developing crisis was changing the so-
cial and political landscape of the city, ending the rivalry between Jews and white
Catholics that had defined civic life in New York for decades. This rivalry affected
mayoral elections, patterns of neighborhood formation, business development,
levels of City services, intellectual life, leisure, and even newspaper readership.
The rationalist, cosmopolitan "jewish" ethos, and the more traditionalist "Catho-
lic" ethos described by Nathan Glazer and Daniel Patrick Moynihan in the 1963
edition of Beyond the Melting Pot found expression in disagreements over state aid
to parochial schools and "regular" versus "reform" wars for control of the Demo-
cratic party" These, argued Glazer and Moynihan in 1963, were only the most
recent manifestations of an ancient civic rivalry that showed few signs of abating.
Yet by the summer of 1968, only five years after the publication of Beyond the

Melting Pot, the long history of ethnoreligious animosity between Jews and white
Catholics in New Yorkwas giving way to the shared imperatives of racial identity.
The major shift occurred in the city's outer boroughs. Here, living in close prox-
imity, the two groups found many areas of race-related common ground. Both
feared the influx of black students into their neighborhoods and schools, as the
massive outpouring of support for PAT in the early 19605 provecf. Both_weredis-
turbed Ey me nse lDwelfare costs in the city, which more than doubled dur-
ing the first Lindsay administration, a result of welfare rights activism and new,
more generous Citypolicies." And both feared the city's skyrocketing violent crime
rate, which had increased every year since 1960.23 Measured against these con-
cerns, questions of parochial school funding and Tammany "machine" control of
the Democratic party appeared comparatively trivial. In 1966, for the first time in
any city observer's recent memory, outer-borough Jews had joined their Catho-
lic neighbors on a major political issue, rejecti~g Linds~'s proposal for a civilian
review board to_investigate allegatiol12...of police miscon~uct. Analysts who had
expected outer-borough Jews to vote with their more traditional black andwhite
Protestant allies, as well as with their Manhattan coreligionists. now began de-
scribing a race-and-crime-based political and social realignment in the cuy"
By the summer of 1968, middle-income outer-borough Jews and Catholics,

riding a tide of racial anger, represented the UFT'score constituency. Their support
for the union, as evidenced in polls, was the highest in the city, by a "tide mar-
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I de up ImIN I" 'lhuUs ol. " Taken together,)ews and while Catho lCS rna nd-
gill. 2. " . h" and "Carhoh w rid VI" _""Yorks population in 1968. 'lewis h hank JIlSl

. th auld be Albert Shankers most tmportam weapon In ISmg, ey w
Rhody McCoy.

The spring semester in Ocean Hill-Brownsvtlle ended wuh the 350 r::~
UFT teachers still out. McCoy, after reneraung that none of them would c\
in his schools again, stepped up his efforts to replace them Dono'an, llaun~
between anger at McCoy over the termination letters and s)mpalh)' ( r his net
to staff his schools, agreed to waive formal licensing requirem n (or lhe ( ch-
ers McCoy recruited from college campuses. By summer~ end, thIS proc was
complete, and some 350 mostly while recruits, short on expenen e but I ng on
enthusiasm for community Control, prepared (0 begin the fall 1968 mesrcr in
the Ocean Hili-Brownsville schools. Donovan, no doubt. could fo the chaos
that would accompany the return of the bOYColling UFT leachel"$lO their 1'0'>111 ns
in these same schools. Desperately IUshing from brushfire to brushfire, h ever,
the beleaguered superintendent did not have the luxury of advance plannIng He
would, by oecesstry, cross that bridge when he came to u,

Two events in late summer made a citywide teachers strike almost mevuabte,
On August 17, the Board of Education, led by its four new Lindsay appouue . ful.
filled its mandate under the Marchi Law by announcing its decentrahzall n plan
for the 1968-69 school year. The plan permilted local school boards 10 hue leach.
ers directly, Without reference to Board of Examiners lists. and 10 transfer teachers
out of their districts involuntarily. as long as another district was 'villmg to accept
them. Shanker immediately denounced the plan as "a violalion of the colleeuve
bargaining agreement between the VB and the Board of Educatlon.'

u
The other major deVelopment was more to Shankers liking. On August 26,

Judge Rivers released his decision on the legality of the local boards lelte.rs to Fred
Nauman and his colleagues. In sweeping language, he ruled that all the teachers
were entitled to return to their jobs. Rivers held that McCoys charges of incompe_
tence were unfounded, and that those relating to Criticism of commUnity COntrol
were protected by constitutional free speech guarantees. The FOurteenth Amend.
ments admonition against taking property Without due process of law, Rivers COn_
cluded, reqUired hearings, when. as here, the right to Continued employment wasat iSSue.18

Shanker, then, had gotten what he said he wanted. Rivers had ruled that the
letters did in fact arnoum to attempted terminations. and that Nauman and his
colleagues had been deprived of due process. But in a sense, the union Presidenl
may have received mare from the decision than he needed. Rivers's deCiSion left
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little room for compromise, with the beginning of the 1968-69 school year set
for September 9, only two weeks away. Shanker, having won all the cases, would
now be unable to reach an accommodation with McCoy on some of the individual
teachers without losing face with his membership. Neither could McCoy, whom
Rivershad left with no room to maneuver, comply with the ruling without giving
the appearance of abject surrender.
The reaction of the members of the Ocean Hill-Brownsville local board to the

Rivers decision was predictable: they ignored it. Their supporters were equally de-
fiant, and urged them to stand fast." As the days licked down to Septembef P,
each side prepared to do just that. The Rivers decision, legally correct though it
may have been, had left both Shanker and McCoy with nowhere to go.

On Friday, September 6, three days before the scheduled opening of the New
Yorkpublic schools, lindsay and Donovan convened a marathon negotiating ses-
sion aimed at preventing a citywide teachers strike. The UFT and local board rep-
resentatives, closeted in separate wings of City Hall, never spoke directly to each
other. On Sunday, the local board presented Lindsay with a prepared statement.
"Wewill no longer act as a buffer between this community and the establishment,"
it read. "This community will control its schools and who teaches in them. We do
not want the teachers to return to this district. Since the legal machinery of this
sick society is forcing these teachers on us under threat of closing our schools and
dissolving our district, the Board of Education should return to our district any
of the teachers who wish to return. Our original decision remains as before. We
refuse to sell out. If the Board of Education and the Superintendent of Schools
forces them to return to a community which does not want them, so be ir."30
Lindsay, grasping at straws in search of a settlement, took the language "the

Board of Education should return to our district any of the teachers who wish to
return" out of context, and announced that the dispute was settled, since the local
board "will not seek to prevent" the reinstatement of the UFT teachers. An angry
Oliver, speaking for the local board on the steps of City Hall, disputed the mayor,
accusing him of "saying something that was in his mind, not in ours." Hearing
this, Shanker walked out of City Hall, and drove to midtown, where the unions
Delegate Assembly was waiting for him. He asked for, and received, their authori-
zation to conduct an immediate strike vote by the membership at large. By12,021
to 1,716, they voted to strike all of the city's public schools the next day, Monday,
September 9.31

Fifty-four thousand of New York's fifty-seven thousand public school teachers
went out that day. In a show of sympathy for the teachers that was unprecedented
in their sometimes stormy relationship, most of the city's principals closed their
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lItJ1iicult 10 ob-hools The custodians union also honored the Ink' rna In II . led
sc . I be (school rhar dId ope"tain basic services in the smal num rOd h rtplace.
the Ocean Hill-Brownsville schools, wru h were open an ope II ~ posr-
ment and ATAteachers. Standing In froru o(JH 271, auman <o~,,;; atJoltn
tion to that ofJames Meredith at the Unl\'erslly o( .\1, , 'ppl,. \ I ~ the
Doar Lindsayk choice for a seat on the Board or 'ducauon, \\ ho hsd
use of police force on the union teachers behalf. n

Shanker, responding to Lindsays charge 'hal Ih, n /II.",""XJ1I.lcd,
claimed that it was about due process prOleclions ~ r Ie lch~r-ioof all
lie position he maintained through Ul the crtsts: I hi I I

teachers against while racists in white communlu' nd \\hu' I
black racists in black communities." If [I While <':'Chl ,I d u m

..,..~"",,,,,,,black teacher, he promised, "then we will be ba k he a am h

Many of the black members of Shankers Own umon, how'\"r du _d
with this characterization. Led by Assislanl Treasurer RI hard P.drruth. the Lffi
highest-ranking black officer, they used the 0 easton o( Ihe ·tnke 10 Iorm the UFT
Black Caucus, and announced their "unequivocal suppon' o( Ih n Hdl-
Brownsville local board." Parrishs group sought to Combine urn n 10 ,,11)'-10051
of its members honored the strike-With sUPPOrt for ommunny COm101. In a
tenuous balance that typioed the dilemlna of other black umom , • and which
threatened to Come crashing dOwn at any time.

The UFT strike lasted two days before endin In a ukmcOl tha; I n
Hill-Brownsville local board had no part in negoll.lIng. and whrch p d fu-
ture trouble. Lindsay and Donovan agreed to order all UFT t""chers in Ocean HIII-
Brownsville back to their jobs. This included Nauman and his rune lest col-
leagues, along with the sympathy boycotters from the Spring, now redu ed (rom
350 to apprOximately 200 by anruion The parties also agreed that all cases of In,
volumary teacher transfer would be settled by binding impanial arbirrnuon. and
not. as the regulations released by the Board of Education on August 17 Iud pro,
vided, by local boards. Before the teachers weOl back to work, Shanker oblained
membership authorization to call a second strike if the settlement terms were \'io-
lated. Shanker. Lindsay. and Donovan now waited to see what the Ocean HiII_
Brownsville local board would do.

They did not have to wait long. Early in the morning of Wednesday, Seplem_
ber 11, the day the teachers returned to work, Sandra Feldman Visited Rhody
McCoys office to disCUSS-She thought-procedures for giving the UFT-

ers
class_

room assignments in the Ocean Hill-BrownSville schools. She fOund him On the
telephone, cryptically telling a SUccession or caUers that the "arrangements" they
had agreed upon the night before were to be pUt into effect that morning. He re-
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fused to explain himself further to Feldman. When the returning UFT teachers
reported for work, they were told to go to the auditorium of one of the Ocean
Hill-Brownsville schools, IS 55. for an "orientation session." As they arrived, ap-
proximately fifty community residents, most from the Brooklyn branch of CORE,
surrounded them, brandishing sticks and bandoliers of bullets. While the men
cursed the teachers, threw the bullets at them, and threatened to "carry you out
in pine boxes," McCoy entered the room, and quietly observed the scene, offer-
ing no assistance to the terrified educators. After a few minutes, he told them to
report back to their respective schools. When they did so, however, they were re-
fused teaching assignments. At]HS 271, students attacked Nauman and other UFT
teachers. Principal Harris herded them into a locked classroom for their safety.
Police rescued them later in the afternoon. That night, the UFT's Executive Board,
exercising the option given to it by the membership at the conclusion of the first
strike, voted to send the teachers out again."
The second strike lasted another two weeks, until late September. Shanker,

Lindsay,.Donovan, and Doar now agreed that the UFT teachers in Ocean Hill-
Brownsville had the rightlO reinstatement. They differed, however, over the proper
strategies to achieve this objective. Shanker viewed the matter as one of simple
contract enforcement. He had settled the first strike on Ltndsays promise that
Nauman and the others would return to their jobs. The mayor, he felt, had stood
by impotently while the Ocean Hill-Brownsville community wrecked that agree-
ment. Now, he wanted guarantees before the teachers would go back. He wanted
Lindsay to force the local board to agree to reinstatement, backed, if necessary, by
police stationed in the Ocean Hill-Brownsville schools themselves.
To Lindsay and Doar, however, this smacked of heavy-handedness, and.more

than a him of racism. Both believed that municipal unions had too much power
in city life. Lindsay had been at odds with them from the day he took office in
January 1966, when he faced a strike by the city's transit workers union. Lindsay
had approached that strike as he would all the others that marked his first term:
as affronts to the public weal, and, especially, to the city's black community. When
he took office, Lindsay promised that the days of cozy, lucrative deals with labor
leaders broke red personally by his predecessor, Robert Wagner, were over. But
while Lindsay did end the last-minute backroom deals that were a Wagner trade-
mark, his more confrontational style resulted in long municipal worker strikes that
ended up costing the city even more money in settlements. Lindsay never forgave
the city unions for besting him at the bargaining table. To him, public employee
union leaders were little more than narrow-minded, self-interested potentates-
and Shanker, insistent, unbending, and relentless, was the worst example of the
type. He was the only municipal labor leader Lindsay would not invite into his
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8. Schools Superintendent Bernard Donovan dUring negotiations to end the second ctrj-,
Wide teachers' strike, September 24, 1968. NYT Pictures/The New York TImes.
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personal living quarters at Gracie Mansion, the mayors official residence, during
negotiauons."
Shanker, for his pan, viewed Lindsay as epitomizing a "type" as well: the sancti-

monious upper-crust moralist, with an added whiff of genteel auti-Sernitism. The
mayor, complained Shanker, "makes himself out to be acting on high ethical stan-
dards, while the teachers act only in self-interest." "What you have," Shanker said
on another occasion, with Lindsay in mind, "is people on the upper economic
level who are willing [Q make any change that does not affect their own position.
And so it is the middle-class interests that are narrow and selfish and the civil ser-
vice teacher who must be sacrificed. I'm not sure thai is a WASP attitude. I think
it'sonly human. But what if you said give twenty percent of Time, Inc. or U.S.Steel
to the blacks? Who would be narrow then?"37 Lindsay and Shanker's communi-
cation difficulties during the Ocean Hill-Brownsville crisis, then, were as much
culture- and class-based as they were political, and the rushed circumstances of
the dispute left neither man the luxury of walking a mile in the other's shoes.
Dears personal relations with Shanker were less hostile, but the Board of Edu-

cation president also believed the UFT leader's straight-ahead approach to the
problem of returning the UFT teachers to the Ocean Hill-Brownsville schools was
counterproductive. The defining moment of Dears career had been helping to en-
roll James Meredith at the University of Mississippi, and he believed the same tac-
tics he employed in the South would work in Brooklyn. He spelled those tactics
Out in a televised debate with Shanker: "The way to [get compliance] is to continue
to move forward and show restraint, show patience, but be firm, move forward,
keep persuading, keep negotiating, keep appealing to the best in people. And that
is the best way to serve your teachers."38
Doar felt he could convince McCoy and the members of the local board to

voluntarily accept the return of the teachers through patient negotiation that per-
mitted as much face-saving as possible. Doar, of course, may have been draw-
ing quite different conclusions from the Meredith integration crisis than were
warranted by the actual facts of the episode. It had ended, after all, with a dis-
play of decisive federal action, as Shanker was quick to paint out. But to Doar,
who was as devoted as Lindsay to the idea of community control in Ocean Hill-
Brownsville, obtaining Fred Nauman's reinstatement at the point of a sword, as
Shanker appeared to demand, was self-defeating. It would, essentially, kill the
promising Ocean Hill-Brownsville experiment for the sake of a labor leader's pride
- in Dear's view, a Singularly uneven exchange.
This, then, was the problem as the second strike began. Lindsay and Dear's

philosophical commitment [Q community control in Ocean Hill-Brownsville
forced them to accept behavior that was difficult to defend, as when Lindsay told
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an incredulous crowd at a parents meeting during the second strike that the local
board had "more or less" complied with his directive to give the UFI teachers as-
signments in the Ocean Hill-Brownsville schools, or when Dear defended a fellow
Board of Education member who had picketed UFI headquarters with a meno-
rah mounted upon a coffin as a "fine, fine Christian woman."39 Neither Lindsay
nor Doar believed that telling a teacher he would be "carried out in a pine box"
constituted acceptable behavior, whatever Shanker may have thought. They were
trapped, however, by their allegiance to community control, and this, combined
with their suspicion of overweening union power and abhorrence of racism, led
them to resist coercive measures against McCoy and the local board.
Shanker was trapped as well. He had made the reinstatement of the disputed

teachers his union's defining issue. "You or a member of your family may be em-
ployed on jobs protected by union contracts or civil service regulations," he had
written in a UFI advertisement. "How would you react if you could be fired with-
our.any charges or any procedures to hear your objections? 1 think you will agree
that a union is worth nothing if it fails to defend the rights of its members to their
jobs and to a fair procedure for dismissal.T'" But having phrased the issue in this
all-or-norhing manner, he was forced to minimize the clear racial implications of
his calls for the use of hundreds of police to force white teachers on an unwilling
black community.
And McCoy, Oliver, and the Ocean Hill-Brownsville local board, in their own

way, were also trapped. They had articulated the issue of the return of the UFT
teachers in stark terms of racial authenticity, branding black leaders who sought
compromise-Samuel Wright, Whimey Young, even the pro-community control
Kenneth Clark-as traitors and Uncle Toms. It is doubtful that McCoy, for ex-
ample, honestly felt that the mere fact of Fred Nauman's presence in JHS 271
would by itself wreck education in that school, or that the practice of terrorizing
white teachers offered any long-term solution to the problems of educating black
children in NewYorkCity.Yethaving allowed the question of Naumans continued
presence in Ocean Hill-Brownsville to become a test of "authentic" black iden-
tity, McCoy, like the other principals to the controversy, had little choice but to
act as he did. As the second citywide teachers' strike began, then, lindsay, Doar,
Shanker, and McCoy were aU prisoners of their ideologies, their constituencies,
their fears, and the facts they had helped create.
Negotiations to end the second strike soon wok on a repetitious quality, with

Shanker demanding that Lindsay and Doar force the local board to take back the
teachers, and the mayor and the Board of Education president refusing to do 50.
Finally, after a brief suspension of the local board did nothing to shake its resolve,
and some muscle-flexing by the union in the form of fifteen thousand white pro-
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OFT demonstrators at City Hall-OI least (our um the 'C llhe ran
Hill rally-the parties reached an unea y seul mem on pc m r The Board
of Education agreed to guarantee classroom teachmg a 'gnmcnt lor Ihcmummg
OFT-ers, and to station observers in the hoots to report In idem of ph-
ance. The union teachers would be paired In teams wuh rhe l'C'p1a«rnem • rs.

. . " I I· •Op~_1 lhe IIlrm<nt asDoar, contInurng to advocate vo umary comp ranee. I---U

too harsh toward the Ocean Hill-BroWllSVllle local board bur rruled by
Lindsay. On Monday, September 30, the teachers once again \\ "m k • rk."
The settlemem began to unravel almost Immediately 'Juman dnd the other

UFT-ers received no leaching assignmems on Monday and Tue )' l>ono\ hut
JHS 271 on Wednesday after community resIdents. 10 IUdrng I I rd mem-
bers, invaded the school and engaged in ahercauons with rv 0rs nd t oKhtrs.
On Thursday and Friday. with 271 once again Open. Pnn .pal Uarns. on orders
from the local board, assigned mast UFT teachers to lunChroom. hoJlI. nd bath-
room duty, or to empty classrooms. The replacement teachers h'JlU' d !he UFT-
ers. Over that weekend, the local board instructed Me 0)' to rem \'C' aU OFT
teachers from the Ocean Hill-Brownsv",e schools. When (cCo>. nd the. pnn-
cipals announced their intention to obey this order. Donovan uspend d them,
along with the local board. On Wednesday, October 9, he also c1osed)H 271 after
clashes between UFT and replacemem teachers. But that Fnday. 31 .r' urgmg.
Donovan did an abOllt-face. Claiming that the Ocean Hill-BroWTlS\,Ue pnnClpals
had now promised him that they would give the UFr-ers teaChong 'gnments.
he reinstated them. and ordered 271 reopened for the (allOWing Monday.

JHS 271 did, indeed, reopen that day, but without UFT teachers. Instead. they
were once again OUtside the school carrying Picket signs. Shanker. enra ed 3t what
he considered Donovan. duplicity, had obtained yet anorhe- Strike VOte from Ius
membership Over the weekend." For the third time in a month. the CltyS I cherswere on strike.
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The third Ocean Hill-Brownsville strike was the most bitter of all. It drew in the
rest of the city. The strike divided the city lTI two important respects. First, by
pulling blacks and jews apart, and bringing jews and white Catholics together, it
reconfigured New York'ssocial landscape in sharp, defining shades of black and
white. Second, it brought long-simmering class resentments to the surface, array-
ing poor blacks and corporate, government, media, and intellectual elites against

the teachers and their allies in the city's white middle-class population.

Shanker raised the stakes in this final, five-week drama. He demanded the per-

manent removal of McCoy and the local board, and the termination of the Ocean

Hill-Brownsville experiment. This, in tum, brought virtually the city's entire black

community in on the side of Ocean HiU-Brownsville-even moderates like the
Urban League's Whitney Young, who had previously been skeptical of commu-
nity control-on grounds of racial loyalty. The city's white middle-class popula-
tion, traumatized by images of disorder and violence emanating from Ocean Hill-
Brownsville, closed ranks behind the UFT, ending decades of ethnic, religious,
and political animosity as they did so. Jewish teachers, who had long regarded
Irish policemen as goons, now looked to them for protection on picket lines from
angry blacks. A reporter for the Nation looked on in amazement as these erstwhile
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es chatted cordially outside one Ocean Hrll-Brownsvrlle school, . parattd
enerm I h observed "<I"from black counterpickets by police sawhorses. The po I emen, e t:: •

half-smiling, half-smirking, at "the birth of an ally,"
As the Jewish-Catholic alliance gestated. relations between blacks and Jt" de-

teriorated. The Ocean Hill-Brownsville crisis brought out the unreahsuc txpec-
lations each had for the other. Anti-Semitic material circulated to can Htll-
Brownsville and in the city's other black neighborhoods durmg the smke, some of
it quoting approvingly from the Protocols oj 'he Elders oJ21On Vann, Campbell, and
other ATAmembers also issued anti-Jewish statements, which hnked the UFT 10

alleged acts of "mental genocide" against black schoolchJidren ' The most noton-
ous example of anti-Semitic animus came in the form of an unsigned leuer placed
m the mailboxes ofUFT teachers atJHS 271:

IfAfrican American History and Culture is to be taughllo Our Black Children II
Must be Done ByAfrican Americans who Identify With And Who Understand
The Problem. I' is Impossible For The Middle East Murderers of Colored People
to Possibly Bring To This Imponant Task The Insight, The Concern, The Expos-
ing OfThe Truth That is a Must If The Years Of Brainwashmg And Self-Hatred
That Has BeenTaught To Our Black Children ByThose Bloodsucking Exploners
and Murderers IsTo Be Over Come. The Idea Behind This Program Is Beauuful,
But When The Money Changers Heard About It, They Took Over, As Is Their
Custom In The Black Community, If African American History and Culture Is
Irnportanr ToOur Children To Raise Their Esteem Of Themselves. They Are The
Only Persons Who Can Do The Job Are African-American Brothers And is-
ters, And Net the So-Called liberal Jewish Friend. We Know From His Tricky,
Deceitful Maneuvers That He is Really Our Enemy and He is Responsible For
The Serious Educational Retardation Of Our Black Children. We Call On All
Concerned BlackTeachers, Parents, And Friends to Write To The Board of Edu-
cation, To the Mayor, To The State Commissioner of Education To Protest The
Take Over Of This Crucial Program By People Who Are Unfit ByTradition And
By lnclination To Do Even An Adequate Job.

The letter was never linked to any person officially connected to the Ocean HilI-
BrownSville experiment, and the districts replacement teachers, appro>eimately 40
percent of whom were. themselves Jewish, issued a statement disaVOWing anti-
Serrurtsm. Shanker reprinted five hundred thousand copies of the le d'
. Her an dis-tnbuted them throughout the city; their effect on the Jewish commun'ty
. I Was shat_lenng.3

Jewish leaders who expected their black COunterparts to tssue spectf d
CLLIC enun,
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ciations of such material during the strike were bitterly disappointed when they
were rebuffed' But, as Floyd McKissick of CORE explained, "if a black leader is
to be responsive to the needs of his people, he cannot be a Jewish leader, he must
be a black leader. By definition, this means that the interests he represents win
sometimes be in conflict with other groups, sometimes Jewish groups.'? McCoy
was more blunt: "We have more things to be concerned about than making anti-
Sermusm a priortty'"
Black leaders, however, were equally unrealistic in their expectations thai jews

forego their own interests during the strikes. "The real Jews," wrote one such
leader, Preston Wilcox, "are out on the street helping us. The others ... are reject-
ing their own heruage." The ATASAlbert Vann argued that Fred Nauman and the
other Jewish teachers who received the May 9 letters were obligated as "respon-
sible"Jews to suppon the Ocean Hill-Brownsville local board, despite its attempts
to remove them from the districts schools."
Behind the unfulfilled expectations and demands of both groups during the

Ocean Hill-Brownsville strikes, however, lay an uncomfortable truth. NewYorks
outer-borough Jews, after decades of ambivalence, now viewed themselves as
"white," with more in common with Irish and Italian Catholics than with blacks.
When black writer James Baldwin, a supporter of the Ocean Hill-Brownsville local
board, later wrote that "it is cowardly and a betrayal of whatever it means to be a
Jew, to act as a white man," he captured the essence of what was driving jews and
blacks apart during the Ocean Hill-Brownsvi.lle crisis."
Black intellectuals like Baldwin, Harold Cruse, and Julius Lester had long com-

plained of Jewish ambivalence-an ambivalence of convenience, in their view-
toward white identity. These criticisms peaked during the Ocean Hill-Brownsville
crisis. Black supporters of the local board responded to allegations of anti-
Semitism by arguing that they harbored no special animus toward Jews. They op-
posed the UFT teachers, they maintained, not because they were Jewish but be-
cause they were white, and acting "white." A5a writer in Liberator put it, "the Jew
should not be singled out for any particular righteousness or duplicity. For ulti-
mately, in the American context, he is a white man, no more, no less." 10 During the
Ocean Hill-Brownsville crisis, black resentment at what they considered the un-
fair privileges of Jewish racial ambivalence-identifying as white or as a besieged
minority, depending on the Circumstances-finally burst to the surface. By at-
tempting to fire Fred Nauman and his UFT colleagues, McCoy and the local board
forced a choice. And, in October and November 1968, the Jews of New York'souter
boroughs made their choice. Pushed by a black community that regarded them
as "whites, no more, no less," and pulled by the promise of a race-based coali-
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II ens 10 completetion with white Catholics, they used the Ocean Hill-Brownsvi f Ca ians In, w
their journey to unambiguous while Idenuty, the last group 0 U

York to do so. . h mmediare aflermalhd b L . Harris & Associates In telA poll conducre y OUIS . Ocean Hill-
of the strikes confirmed this new configuration. Harris found that
Brownsville produced "a new coalition of Jews and whne Carhohcs. not Sl~
in the citys politics but in the behavior of individuals In their dally hves Thethrust
for this coalition was essentially negative: fear and an acuve aversion 10 the h
of the blacks." Harriss data showed the attitudes of the cuys black and J 'IS-

Catholic populations to be reverse-mirror images of each other. Jews favored the
UFT in the dispute 63 to 8 percent, white Catholics by 4B to 9 percent Blacks sup-
ported McCoy and the Ocean Hill local board 50 to 14 percent. By 66 10 ]2 per-
cent, Jews believed that blacks preached anti-Semitism dunng the dtspute, whue
Catholics agreed by 40 to 20 percent. Blacks, by 40 to 23 percent, disrrussed anti-
Semitism as an issue. And, in a clear break with past patterns of belief. Jew'S now
saw blacks, not white Catholics, as the main Source of antt-Semtusm m the Cll)".

by a margin of almost 2 to 1. "Seven OUt of ten Jews, Italians and Insh In ew York

City," Harris concluded, "have clearly joined common cause." In COntrast, Hams
observed that "it is almost as if blacks and whites are living in different worlds
instead of the same city." 11

The third UFT strike also turned the City into a cauldron of class anger The
union, Lindsay said disdainfully, lacked "moral authority" in ciry life. The Posts
Jimmy Breslin termed Shanker "the Worst public person I have seen in my time In
the City of New York," and compared him to Joseph McCarthy. "There are ma}'be
six people you will meet in your life,' he added, "who are as good as John Doar." "
Whitney Young described the unions white middle-class sUPPOrters as "affluent
peasants." "You're more likely to find prejudice," he argued, "among lower- and
middle-class whites who've jusr made it - who are a generation away from WPA
and welfare-people with middle-dass incomes but not undergirded by civilized
views, by aesthetic, CUltural and educational experiences." 13

Shanker responded by attacking "an alliance of civic groups, the newspapers
and the Ford Foundation." "Listen to the radio, read Our 'free' press, Watch your
TV screens," wrote one UFT rank-and-filer. "They are all against us."" UFT-e.rs
picketed the offices of the hostile New Yorh Times, and began a bOYcott of Ford
products. Shanker demanded an end to the Ford Foundation\; rax-exempt status
and attacked "people on poverty payrolls" for "using public offices, public fundls
and daytime hours to engage in strikebreaking activities."" UFT piCkets taumed
the child of a prominent businessman and communjj-c control suppone-, who had
been sent by his father to an Ocean Hill-Brownsville school in a show of solidarity,
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with cries of "WASP!WASP!" Expressions of UFT anger sometimes bordered on
farce.A female teacher picketed the Ford Foundation offices wearing a girdle out-
side her dress, carrying a sign reading "This Is My Ford Foundation.""
The contrasting events of one day during the third strike, October 15, provide

a snapshot of class divisions in the city. On that day, the United Presbyterian and
Episcopal churches announced their support [or the Ocean Hill-Brownsville local
board, with the latter accompanying its endorsement with a four-hundred-dollar
donation. The Protestant Council of New York City added its backing, attacking
the UFT as "intransigent:' and stating that "the people in Ocean Hill-Brownsville
must be supported by all the people in New York City.This experiment must have
a chance. We must return the schools to the people. It's as simple as that." John
Robertson, a high-ranking administrator at the New York University School of
Education, warned that "we cannot treat the Ocean Hill-Brownsville school dis-
trict as a colony run by a colonial government and demand submission as the
price for education. . We in the white establishment seem bent on crushing the
spirit of the people who can save our schools." The New York branch of the Ameri-
can Civil Liberties Union, which four days earlier had issued a report classifying
community control as a protected civil liberty and supporting the local board, de-
fended itself against harsh UFT criticism. And the New York Times, in an editorial,
called the strike "an illegal, inexcusable play for power by a militant special interest
group," that had "destroyed an entire school system."11
That same day, the New York Central Labor Council reiterated its "full sup-

port" for the UFT; the Council of Supervisory Associations voted to back the third
strike, as it had the two others; and the National Maritime Union sent sound
trucks through the streets of Manhattan denouncing the Ocean Hill-Brownsville
local board as strikebreakers. Shanker charged that Lindsay, McGeorge Bundy, and
other civic and business leaders were seeking to form "a big-name committee" to
force an unfavorable settlement on the union. IS
And, that night, in what his aide Barry Gouehrer later cal1ed "the low point in

his mayoralty," Lindsay was booed off the stage of the East Midwood jewish Cen-
ter in Brooklyn by a crowd of 1500 as he tried to address the congregation. When
the rabbi sought to quiet the crowd by asking "is this the exemplification of the
Jewish faith?" the hecklers answered, "Yes!Yes!"Five thousand UFT supporters
stood outside the synagogue, chanting "Lindsay must go!" The mayor was forced
to leave by way of the fire escape. As he drove away. the crowd surged around his
car, pounding on the hood, kicking the doors, and throwing trash at iL19

Two days later, at a CityHall ral1yattended by some forty thousand, virtual1yal1
white, UFT supporters- the largest such rally veteran political reporters had ever
seen-demonstrators cursed and baited Breslin, Murray Kempton, and others in
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the hostile media. Kempton had recently written a column accusing union teach-
ers of avarice and indifference to black school children. He attacked Shanker as a
"goon" bent on "breaking the Ocean Hill local board and making certain that no
other community body raises its head to suggest that a teacher or supervisor do
an honest day's work again." He also had described Nauman, back at work after
the second strike, as "not teaching, of course, but gathering grievances." Enraged
UFT-ers at the rally set upon him, spitting and kicking.2°
Another striking teacher chose a somewhat more peaceable venue to answer

Kempton'S charges. Writing in the Village Voice, in an article pointedly entitled
"Why Teachers Strike: A Lesson for Liberals," UFT-er Patrick Harnett expressed

,
,j

"
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11.Mayor John Undsayis heckled by a pro-Uf'T crowd at the East MidwoodJewish Center
in Brooklyn, October 15, 1968. Vincent Riehl, New York Daily News.
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mefearof an alliance between "Park Avenue" and the black poor that haunted the

teachersduring the strike:

I believe that people like john Lindsay and john Doar, who are products of
an upper middle-class milieu, together with intellectuals like Nat Hentoff (of
meVillageVoice)and james Wechsler (of the Post) find it genuinely difficult to
dealopen-mindedly with a teacher group who represent, in the main, a lower
middle-classethos .... The sympathies of white liberals and intellectuals are
with the truly oppressed in our society- black people. They know that black
people,in their struggle to gain the place and dignity of human beings in our
society,find that their most immediate and rabid enemy is the lower and lower-

middleeconomic class of whiles.
There is a reason for this, however, not always recognized for what it is. It

is the while person from this economic group whose life is most immediately
and actually affected by the struggle of blacks for social justice. This persons
job, his home, his neighborhood-often his physical safety and well-being-
are directly affected by the social waves created by an out class struggling des-
perately to gel in. His life is affected in ways which the white liberal minister
livingon Park Avenue or the white liberal intellectual living in his Connecticut

Shangra-La lstcl, can have no experience.
The upper middle-class person and the intellectual are therefore really out-

side the conflict of black insurgency-safely removed and able to abstract the
situation. What they often abstract is a group of grasping white bigots deny-
ing the black person his basic rights for no other reason than they are intrinsi-
cally racist. Everyone knows that the less affluent class of whites are the most
"bigoted," this thinking goes. Everyone knows that the slave-owning Southern
gentleman was less bigoted than the non-slaveowning white.

2
\

Harnett's imputation of a link between the average white southerner and the
middle-class white teachers of New York, which would have been almost unimag-
inable only a few years before, during the southern phase of the civil Tights move-
ment, now elicited few disavowals from the strikers. Indeed, some white teachers
were now talking publicly about voting for George Wallace, whose presidential
campaign was then in full swing. Although this support never materialized, it was
clear by the third Ocean Hill-Brownsville strike that the emergence of an angry,
self-conscious white middle class had called into question many of the accepted

truths about the structure of class relations in the city.2
2

New '{ark's population could no longer be divided nearly into groups of
"bosses" and "workers," as so many in the city's left-wing activist and intellec-
tual communities sought to do. No one who had seen forty thousand vociferous

o•.:.,
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d n~y. Cit Hall on October 17 coul argue sewhite UFT supporters In from of 1 y. .. '" alhes And no one
' bl k populauon were natura

that they and the citys poor ac. Mrdwood JewlJh Center on Octo-
who had observed the scene outside the East larm that the

ber 15, as Lindsay ned from a debriS-thro\~lnf~ ~~~:;.0~:~~'~_BI1'WI\S\1I1e
city's white middle class was "in the pockets 0 L d k lace 0\ r tbe

k' I cture that ha ta en p....clarified the changes in New Yor 5 c ass 5110 ndent
Past quarter-century. It established the city. while middle class ,,::an ondreP"boih

d . h t were d'nerent rom "'"force, with a distinct voice of its own an interests t a " e of rear 11
the citys poor and Manhattan elites. The CrtSIScrystallized Its Ianguag r b
d hite middle-class New Yorkers 5ufficlenlly afraid to engage 10acts 0 pu _

rna e w . I, \\ h the blacklie violence-acts they had heretofore associated alma t ex lustvelj 'It

poor-in order to defend their culture, and the or New Y rk. "class"
Ocean Hill-Brownsville also symbolized the expan 'on of the Idea of

itself in city life beyond conceptions of pure economics. The teachers haled John
Lindsay, John Doar, and McGeorge Bundy not so much because they were -also
to-do, but because they had inlluence, knowledge. and access to power They a
sensed, moreover, that Lindsay and the others disdained them as much r, r therr
values-their doggedness in pursuit of upward mObility, their mmenahsm, their
cultural insularity_as anything else. This sense of siege, of attack on both fronts
by those who rejected them for the way they lived and acted _ hanker, after all,
was not good enough to step into Lindsay's living room, and lus teachers, to Young.
were nothing more than "affiuem peasants" _ turned groups of normally qures-
cent, respectable, men and women into a cursing, SCreaming, lrash-lhro",ng mob
during the third Ocean Hill-Brownsville strike.

It is ironic that, in a decade known more for civil disorders In black neighbor-
hoods, a series of white middle-class "civil disorders" not only ended the Ocean
Htll-Brownsville controversy, but changed the political, eConomIC, and social
landscape of the City for years to come. But, this is eSSentially what occurred In

October 1968. While these white middle-class upheavals, 10 be sure, did not pro-
duce the loss of life and property damage associated With those in urban gheuos,
they were similarly effective as expressions of diSCOntent. Ocean Hill-Brownsville.
third strike unleashed White midclle-class rage as an ongoing impulse in the pohri-
cal and Cultural life of the City.Whether it played OUt, as here, in raw, public fury,
or more quietly and subtly, as in the case of white acquiescence in municIpal sa-
cial service CUtsduring the 19705, City leaders ignored this impulse. at their peril.
As much as Lindsay may have believed in the redistributive POtential of comrnu,
nity control in the City'spublic education system, as much as be may have believed
that conditions in black neighborhoods were traceable to the racism of the. whi,e
middle class, and as much as he may have believed that the values of the white
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middle class were shallow and vulgar, he could not afford La ignore two-thirds of

the drys populauon.P When civil servants with master's degrees and mortgages

became angry enough to take to the streets, Lindsay knew not only that the un
had beaten him at Ocean Hill-Brownsville, but that his brand of racial politics had

failed as well.
Lindsay had hoped to use the power of New York's civic and professional elites

to secure racial justice for the city's poor black population. He had also hoped to

attract enough of irs while middle class to make this endeavor successful. Now,

with much of that middle class calling, sometimes literally, for his head, he knew

that his plan had not worked. Henceforth, white middle class New Yorkers would

determine me direction of racial politics in the city. and if Lindsay wished to sur-

vive as a politician, he would have to adjust his own, more expansive vision to
theirs. By late October, with the third Ocean Hill-Brownsville strike in full fury,

Lindsay knew mat, as difficult as it was to swallow, he would have to give Albert

Shanker what he wanted.

Even so, the strike dragged on until mid-November. In late October, Lindsay

offered to personally guarantee the safe return of the UFT teachers, to immedi-

ately suspend any individual who interfered, and to allow the union to decide if

any Ocean Hill-Brownsville school should be closed in the event of violence or

harassment. Shanker's distrust of the mayor was so intense at this point that he re-

jected this offer to virtually cede managerial powers over the Ocean Hill schools.
Shanker continued to hold out for the permanent removal of McCoy and the local

board, and the termination of the Ocean Hill-Brownsville experiment. BULDoar,

tugging at the mayor's other sleeve, continued to insist that this would constitute

a cave-in to the city's unions and a betrayal of the black community. The strike

ground on.2'~·
During the first week of November, both Shanker and Lindsay began grand-

standing, each seeking to exploit their respective strengths. Lindsay proposed

submitting the dispute to an arbitration panel composed of prominent citizens.

Shanker, wary at this point of any initiative involving "prominent citizens," almost

predictably countered with an offer to conduct a binding citywide referendum,

which the mayor and Dear, just as predictably, rejected;"
Shanker then sought to ratchet up the pressure on the local board by calling

for a special session of the State Legislature to address the entire question of com-

munity control. This enraged black leaders, such as Whitney Young and Kenneth

Clark, who had heretofore been at least on speaking terms with the UFT, because
Shanker had promised he would never do this. A special session of the legislature

with the schools in chaos could only bode ill for community control, as Shanker

d
,I..
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h ke s demand as a gratuuouswell knew. Moderate black leaders interpreted an r C l10cal board camp.
sla at the black community, and moved closer to the Mc 0)1 usl .de-
Ph· the Ocean Hill-Brownsville community had pm10 )Young, w am many m . f back-channel

nded as an "Uncle Tom," was especially vociferous. He pulled OUt0 "racl3l
negotiations aimed at settling the strike, blasting Shanker for fomenltdng L••

. . . . sense" of bias an Impucuif " Blacks Young said "have a historic. mruurve .stn e. , , used Young
that he was now getting that sense from Shanker. Shanker m tum ace
himself of bias: "It is unfortunate that Mr. Young does n I beheve that reachers,
too should enjoy civil rights. His failure La denounce racism and anu-Senuusm.
his 'failure to denounce violence, will do much LO impair hts effecuven as a C1\'lI
rights leader and will lend encouragemem to backlash forces an the whue com-
murury":" V
This bitter exchange was the breaking point for the black members of an

Arsdale's Central Labor Council, who had become incneasmgly resuve dunng the
strikes. Three major Central Labor Council unions had a black rnembership or at
least 30 percent-Local 1199 of the Drug and Hospital Workers, DlStrlClCoun-
cil3?, AFSCME, and District Council 65 of the Retail, Wholesale and Department
Store Union. When the third strike began, the leaders of these three uruons had
sponsored a resolution in the Central Labor Council supporting both due process
rights for teachers and the idea of community control. Shanker had used hIS 10-
fluence with Van Arsdale to prevent the resolulion from even reaching a vote. By
November 13, New Yorks black unionists had had enough. Fifty of them sta ed
a sit-in at Van Arsdale's office demanding he end, or at least temper, his support
of the UFT, for whom he had raised over a hundred thousand dollars dunng the
strikes. Leslie Roberts of District Council 65 threatened that "if we have to spln
the labor movement and go our own way, we will," sentiments echoed by Thomas
Mitchell, vice president of Local 1199: "Those of us who are black and Puerto
Rican will set up our own labor movement." Another black unionistlold a reporter
he considered himself a black man first and a union man second.

17

Conspicuously absent from the sit-in were the only prominent black labor
leaders to support the UFT during the Ocean HilI-BrOWIlSville dispura, demo-
cratic socialists Bayard Rustin and A. Philip Randolph. Both We", clearly influ-
enced by their institutional ties to the union, which, through sponsorship of the
Randolph Institute, essentially employed them, but there was more . ha

... to It l nthat. Randolph and Rustin had dedicated their careers to the cau [ i '1
se 0 mtenaoasocial democracy. Randolph, the longtime head of the BrotherhOOd of Sleeping

Car Porters and a founder of the influential Negro American Labor C .1 d
ounn. anRustin, the inspiration behind the 1963 March on Washington bell d tha __

, eve t civil
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rights and labor rights were mutually reinforcing principles. The Ocean Hill-
Brownsville controversy. however, put those beliefs to a severe test, and forced the
two leaders [Q make a choice.
Randolph and Rustin chose the UFT. In September, they placed an advertise-

ment in the three major New York City newspapers, which they induced twenty
black labor officials to co-sign. The advertisement stated that the Ocean Hill-
Brownsville dispute was essentially about class, not race, and that its "real issue"
was "the right of every worker to be judged on his merits, not his color." "1£ due
process is not won in Ocean Hill-Brownsville," it argued, "what could prevent
white community groups in Queens from firing black teachers? Injustice must not
be camouflaged by appeals to racial solidarity.""
But by the third Ocean Hill-Brownsville strike, the pull of racial solidarity had

become too great for other black labor leaders to resist. On October 16, fifty-four
leading black unionists, including most of the signers of the RandolphfRustin ad-
vertisement, wrote to Lindsay in support of community control." Randolph and
Rustin, argued one such leader, were asking the impossible by demanding that
"the black union member support the teachers against his black brothers in the
ghetto [and! repudiate the black mans right to demand equality of opportunity
i[ it conflicts with the alleged right of a predominantly white group. This posi-
tion is unrealistic. It matters not whether we see it [that] way. The black people
of NewYork see it that way."30The UFT, charged another, was "burning whatever
remaining bridges it has to the Negro community." And by the time black Cen-
tral Labor Council members sat in at Van Arsdales office in November, Randolph
and Rustin stood virtually alone, written off as race traitors by their erstwhile col-
leagues. "People like A. Philip Randolph and Bayard Rustin do not speak [or us,"
said Leslie Roberts. "[They have] sold out. Whatever you have done in the past,

you have destroyed.'?'
Randolph and Rustin never regained their stature among black unionists, or

in New York's black community as a whole. The contradictions between class and
race that had lurked beneath their vision of social democracy throughout their
careers burst to the surface at Ocean Hill-Brownsville, and they were no more suc-
cessful in resolving them than were the black unionists who sat in at Van Arsdaies
office. Their defeat symbolized the failure, [or both men, of a lifelong struggle to
unite the races under the banner of economic democracy. New York, as Ocean
Hill-Brownsville had shown so dramatically, was not so much a city of bosses and
workers as it was one of blacks and whiles.
By November, the third strike had, in the words of one observer, "become nihil-

1.51."White UFT supporters screamed "nigger scab" at a black teacher in Ocean
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13.Alben Shanker with UFT supporter Bayard Rustin. United Federation o[Teacher.; Col.
lection, UFT Photo Collection, Robert F. Wagner Labor Archives, New York Uruversiry
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Hill-Brownsville, "nigger lover" at a white replacement teacher, and called a local
board ally a "canntba!":" The word "genocide" now appeared in the public state-
ments of local board members on almost a daily basis, in a clear attempt to in-
flameJewish sensibilities. Shanker's words of choice were "extremists" and "mobs,"
EvenWhitney Young, whose relationship with Shanker had been poisoned by the
lauers call for a special session of the State Legislature, appeared to lose control,
asking rhetorically, "it's a pity, isn't it, that there are only two thousand blacks you
can get killed on Ocean HilL"lJ
With the entire city ready to snap, State Education Commissioner James Allen

realized he had to enter negotiations directly and somehow end the strike. In early
November, he began laying the groundwork for a settlement. Shanker distrusted
Allen, a longtime community control supporter who had sponsored the demon-
stration school principal idea that so vexed the UFT membership. But he believed
that Allen was more likely to use the power at his disposal to ensure that Ocean
Hill-Brownsville complied with the settlement terms that would be agreed on than
Lindsay,who, in his view, had reneged twice before. And he preferred Allen's prag-
matism to what he saw as Doar's sancumony Allen, as Shanker knew, harbored na-
tional ambitions-he later served as United States Commissioner of Education in
the Nixon administration-and the strikes were damaging his reputation. Shanker
also knew that while most of his constituency still backed the strike, his ranks
were beginning to thin: 15 to 20 percent of the teachers were now crossing picket

lines?"
Allen began sketching out a plan that would give the UFT most, but not all, of

what it wanted. Nauman and all other UFT teachers would return to their schools,
with written teaching assignments distributed in advance. To enforce this, the
Ocean Hill-Brownsville school district would be removed from the jurisdiction of
the Board of Education and placed under the control of an Allen-appointed state
trustee. And to protect UFT teachers in Ocean Hill-Brownsville and around the
rest of the city from reprisals, a three-man supervisory committee would be em-
powered to conduct hearings and mete out punishment, including suspensions,
dismissals, and school closings. Shanker would have veto power over tbe com-
position of this committee. Echoing the agreement that ended the first strike in
September, involuntary transfers of teachers would be made contractual grievance
matters, with impartial hearings, appeals, and other due process protections, al-
though Allen had to twist Doar's ann to get him to agree to this clause.
Allen, however, insisted that McCoy be allowed to continue as unit administra-

tor of the Ocean Hill-Brownsville experimental project, provided he obeyed the
orders of the state trustee. And, the Ocean Hill-Brownsville community control
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,. I Iboard under suspe'" ionexperiment itself would continue, albeh with the DCa I. would step .... d. and
Once the district returned to normal operauons, the rrus

reinstate the board." h f an une peeled
A the parties haggled, the negotiations received a pus rom
s , , h d h ng over Ihe comroversy ev rsource. The demonstration principal issue a u Is had re-

since a state court had held them illegal in March 1968. Th. pnne'':dard ro-
rained their jobs while the Board of Education appealed this ruhng, 51a Pf

h d d d them III October for re us-cedure in such circumstances. Donovan a suspen e the
ing to give Nauman and the UFT-ers teaching assrgnmerus. then reinstated m.
thereby provoking the third strike. Now Shanker msisred that the dem n.str'2l1on

principals be removed from 'he Ocean Hili-Brownsville schools, nat ani)' because
he did not trust them to give Nauman and the others teaching ignmerus when
they returned, but because he considered their appointments a violaucn of the
merit principle. Allen and Doar dug in their heels, and negouauons appeared 10

be breaking down over the issue, when, on November 14. the Appellate: Divisron.
New York's intermediate appeals court, surprised everyone by releasing Its deer-
sian: the demonstration principal appointments were indeed Illegal. and the 10\\ r
court ruling invalidating them was affirmed.36

The Board of Education vowed once again [0 appeal, this ume to the stales
highest court, the New York COUrt of Appeals, which normally would have al-
lowed the principals [0 retain their postuon, in the interim. But now hanker dug
inhis heels. Appeal or no appeal, he wanted them out, or the enure seulemeru was
off. After thirty-seven lost school days, millions in municipal financial losses, and
with both blacks and whites in the streets, Lindsay could take no more. He asked
Allen to give in on the demonstration principal iSSue and settle. At 10 A. t. on
Sunday, November 17, Shanker, Lindsay, Allen, Dear, and Donovan shook hands
warily across a Gracie Mansion conference table.v

Oliver and Powis, representing the Ocean Hill-Brownsville local board as non-
participating "observers," had walked out hours before, when the parame.,e.rs of
the settlement became clear '0 them. "Hey, baby, now We bum down Brooklyn,"
Powis had barked as he left'· Despite his CUs'omary apOcalyPtic rhe'Oric, be had
reason to be angry. Throughout the Ocean Hill-Brownsville dispu Sha k

te, n er,Lindsay, Donovan, and the other negotiators had talked abo
u
" and sometimes

around, the local board, but they had rarely talked to them as equals, Whe.n the
mayor or superintendent made promises to Shanker, they made them on behalf of
the local board, not in cOnjunction with them. In the end even th. . ffi ials

' e CIty 0 awho supported the idea of community control in theory like Undsa hess d
' y, esuale lOallow the local board an independent voice at the bargaining table, While Undsa '

was legally Correct in this POsition - in late November, a federal J'ud [. )
ge, ru tog on
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14.Alben Shanker and John Lindsay, flanked by Council of Supervisory Associations
President Walter Degnan and State Education Commissioner James Allen (holding docu-
ment), announcing the settlement of the third and final teachers' strike on the steps of
Gracie Mansion, November 17, 1968. W. Sauro/The New York Times.

".

the local board's challenge to its suspension, held that the board was merely "an
unofficial body of citizen advisers" - this may have been beside the point under
the circumstances." For all their talk of "self-determination," Lindsay, Allen, and
Dear never really tried community control in Ocean Hill-Brownsville. If Powis
and Oliver felt as "sold out" by their ostensible friends as by enemies like Shanker,

they had much justification.
Much of the UFT membership also felt sold out, albeit for different reasons.

When Shanker took the proposed settlement to the union's Delegate Assembly for
ratification on the evening of Sunday, November 17,he was shouted off the stage
by furious rejectionists. Shanker had overplayed his hand with his membership
by demanding the permanent removal of McCoy and the local board, and the dis-
mantling of the Ocean Hill-Brownsville experimental district. When he did not
deuver, the delegates shouted him down with cries of "seHOUL"Shanker, usually

,.
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15 Fred Nauman entersJunior High School 271 under police escort, ovember 22.19
James Garrett, New York Daily News.

the master of his membership, could not even bring the proposed setLiemem to

a VOle, and stalked off the stage, muttering that his Own delegates resembled the
"mobs" and "extremists" he had so recently enCoUntered in the dly;; black com-munity....o

Shanker was able to have the seulernem ratified only because the UFT Con-
stitution permitted the full membership to override an action, or in thts case, a
nonaction of the Delegate Assembly. Given an extra day to allow cooler heads to
prevail, the rank-and-file members, the vast majority of whom had supponed the
strikes, and who were facing the prospect of more payless paydays, ratified the
agreemem by 17,658 to 2,738. At a mass UFT "Victory rally' in Madison Square
Garden, dissidents were in short supply. Shanker and the other top union offi-
dais received loud ovations from the assembled teachers, who booed rituallstically
each time the names "Lindsay," "Bundy," "Doar,' and "McCoy" Were mentioned.



This time, the settlement held up. There were, to be sure, some rough moments.
The suspended Oliver and Vann sought to enter ]HS 271 and were arrested, set-
ting off a series of disturbances that prompted the state trustee to close the school
temporarily. A pupil at 271 accused Nauman of striking him, forcing the teacher's
temporary reassignment to Board of Education headquarters. But on the whole, at
least the formalities of the agreem.ent remained in place. McCoy, after some initial
difficulties, gradually settled back into his unit administrator's job.
In January 1969, the demonstration principals got their jobs back, when the

State Court of Appeals reversed both lower courts and upheld the validity of the
position. The court, however, sharply limited the scope of its ruling, allowing
the category only as an experiment and refusing to exempt it from the require-
ment of written examinations in the future." Lt ruled, in essence, thaI the demon-
stration principal idea violated the State Constitulion aDd the merit principle, but

L
thatthe dis .. als could return in the general interests of racial peace

at Ocean HlH Brownsville. Shanker had los[ on t e lffime , lit, onc
agaith ...E~,~:ivedmost 0 what he wante m e en .-
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16.African-AmericanTeachersAssociation President AlbertVann (left) and OceanHiII-
Brownsville local school board chairman C. Herbert Oliverafter their arrest for illegally
entering junior High School 271, November 26, 1968. Charles D. HoganjIhe NewYork
Times,

.
e
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On Tuesday, November 19, Nauman, his Ocean Hill-Brownsville colleagues, and

57,000 other UFT teachers returned to work."

'.
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Shanker also moved to settle scores with UFT members who had opposed
him during the strike. He LOok particular aim 111 those with nn nons 10 tht
Communist-influenced Teachers Union (TV), a longume "val h 5 socW·
ist antecedent Ihe Teachers Guild. The Teachers Union. wlu h had disbanded In

1964, had long championed the study of black history, produ 109a sen of an-
nual "Negro History Week" supplements in its newspaper 4) TU alumni were aeuve
on the UFT's Committee on African-American HIStOry, and had haled at hankers
attempts to control its work.

In 1969, the committee produced a volume enutled "Lesson Plans on Mncan-
American History," containing material almost guaranteed to raise hanker hack-
Ies. TV veterans on the committee, who had opposed the Ocean Hill-Brownsville
strikes, inserted in "Lesson Plans" a passage endorsing a report ISSuedb . the 't'\\

York Civil Liberties Union which was highly critical of the UFT Shanker had the
passage removed, and deleted the names of the authors of "Lesson Plans' from the
final version of the volume, to punish the TU-affiliated members or the commu-
tee for their apostasy on Ocean Hill-Brownsville. He also removed material that
he considered too incendiary, including two chapters On Malcolm X; ihe Kerner
Commission's conclusion that "our nation is mOving toward two SOCieties, one
black, one white-separate and unequal"; and Frederick Douglasss asseruon uun
"power concedes nothing without demand."11

The Ocean Hill-Brownsville COntroversy had been the UFT's version of chil
war, and by 1969 it was clear rhar Shanker had erne d vi . . hi I

rge VIClonous In ISSlru~ e,
having branded 0 onerus of the strikes like the Carmer TV be di I I

' mem rs.as 1S0~_
15 leadership posiuon Within the union was virtual I . Th ks

. Y tm pregna e. an mlarge parr to Ocean HUI BrownSville Shanker and hIS' lli ld d th
' a ies wou orrunate eOFT for the next three decades.

In March 1969, the state trustee recommended th All .
b d' . at en reurstate the localoar .which he did, on Oliverj, promise to ob th d
f d . ey e or ers of the central Boardo E ucanon. Bythis time, most of the white UFT h .
. . teac ers In Ocean Hill Bville, havmg made their poirn, had left the district N " - rowns-

. auman hunself· Id dat the end of the school year. Even the replace wou epan
mern teachers wh h dthe district to work for community control I _ a a come to

were eavmg man d".U "the hostility of the ATA-ers. Varin and Campb ll ' Y 151 ustoned b •
e . stung by the lo I b 'had retreated behind a wall of racial separatism lt . ca oards defeat,

. . was as If the c I .the SIght of any white teachers even symparn t' Y OU d not abide
' e IC ones. less than h Ifnal cohon of replacement teachers remained in 0 Hi] a of the otigi-

cean I-Bron. .....~..,;ll1968-69 school year." .. '~"Ue after the
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Byearly 1969, Ocean Hill-Brownsville began to lose Its daily spot on the front
pages of the city's newspapers, as the district quieted down. But it had left a sour,
angry taste in the mouth of the city as a whole, one that did not easily fade. It was
as if, in the words of OTIe observer, blacks and whites in the city were "talking a dif-
ferent language.""'6 Polls taken after the strikes showed blacks and whi.tes inhabit-
ing different interpretive universes on the issue of whether racism even existed in
ewYork, with a large percentage of whiles denying its presence altogether."
The strikes. moreover, had clearly affected Jews more than any other white

group. Jews now were the most likely to report that they feared black-inspired
racial violence in the city, as well as black crime. Blacks and white Protestants
had replaced white Catholics as the groups jews feared most." Campbell certainly
did not help mauers when he read a poem on alternative radio station WBAI in
December 1968 dedicated to Alben Shanker, the first two lines of which were
"Hey,jew boy, with that yarmulke on your head / You pale faced jew boy-l wish
you were dead.":" And Thomas Hoving, the blueblood director of the Metropoll-
tan Museum of Art, also raised Jewish hackles with his handling of the furor over
the gallery's January 1969 "Harlem On My Mind" exhibit, a multimedia display
of work by Harlem residents. The exhibit catalogue contained statements such as
"Our contempt for the Jew makes us feel more completely American in sharing a
national prejudice ... ," and "behind every hurdle that the Afro-American has yet
to jump stands the Jew who has already cleared It." In the face of jewish protests,
Hoving at first defended this language as "anything but racist." The authors state-
mems, he averred, "are true. $0 be it," before Jewish community pressure forced
him to withdraw the catalogue from circulation. The exhibit, ironically, had also
been criticized and picketed by black leaders, who contended it portrayed a "white

mans view of Harletn.T"
Two reports on bias during the Ocean Hill-Brownsville controversy, one com-

missioned by Lindsay, the other by the Anti-Defamation League, illustrated the
perceptual differences between white Protestants and Jews in the aftermath of the
crisis. Lindsay's report cited an "appalling amount of racial prejudice" on both
sides during the strikes wuhout emphasizing specific instances of anti-Jewish
words or behavior by members of the black community. The Anti-Defamation
League, in contrast, found a "crisis level" of anti-Semitism in the city, originating
in the black community, but abetted by Lindsay, Doar, Bundy, and other members
of the "Establishment," who looked the other way in the interests of preserving
community control."
New York's Jewish community exacted retribution against blacks and city elites

[or their behavior during the Ocean Hill-Brownsville crisis, shifting the ctrys po-
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litical landscape rightward. In the wake of Ocean Hill-Brcwnsvrlte, Jewish sup-
port for social welfare programs in New York dropped sharply; 10 • bel eI05t
to that of traditionally fiscally conservative white athohcs A post-Ocean H,U
poll showed]ews supporting welfare Cuts. In fact. even more eruhusiasu II) than
white Catholics, by a margin of 45 to 35 perceru." And In the 1969 mayoral race
Jews, who had helped elect John Lindsay four years earherdespue the faCtthat he
was opposed by a Jew, turned to two conservauve Italian-Am n • n candida: ,
they received 55 percent of the total Jewish VOle. A chastened Lmd.s.1)w n only
because of the divisions among his opponents. HIS second term featured fe:" er or
the bold pronouncements and initiatives on racial matters thaI had characiereed
his first. In the post-Ocean Hili-Brownsville city, the road to electoral suee ran
through the Jewish and Catholic neighborhoods of Brooklyn, Queens, the Bronx
and Staten Island.

Ocean Hill-Brownsville had helped reconfigure the pohucal landscape of the
City. While historian Godfrey Hodgsons pronouncement that outer-borough jew-

ish defections to white Catholics "tipped the balance from liberal to conservauv
predominance" in New York may have overstated the case, there was hule doubt.
that the city was a more conservative place after Ocean Hili-Brcwnsvrlle th ..m be-
fore,53A diminished liberal coalition of blacks, while Protestarus, and Ianhai-
tan.
Jews

simply did not possess the electoral muscle to enact undsay ambiuous
rac~al agen.da: a civilian review board for police, increased levels of spending for
so.oal serVIces, and community control of education in black neighborhoods. In
this ~ense, Ocean HiH-Bro\\ll1sville helped make what was possible m 1965, un-
possible by 1969.

But Ocean Hill-Bro\\ll1sville and the r f
' rea ignmem 0 oUler-boroughJews Il pro-

duced, changed the City in a more elemental way, Jews had traditionall served
as mediators between black and white New Yo k . _ y
helped bl . r S, a cosmopOlitan influence thate pe unt the force of more primal racial pass· 0 .
h dr· . IOns. cean HiII-Browns"lIe mt e wor S 0 SOCiologist Jonathan Rieder turned b '
mistic universalism" toward" '. . . OUter- orough Jews from "opu-

nervous provIncialIsm" ali . h .
the rest of the citys white population 51 B kt • grung t em with most of

. . y mar 109 the jewish r - IamblValence to unmistakable . hi ld ' passage rom racia
W ire I entity Ocean Hill B

the "white" and "black" New Yorks that h d' . - rownsviUe helped relf}'
. . a gestated Over the pa th d dIf It had changed Jewish attitudes Oc H.U Sl ree eca es.

, ean I -BrownsvUl I
and made public those held by other groups b h bl e mere y Confirmed
I h· , at ack and whit . th 'ntis sense, John Lindsay and Albert Sha k . e. in e OlY.

n et - and Rhod MNauman, as well-had severely damaged New y, k' ~ CCoyand Fred
h' '. or s plurahst ex _queat mg a City so simmering with racial resentments th '. ;penrnent. be-

at religlOn and ethrucil)',
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which once seemed to matter so much, paled before the starker realities of black
and white. or course, race had always "mauered" in New York, and the city's
veneer of cosmopolitanism and pluralism had often had a self-delusional quality
to it. But myths have their uses, and New Yorkers enjoyed at least the outward
accoutremerus of municipal civility between the end of World War 11and the mid-
19605. Ocean Hill-Brownsville's legacy was a New York more realistic about itself,

to be sure, but also more openly unapologetic about its prejudices. The crisis may
have taught black and white New Yorkers more about each other than they needed
to know. Ocean Hill-Brownsville, destroyer of illusions, stripped away a facade of
civility to reveal a city of strangers.

Alben Shanker had received most of what he wanted from the strike settlement,
but not everything. Above all, he had not been able to destroy the Ocean Hill-
Brownsville community control experiment ~y. In the spring of 1969',
he moved to complete this unfinished business. The Marchi Law, which had de-
layed a final resolution of the school decentralization issue in the State Legislature
for one year, expired in May.The permanent law to be passed by the legislature
would determine the fate of the Ocean Hi!! Brownsville disrrjct. As he had the pre-
vious year, Shanker began calling in political chips. Thanks to the fallout from the
strikes, he found allies among traumatized outer-borough Democratic legislators,
as well as upstate Republicans. Shanker knew that some type of decentralization
bill was certain to pass, but if he could limit its scope, the UFT might still retain
its co-managerial prerogatives in the New York public school system.
In many respects, the battle over the permanent decentralization law in the

Slate Legislature reprised that of Ocean Hill-Brownsville, with a similar cast of
characters. Lindsay, Doar, Allen, Galamlson, and Clark, along with the Ford Foun-
dation, the New York Urban Coalition, and the major civil rights organizations,
lined up behind a proposed bill that permitted local boards to hire and promote
teachers, set New YorkState certification as the basic qualification for educational
personnel, and ended the examination system in its entirety. In these and most
other respects, the so-called "Regents" bill echoed the long-standing demands of
the Ocean Hill-Brownsville local board.
This battle, however, would not be anywhere near as long or as bruising as the

one at Ocean Hill-Brownsville the previous fall. Except for the relatively small
number of black and Puerto Rican legislators, who were joined by an equally small
group of "New Politics"-oriented white Democrats from Manhattan, the Regents
bill simply did not have the votes. The upstate Republicans who had supported
community control for NewYork City a year earlier had not done so out of any

,,
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great concern for civil rights; they merely wished to perrnn schools In the cuy
the same local prerogatives that 'heir own schools enjoyed But the dislocauons of
Ocean Hill-Brownsville had aroused their conservative msuncts, and the Rtpubh-
cans were now in a mood to punish cornmunuy control supporters r r their rms-
behavior" Th cean Hill-Brownsville controversy had also cemented hankers
relationship with outer-borough Democratic Ie is ala w w!.re
also In a one sue legislator put It. "my people were so Inght-
ened by the character of the Ocean Hill-BrownsvHle controversy. I'd be a fool 10
vote for a liberal bill," Governor Nelson Rockefeller. a Repubhcan keenly mter-
ested in expanding his party's base among the Stales Unions, also came 10on the
side of the UFT, and applied the coup de grace to the Regents bill.
On A ri130, the t Ie islalure assed a final decentrahzallon law that would

govern the New York City public school system unnl 1996,. e new law had
Shanker's fin er IS all over it. It was, emphatically, a decemrahzauon and not
a...community control law. Shan er a argued strenuously unng the lobbymg
process that "objective standards must not be lowered," and he got his wish. The
Board of Examiners, long-standing target for cornrrtumry control supporters. ft.
mained in place, along with its array of cornpeuuve exammauons governmg hmng
and advancement, The "rule of three" would COnLinue to govern teacher selection,
although Shanker did agree to a compromise under which school dismcts rank.
ing in the City'sbottom 45 percent in reading could choose an)' apphcaru who
passed the National Teacher Examination. Principals would also conunue to be
c~osen ,b~~~am~nation, although no longer in strict rank order, and exisung pnn-
cipal ehg~blh[y lISts-which were composed almost entirely of whues-would be
used until exhausted. A new seven-member Board fEd
b b h - - a ucanon wuh one mem-er to e c osen by each of the five borough pr id • b
th Id - eSI ems .. and the other [\\ ye mayor, wou replace Doar, Galamison a d th - -
B d - • n e rest of the lmdsa ' appcuued~r , Local school boards would hay th . ~- :.F-

e e power to sel dt .dents and principals, choose textbooks f ect lSlnct supenruen-
rom a Board of Ed ' _.1and allocate monies independemly . UC3UOn_aPPTQ\t:U 1St.

up to a maXimum
crucial victory for Shanker and the un II' amount of S2-?O..OOO.In a

,a Involuntary' dt .local boards would be prohibited, And fi 1I ' mt,," tsrrtcr transfers by
, na y, the CIty would be d" ,proXimately thirty school districts ea h lrh '. ivided uno ap-

, c WI a mm1mum St dtwenty thousand. This meant that the Oc u'll u etlt enrollment of
ean l (1 -Brov.rn 'U .

fewer students, would be folded into a new and 1 ' SVl e diStrict, "'1th far
I h' b kh arger DIStriCt 23 55ntIS ac anded way the Decentralizau' La '
. • on w of 1969

mlse of the Ocean Hill-BrownSville cornmun't annOunced the cle-
, 1 Y Control expe '

electIOns for local board positions In each of th '. rtrne.nL The law set
. e new dIStriCts . ,

23, lor March 1970, A Little Over three months lat ' tncludmg District
er, On JUly 1 1970

• . When the

" I

'I'
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But McCoy, Oliver, Powis and the Ocean Hill-Brownsville local board did not
plan to go quietly. The new law gave them almost a year until the new local board
elections, ample time to organize a counterattack. They made a crucial tactical
mistake, however, that destroyed any chance they had to retain influence in the
newdistrict. McCoy and Oliver called for a boycott of the local board elections, ar-
guing that the "community" had already chosen a local board-theirs. In addition
to the questionable logic of their claim-since their local board had been chosen
in August 1967, and had never stood for reelection-they overlooked Samuel
Wright's preparations to wrest power from them.
Wright, the local assemblyman, was already a member of the Oliver(powis local

board. He had, in fact, been a member when it drafted the termination letters
to Fred Nauman and his colleagues. Wright had dissented from that decision, as
he had from many others taken by that body. But he did not proceed out of any
great affection for the UFT, due process protections, or, indeed, any ideological
predilections whatsoever. Wright was an old-fashioned political spoilsman, who
rewarded his friends and punished his enemies according to what they could do
for, or to, him. He had long coveted the jobs and influence that the Ocean Hill-
Brownsvilleschool district offered, and now that the new decentralization law had
created a perpetual source of patronage, he was ready to make his move. He put
together a slate of candidates for election to the new District 23 local board, and
began campaigning.
Oliver and McCoy, however, continued to follow the imperatives of ideology. To

tFlem,the upcoming local board elections were just another battle in the long war
for community control of education. Once again, as they saw it, the white power
structure, this time through the new decentralization law,sought to deprive blacks
of control over their schools. And they regarded Wright, who had maintained civil
relations with Shanker even during the darkest days of the Ocean Hill-Brownsville
strikes, as just another white man's lackey. A boycott of the local board election,
then, appeared to be in keeping with everything Oliver and McCoy had fought for
at Ocean Hill-Brownsville.
But they miscalculated badly. The historical momentum that had driven the

Ocean Hill-Brownsville experiment had dissipated. The strikes were over, Nau-
man and most of the striking UFT teachers were gone, and the district was strug-
gling with the more mundane, day-to-day demands of running its schools. The
election results would be binding no matter how few people voted; the Board of

•

elected local boards officially took office, the Ocean Hill-Brownsville school dis-
met would pass out of existence. It had taken Alben Shanker two years, but he
had, yet again, gotten what he wanted.

•••··"• I•
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Education would not allow the old local board LO remain In power simply because
of a low turnout in District 23. McCoy and Oliver's boycou plan, then, was a 1351.-
ditch, romantic gesture, a defiant tilt at an institurional windmill. But their mo.
ment had passed. McCoy and Oliver may have preserved their Ideological punty.
but at a high price. As far as the electoral process was concerned, they were now
outsiders looking in.

Two weeks before the scheduled local board election, McCoy sent a letter to
Ocean Hill-Brownsville parents touting the gains the districts children had made
in reading under his regime, a sign of how desperate he had become M Coy
had refused to administer standardized reading tests dunng his tenure, viewing
them as culturally biased, but he now informed parents that "64 percent- of Ocean
Hill-Brownsville third-, Iourth-, and fifth-grade students had made "substanual
progress," a term he did not define." "If you Vote in the school board elecuons,"
he told the parents, "you will Illegalize your childs failure ... land] be forced to
follow all of the rules and regulations that have caused such massive and seven:
failure for our children." "When the city-state know you are dissatisfied," he pre-
dicted, "they will have to come to YOU."57 In another appeal to parents. Ohver
raised the specter of Albert Shanker, who he referred to as "Mr. Charlie," returrung
to run the Ocean Hill-Brownsville schools. "Don't be fooled or used by the UFT:
he warnedw

But on election day, March 19. 1970. Wrights slate. running virtually unop-
posed, won every seat on the new District 23 local board. McCoys boycou had
kept turnout down to a City-low 5 perceru, as compared LO13 to 22 percent else-
where, but as he should have anticipated, the results stood nonetheless. OnJuly 1,
1970, police removed Oliver, Powis, and their supporters, who had refused to
leave the district offices, and Wrights new board moved in. A few weeks later.
a state coun judge dismissed Olivers legal challenge to the election resuh..s-he
had claimed "we are operating to do what the community wants" -m a scath-
ing decision The judge noted pOintedly that the low turnout Oliver complamed
of apprOJamated the number of VOterswho had elected him in 1967. McCoy and
Oliver, the court observed, acted as if "the perpetuation of their OWn rule is the
only answer to the needs of the community."" Disntissing their challenge, he de-
clared the Wright slate the legally constituted local board of the new District 23.
HIS pen stroke on the decision Officially ended the Ocean Hill Bro\\~~~"

. . - '~vwe COm_rnumty control experiment.

Across the rest of the city, Shanker had moved to co-opt the new school de-
centralrzatlOn process. He put together slates of UFT- ffili d d.
. a ate can ldates to runm each of the districts, and elected enough of them to protect th _

e UnIons co-
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managerial status in the public schools, a status it retains today. Shanker also
thrived professionally under the new decentralization structure. Already wildly
popular in his own local union in the aftermath of the Ocean Hill-Brownsville
strikes, he ran successfully for the presidency of the UFT's natjonal parent union,
the Amer;;;;;;Federation of Teachers, in 1974. He held both AFT and UF~-
dencies simultaneously until 1982, when ~ bequeathed the latter office to ~
protege, Sandra Feldman. At his death in early 1997, Shanker was the most power-
ful and influential education union official in America. Until the day he died, he
never expressed the slightest regret over any of his actions during the Ocean Hill-
Brownsville controversy. if he had it to do over again, he always maintained, he
would not have changed a thing.
The years after Ocean Hill-Brownsville were less kind to many of the dispute's

other major principals. Bernard Donovan, his reputation badly damaged, retired
at the first available opportunity, in September 1969. In what may have been an
unconscious comment on his thirty-year career in public education, he became
an adviser to the New York City parochial school system. John Doar and Milton
Galamison lost their positions as president and vice president, respectively, of
the Board of Education, when that body was dissolved by the 1969 Decentraliza-
tion Law. James Allen, realizing his ambition, became U.S. commissioner of edu-
cation under Richard Nixon. After a brief and relatively unsuccessful tenure, he
died in a 1971 plane crash. McGeorge Bundy fought unsuccessfully against UFT-
inspired federal legislation that restricted the scope of permissible foundation-
sponsored political activities and narrowed foundation tax exemptions. He cut
off Ford Foundation funding to the Ocean Hill-Brownsville experimental district
after the strikes ended, and instructed his aide Mario Fantini to steer clear of such
controversial projects-or at least those that would bring him into conflict with
Alben Shanker-in the future. After leaving the foundation, he taught in the His-
tory Department of NewYork University.
And John Lindsay, reelected mayor in 1969 only because he had the good for-

tune to run against two conservative Italian-American candidates who split the
vote against him, found himself at a political dead end. Permanently tainted by
Ocean Hill-Brownsville among the city's white middle-class population, blocked
from higher statewide officeby his rival fellowRepublican Nelson Rockefeller, and
out of step philosophically with the national Republican leadership, he became a
Democrat in 1971, and sought his new party's presidential nomination the follow-
ing year. His campaign was a disaster, highlighted by his almost comically wrong-
headed decision to concentrate his energies on the Florida primary. Walking the
sands of Miami Beach in search of votes from former New Yorkers, he instead en-
countered angry expatriates who eagerly told trailing reporters that they had left
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. h ress was treated to the sigh: of the ndidate re-the city because of Lindsay T e p " . • sa' 0 home!" It "''35,
. Irom hi "constituency some shouting Lind ) glreatmg rom IS own ,

one reporter mused, just like New York.60 H II B 'lIS-

By 1971 both Fred Nauman and Rhody McCoy had lefi Ocean I - rd d
' k b their own hanker rewa eville. Both had been taken care 0[, so to spea , y '. r an

Nauman for his perseverance during the strikes with the ultimate perk f y
New York City public school teacher: a ticket OUL of the classroom He gave 3~-

. [UFT administrative positions. including one With the unionsman a succession a I

Alban office. McCoy also left the New York public school system Alter mue
y . . 23 F '. hid McCoy matriculate atWright's takeover of the new DIStrict ,anUm e. pe

the University of Massachusetts, where he earned a doctorate In educauon He
wrote his dissertation, not surprisingly, on the Ocean H,Il-BroW1lS',II. COnlro;
versy. Later, after a fellowship at Harvard, he worked for the U. . Depanment 0

Education. McCoy, like Shanker, never expressed regret about any of his decisrons
during the Ocean Hill-Brownsville dispUle.

After assuming Control of the new District 23 in July 1970, Samuel Wnght
quickly removed the last vestiges of the Ocean Hill-Brownsville experimental dIS-
trict. One by one, he rid himself of the principals appOinted during the McCoy-
Oliver regime, replacing them with political allies. Wright, in fact, viewed the en-
tire school district as little more than an employment agency for his [nends. He
made sure that seats on the local board, principalships, administrative jobs, and
contracting opportunities Went to those who helped him. Eventually, Wright over-
stepped himself, was convicted on bribery charges, and sentenced to prison.
Wrights reign was an example, albeit a rather extreme one, of the corrup-

tion and influence-peddling that characterized most of the citys school distrtcts
under the 1969 Decentralization Law. During the twenty-seven years the law was
in effect, the cirys schools were wracked by scandals inVOlving contract kickbacks,
personal use of school funds by local board personnel, and the buytng and selling
of principalships. Turnouts for school board elections were low, usually below 10
percent of eligible Voters, permitting organized cliques to monopolize power. The
rules governing entry into the public education system, however, had changed
by the mid-1970s to favor black applicants for teaching and principalship POSi-
tions. Inspired by the challenges to the examination system that deVeloped OUt
of the events at Ocean Hill-Brownsville, a group of minOrity educators, hacked
by the NAACPLegal Defense Fund, filed suit in federal COUrtin i970 to have the
New York City principals examination and eligibility list invalidated as raCially dis-
criminatory under the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the FOurteenth Amendment.
The next year, in Chance v. Board of Examine,'s, a United States District COUrt judge
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enjoined the use of the examination and list, and ordered that new procedures
be instituted that would result in more equitable hiring practices. The require-
ments for principal selection were revised to permit greater community involve-
ment and the use of on-the-job performance tests; by the mid-1970s, 15 percent of
the supervisors in the drys schools were members of minority groups, five times
as many as had been in the system ten years earlier." And in 1976, a black teacher
filed an administrative class action complaint with the Office of Civil Rights of the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare against the Board of Education,
seeking to invalidate their teacher selection policies. The complaint resulted in an
investigation of the Board that eventually expanded to include its student track-
ing procedures. Faced with an Office of Civil Rights finding that its teacher testing
system was racially discriminatory, the Board agreed to a memorandum of under-
standing in 1977 that required it to take steps to significantly increase the percent-
age of minority teachers in the New York public schools. A subsequent agreement
substantially reduced the use of student tracking procedures in the school system.
By 1980, the percentage of minority teachers in the city's elementary and junior
high schools was over 20 percent, more than double what it had been at the time
of the Ocean Hill-Brownsville stnkes."
In addition, the New York public education system began to change its overall

philosophy. By the 19905, much of the edllCational P1Qgram msuuued in.Ocean
Hill-Brownsville during the UFT strikes had become the official policy of the
Board of Education. Multicultural curriCU'I'a,"affective learning techniques, non-
cornpeunve mstructional environments, community-based educational systems~
all trace their roots to the Ocean Hill-Brownsville experiment. The NewYorkCity
public education market changed to accommodate and reward attributes and be-
haviors offered by the black community as currency for upward advancement. Yet
both the increased percentage of minorities in teaching and administrative posi-
tions and the changed pedagogical atmosphere in the City school system turned
out to be pyrrhic victories of sorts for both black educators and black schoolchil-
dren in New York. Despite the absorption by the system as a whole of much of the
philosophical underpinnings of the Ocean Hill-Brownsville experiment, achieve-
ment levels for black public school students, as measured both by standardized
test scores and by classroom performance, declined throughout the 1970s, 1980s,
and 19905. The "new" rules of public education in New York may have produced
more jobs for black educators, but none but the most naively optimistic of them
would argue that the city schools are educating black children better today than
they did before Ocean Hill-Brownsville.
In 1996, fed up with the corruption, lack of accountability, and academic fail-

ure associated with local control, New York City Mayor Rudolph Giuliani and
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Governor George Pataki engineered legislation to reip~acc t:e \~:1~9~ h~lrah::
. h tests of both cornmunuy ea ers,

tion law. Ignonng t e pro. Rc ublo ns engineered
ho was still living and organizing in Brooklyn, the two P I

:e passage of a new law that effectively recerurahzed the New York~Il\~~
school system. It gave the Schools Chancellor the power 10 remove oca I

b to Principal and district superimendent selections. and ftJect locamem ers, ve I d and run
budgets. In extreme cases, it permitted him to take over a schoo istn I mstra
it himself. Today, over thirty years after Ocean Hill-Brownsville, the adrm rd
live structure of the New York public school system resembles somethmg Bema
Donovan might have recognized in 1966.

Rhody McCoy did not produce anything resembling a legacy of academic
achievement in the Ocean Hill-Brownsville schools. He had refused lO adrmmster
standardized reading tests, but when they were given by Wnghrs newly mstalled
board in the spring of 1971, the results showed the cOmmunllyS students moving
backwards. Reading scores for seventh- and eighth-graders at JHS 271 had de-
creased during McCoy's three-year tenure. The typical JH 271 student now read
three years behind the national average, and only 5.5 percent were at grade level,
271 was the second lowest-ranked junior high school in BrOOklyn,All Ocean HIII-
Brownsville schools, in fact, had higher average reading levels In 1967, before the
community control experiment began, than in 1971,63

The community of Ocean Hill-Brownsville was dying as well. Every measure
of social and economic distress had worsened by the early 19705, mcludmg un-
employment, crime, welfare assistance, OUl-of-wedlock births, and drug addic-
tion. None of the antagonists at Ocean Hill-Brownsville_John Lindsa}" Alben
Shanker, McGeorge Bundy, or, for thar matter, Rhody McCoy Or Fred auman-
had left the neighborhood in better condition than he found it. By the mid-J970s.
black residents of Ocean Hill-BrownSville and white ew Yorkers lived tn dJffer-
ent social, economic, and POlitical universes. It was, bowever, culture. and spe-
cifically, the CUltures of black and white New Yorks, that lay at the hean of these
profound differences. DUring the Ocean Hill-Brownsville dispute, the African_
American Teachers Association was the main vehicle through which the black
community); Critique of the values of white New York was articulated. The ATAS
bitter CUlturalwar with the Uf'T would eventually spill out into the everyday dia-
logue of the Cityas a whole. lr ensured that beneath the surface of every mUniCipal
policy issue-from mayoral elections, to labor negotiations, to budget decisions_
would lie racialized, value-laden arguments berween black and white New York-
ers. The ATAand UFT, then, fought for more than control of the public schOOl
system before, during, and after the Ocean Hill-BrownSville Cfuis, they fougl:ii for
control or the city's culture. ___

~I
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By the time of the Ocean Hill-Brownsville crisis, the African-American Teachers
Association, fueled by the ideas of black critics of New Yorks dominant civic and
educational culture, had emerged as a serious philosophical rival to the UFT.Mod-
eled on the already exisnng jewish, Catholic, and Italian-American Teachers Asso-
ciations, it was founded in March 1964 as the Negro Teachers Association, by UFT
teachers intending to maintain dual affiliations. The ATAdrew its initial impetus
from black teacher dissatisfaction with the tepid reaction of the UFT leadership to
the February 3, 1964, public school integration boycott led by MIlton Galamison
and Bayard Rustin.' Toblack educators, Alben Shanker's unwillingness to officially
endorse the boycott. and his suggestion that sympathetic teachers take February 3
as a sick or personal day, epitomized the union hierarchy's equivocal response to
the public school integration issue as a whole.' While the core of the resistance
to the integration of the New York City public schools came from white parents,
black teachers believed that neither the central Board of Education nor the UFT
were the innocent bystanders they claimed to be. The Board had underpublicized
open enrollment and free choice transfer plans designed to move black pupils
into schools in white communities, and balked at expanding a pairing program,
in which children in adjoining black and white neighborhoods attended the same
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. Th UFf for lIS pan. strongly supportedh I beyond a few experimental areas. e ,
sc 00. b I S In deed as liS ClU-the idea of public school integration in word. ut not a ,,;y M black teacbe rs

.he GalamisonfRustin boycott illustrate anytious response to w . f h Board of
b 1· d the UFT leadership used the bureaucratic unwieldiness 0 l e
e reve ., IS rheton-Education as a convenient excuse for its own inaction whi e preserving I

cal pro-integration credentials.> . hc edu-
The members of the ATA were also motivated by a behef that the pub

cation system was working for whiles but failing blacks In. ew York Cit}., By
1964 black educators could see the impact of the ctrys posundusmal econom)'
on a 'black community already plagued by unemployment. cnrne, drug addic-
tion, and a rising tide of out-of-wedlock births. The sttuanon was especially bleak
in the area of education. The number of pupils in the New York pubhc schools
had doubled since 1950, largely as a result of in-migration from the South" -er-
crowded, poorly maintained, and often staffed by teachers who had "washed out"
elsewhere in the system, ghetto schools stood in marked contrast to those in while
areas. Blacks constituted approximately 30 percent of the citys pubhc school stu-
dents by the mid-1960s, but earned only 2.3 percent of the academic drplomas
In Harlem, 85 percent of sixth-graders were two Or more years behind grade level
in reading. At Ocean Hili-Brownsville. JHS 271. 75 percent of the students were
classified as not possessing the "minimum competence" to learn effecl1vely. twice
the City average.' Almost perversely, the more time black pupils spent in the cuys
public education system, the more they appeared to regress. The IQs of Harlem
elementary school pupils, according to the HARYOU-sponsored study. Youth," Ih.
Ghetto, actually declined between the third and sixth grades.

6

ATAmembers were also angered by what they perceived as the maue.r-of-fac,
acceptance by white leachers of black underachieveme.nt in the public school sys-
tem. White teachers, they believed, were convinced that the culture. of poverty
doomed black studenlS, and responded to this self-fulfilling prophecy with indif-
ference and benign neglect.' Such teachers demanded too little of their sruderus,
on the misguided assumption they were performing acts of kindness. The ATA
wanted no part of such beneficence. Its members were enraged by reports from
black parents of white teachers' condescension toward their children.

8

Black teachers joined the ATA, in large measure, because a generation of black
schoolchildren seemed to be disappearing before. their eyes. Condemned unde.r the
tracking system to the netherworld of the "slow" classes. and, in the words of
the education reformer Jonathan Kozol, "death at an early age." To ATA teachers.
the mind-set of the white teacher held the key to the fate of this genera lion: whites
had to look beyond the facts of poverty and racial difference, and believe in their
students. "One can be black, reside and attend school in an enforced ghetto and
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still be successfully educated to the limits of his potentialities," argued one mem-
ber in 1966. And even school integration, such as it existed in New York City in
the mid-1960s, was not by itself enough, since the tracking system effected, in the
view of another ATAmember, a new form of "segregation" in integrated schools."
The-ATA thus represented an attempt by black teachers to head off a developing
educational catastrophe among black pupils in the New York City public schools.
Black teachers also had a pragmatic reason forjoining the ATA.At mid-decade,

despite the fact that the city's public school system was approximately 30 percent
black and less than 50 percent white, blacks constituted only 8 percent of the
teaching staff and 2.8 percent of the supervisors." The contrast with most other
major American cities, in which the proportion of black teachers averaged ap-
proximately 30 percent, was not lost on ATAmembers." The ATAviewed these
statistics as prima facie proof that the Board of Examiners recruitment system, and
the city's public education market generally, discriminated against nonwhites.
There were, to be sure, extenuating circumstances. New Yorks public schools

had undergone an extremely rapid shift in racial balance over the previous de-
cade; as recently as 1957, whites had represented 68 percent of the student popu-
lation, and blacks only 18 percent" Some degree of lag in the pace of adjustment
to this abrupt change was to be expected. And, of course, the promotional exami-
nations administered by the Board of Examiners were race-neutral on their face.
Nonetheless, AlA members viewed the system as exclusionary tTI effect. Particu-
larly galling was the fact that much larger percentages of "acting" than "perma-
nently licensed" supervisors in the public schools were black." The first category
was composed of those who had not passed the requisite promotional examina-
tion for a particular post, but who were temporarily serving until a representative
from the latter category was available. Thus, blacks who were actually perform-
ing in supervisory positions throughout the Citywere routinely pushed aside by
examination-qualified, and invariably white, applicants. Black teachers believed
that New Yorks public education market was not the level playing field it pur-
ported to be. It was not, of course, discriminatory on an individual basis: no black
applicant was ever rejected Simply because he was black. But the preponderance
of whites-and, specifically, Jews-in the public schools represented, for many
ATAmembers, a more subtle, institutionally based form of racism.
There were, again, reasons for the large number of Jews in the city educational

system. Excluded from many areas of the private sector, and attracted by the ob-
jective nature of the examinations and the job security offered by civil service em-
ployment, Jews had gravitated ~oward the NewYorkCity public schools since the
1930s. As was customary under such circumstances, and like other ethnic groups
in other city agencies (notably the Irish in the Police Department and Italians in
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, , ) jews had established an informal network Ihut operated to dra"andCt>-
samtauon , , , , n I Job m<lCl,
religionists into the system, providing information 07. '; the 19~, In , Yorle,
test preparation assistance, among other advantages. y II a
it was almost an instinctive reaclion for a jewish olleg graduate, .

I h 'hools a careergraduate of the city colleges, '0 consider teaching In t e cllY sc rIe
ption Black teachers were reminded almost on a dally b. lS lh.o:ll thIS new.
a , .. TA t represented an auempr 10did not exist in their communitIes. The A,. , In par. bl

ha h d ed Jews so w 1110the pu IC
replicate the institutional arrangements l L a serv

education market over the past thirty years. The organization was al once: an in-
dictment of the racism of institutions_in its focus on numbers and utcom _
and an effort to achieve group power by ccnsu'ucun Similar instuuuons As such.
the ATAboth challenged and soughtlO imitate thejeWlSh commUnll)' In, lew York
City

The ATAat mid-decade, then, was a combination of trade. iauon and ad-
vocacy group. It was critical of white teachers and the Board of Exammers promo-
tional system, to be sure, but its demands were still couched In the trndluonallan ...
guage of interest group poLitics. It sought, essentially, more jobs for black teachers
and administrators, and more sympathetic treatme'll of black schoolchildren. It
still supported school integration. lts members still belonged to the UFT II offered
no Critique of or challenge to the prevailing CUlture of the educauonal market or
the City at large. It was, indeed, still the "Negro Teachers Association,"" All tlus
would change in 1966 and 1967, as two new leaders, Leslie Campbell and Alben
Vann, introduced an ideological focus, and transformed the ATA tnto an orgamza-
non that would challenge the UFT, the city!; public education market, and while
New York generally, on first principles.

Together, these two leaders epitomized both the demographics and the poh-
tics of Brooklyn!; black community, CampbeU, of West Indian descent, and the
son of a local Communist party official, had grown up in New York as a "red
diaper baby" during the 1950s, After graduating from Long Island Uni\-ersil)' in
1964, he began his teaching career in the Social Studies Department at junior
Higb School 35 in the Bedford-Stuyvesant section of Brooklyn, As a young teacher
in the Brooklyn public schools, CampbeU sought to combine Marxism-Leninism
with black nationalism," He infused Ius lessons With material on black history
and the class Struggle, becoming a POlitical mentor to-or, in the Opinion of his
superiors, an indoctrinator of-his students." 1n February 1968, after he defied
the orders of Schools Superintendent Bernard Donovan and took one of his classes
to a memOrial service for Malcolm X in Harlem, he was transferred '0 Ocean Hill-

I.L ~"------_
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Brownsville'sjHS 271-a move Donovan inexplicably viewed as punishment and
Campbell saw as providential.
In keeping with his Marxist-leninist orientation, Campbell portrayed himself

as a vanguard leader of the black masses. He also viewed the citys lower-class
black community as the embodiment of authentic racial identity. His contempt
for the black middle dass- including his fellow teachers, whom he viewed as es-
tranged from their roms-was palpable and constant. Black teachers, he wrote
in 1966, were "too secure and comfortable" and "obsessed with the amassing of
wealth and aesthetic comfort." They held back "the struggle of the black masses.
What the black masses demand cannot be granted because the Negro professional
refuses to associate himself with the man on the street.uIS "The black teacher,"
he argued the next year, "must begin to identify with and speak the language of
the black community. He cannot come to the community like a 'stranger bear-
ing gifts."'!" Campbell would spend the rest of the decade transforming the ATA,
a group composed of middle-income black professionals, into an aggressive de-
fender of the city's lower-class black popu!atiol1 and i~lture.
Vann, the ATM president, had come to Brooklyn from South Carolina as a

youngster in the 19505, during the great postwar migration. Vann was not a Marx-
ist like Campbell, and his cultural nationalism proceeded along more traditional
lines, He was a "race man," influenced by the philosophy of Marcus Garvey.Vann
helped organize campaigns for increased black hiring levels at Brooklyn's Seal-
test Dairies and Downstate Medical Center during the early and mid-1960s, as he
sought to rise through the ranks in the local public schools. By 1967, he was also
in the Ocean Hill-Brownsville district, where he was a frustrated acting assistant
principal at]HS 271.20 Vann applied the lessons of his earlier struggles against em-
ployment discrimination to his own career, concluding that the citys school sys-
tem, notwithstanding its pretensions La standards of individual merit, was a racist
institution. Under his presidency, the ATA spoke out forcefully against the impact
of the "merit system" on black teachers as a group. Results, not intentions, were
what mattered to Vann. Numbers, he believed, did not lie, and the low number of
black teachers and administrators in the New Yorkpublic school system proved
it discriminatory.
Campbell and Vann,-!b.en, had by 1966 played a major role in crystallizing

the-most important ~ements~af_~"dlaLWQuldbecome the ATM public. posture: a
defense of the black lower class;.-a rejection of the culture of the middle class,
b~ack and white; an adherence to group identity; and an embrace of the idea
of i~litutional racism. Over the next two years, the ATAwould engage in twO

~motional battles with the UFT-one involving the hiring of a black principal at
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Harlem's Intermediate School 201, the other over the behavior of black school-
children-and begin to articulate an alternative vision of the culture of NewYork's
public education market. II would seek to define a set of "black" values that could
be used as a form of alternative currency in that market and in the city at large,
and initiate a struggle with the UFT over these values that would continue through
me events of the Ocean Hill-Brownsville crisis and the succeeding decades.
The first of these battles took place in September 1966 over whether the newly-

opened IS 201 in Harlem would have a black or white principal. Donovan's choice
of Stanley Usser, a white, as the school's first principal outraged the ATA.21 Its
members were prominent among the demonstrators protesting the Lisser appoint-
ment at the beginning of the 1966-67 academic year." Lisser soon bowed to this
pressure and tearfully asked the Board of Education to transfer him to another
school.
Superintendent Donovan, a careful man with the lifelong bureaucrat's instinct

for self-preservation and deal-cutting, sought to finesse the question of the racial
identity of the next principal. He promised the anti-Lisser protesters that, while
he could not guarantee explicitly that the principal of IS 201 would be black, he
would gram community representatives veto power over the selection as long as
the objections were "sound and serious.t'P Now it was the equally outraged UFTs
turn to protest. It denounced the "sound and serious" veto as an affront to its
most cherished principle: color-blind, individual merit. "'Sound and serious' ob-
jections," Alben Shanker argued, "could never be made on the basis of race, color,
sex, creed, national origin, or mere unpopularity":"
The union leadership's demand for the reinstatement of Lisser was joined by

the teachers at IS 201. Virtually the entire staff, blacks as well as whites, boycotted
the school and picketed the headquarters of the Board of Education on Lissers be-
half, carrying signs that read "All Of Us Or None Of Us," and "Should Principals
Be Ousted Because They Are Not Black?" "The only reason I volunteered for this
school was because 1 wanted to serve with Dr. Lisser," one black teacher told a
reporter. Back inside lS 201, a black acting assistant principal refused Donovan's
offer to succeed Lisser, explaining that she objected to being selected on the basis
of "color, not competence.t'P
This protest carried the day, and Lisser was returned as principal of IS 201,26

The Ufl leadership celebrated the triumph of what it considered bedrock prin-
ciples. "The very integrity of the school system was at stake," wrote Shanker, "for if
we had not prevailed, we would enter an era where only a Jewish principal could
be appointed in schools located in a predominantly Jewish neighborhood, Italians
in Italian neighborhoods, Irish in lrish. It was because the integrity of our schools
was at stake that I demanded Dr. Donovan refuse to accept Dr. Lissers request
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for transfer." The union singled OUtthe black teachers at 201, who had supportc
Lisser, and the black assistant principal who had turned d wn a chance 10

him, for special praise." "coIor.blind'
The ATA,however, saw things differently. Campbell nd. uled lhe

black teachers and administrators who had supported Lisser, and viewed the con.
troversy as another example of the black middle class betraYing th b k poor
During the dispute, he wrote, "the establishment turned (0 Us secret \\ pon. tltt
Negro professionaL The Negro teachers at 201 helped transform the vr tOl)' IIltO
defeat. How can we dismiss the while principal when the egrc ttachet5 refuse
to allow his dismissal? How can we replace the while SUpcn.'lSOr when. eg-rocan-
didates readily admit they are not qualified? These are the echoed w rds of tilt
white press and the Board of Education." The IS 201 Incidem. he argued. was oee
of many "in which the Establishment used the schism between the black masses
and the Negro professional to wipe OUtsignificant gams The ncw weapon \\,11
be used frequently." "How is it Possible," he asked in frustration, "to wed black
masses and black professionals into a oneness?"28

- Varin also blamed the UFT and the white educational establishment f r dtn)~1llI
blacks at IS 201 and elsewhere "the supervisory postuons they so justly deserve."
At the same time, he complained that black teachers, and black prof ronals In
general, "have had to fit a certain pattern," and that, due to the constra,ms of white
society, "many of us find it difficult to be Ourselves. "2. This ambivalence_anger
at restricted opportunities within a white-dominated edUCational markel, coupled
With Criticism of the legitimacy or the values undergirding that market-would
characterize the ATAsrelationship With the UFT in the years to come.

The second, and even more serious, baule between the ATAand UFT centered
on the latters attempt to address the issue of black pupil misbehaVior m the pub-
lic schools, and the related question of the validity of black lower-class culture
in general. By ]967, school violence had become a hot-button issue among the
UFT rank and file. In 1963. sixty teachers had been assaulted by students in the
citys public schools. By 1966, this number had grown to 213, and would rise even
higher in 1967." Reports or acts of student vandalism, inclUding window break-
age, fires, and Unlawful entry, also shot upward in 1966.31 Early in 1967. at JHS
98 in the Bronx, seventy-nine White teachers staged a wildcar strike-wbich the
black teachers at the school refused to join-over the issue of student behavior,
returning only when school administrators promised them the right to unilaterally
remove misbehaving pupils from their classrooms after a cerrain number of serf,
ous incidents." A group of white teachers aiso walked OUtat PS 284 in BrooklynOver the same issue.3]

In February 1967, under strong pressure from the union rank and file, the l1FT

~L ~
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Executive Board passed a resolution demanding that a "disruptive child" clause,
under which a teacher could expel a "seriously misbehaving" student [rom his
class and send him to a "special service" school, be included in the collective bar-
gaining agreement which was to be negotiated with the Board of Education for the
Iollowmg September. This demand to "place in the hands of the classroom teacher
a major share of power of decision regarding action to be taken in the case of a
disruptive child," was interpreted by Board of Education negotiators as a union
attempt to assert managerial control over the operation of the school system, and
thus outside the scope of collective bargairung."
The reaction of black teachers, and of the ATAin particular, to the proposed

disruptive child clause was sharp and emotional. To them, the clause represented
more than an attempt to ensure order in the classroom: it was a white assault
on the culture of poor black children and the black lower-class community. In
an acid exchange with Shanker. Vann charged that the clause would "only pro-
vide teachers with police powers ramer than solve any of the problems." The "so-
called 'disruptive child," he wrote, was a function or "miseducatton and inef-
fecttveness of education for black youth, coupled with the frustrations or being
black in white America," "Improvements or education within the black commu-
nity," he told Shanker, ". would eliminate the so-called 'disruptive child ."-as
When Shanker sought to convince Vann that the disruptive child clause would
allow "improved education for the overwhelming majority or our students whose
classrooms are disturbed by students who need special treatment," Vann accused
Shanker of being "obviously concerned with material matters and . uncon-
cerned with matters of moral and social justice.'?"
During the spring of 1967. the ATA offered its own proposal for addressing the

issue or the "disruptive child" -a term the organization invariably placed in quo~
tation marks. 1r advised teachers to practice "complete openness," employ "judi-
cious praise," "accept the student's challenge to authority," and take "an objective
view of a child's obscenities." Administratively, its plan required a misbehaving
child to be evaluated by a school supervisor who was "indigenous" to the CODUllU-
nity and approved by the child's parent. The supervisor would use a -gutdeltne-
oriented approach" with the student, with numerous hearings, and a special guid-
ance class within the school itself as a last resort. There were to be no expulsions,
and no "dumping" into special service schools. "The AIA submits," the proposal
concluded, "that 90 percent of students will respond to effective classroom man-
agement administered by dedicated teachers able to place in perspective ... social,
emotional and pedagogical problems.r"
The UFT rejected the ATAplan OUt of hand. White UFT rank-and-filers ridi-

culed its premises. "Young jackanapes and emotionally unstrung hoodlums,"
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f 10 nil)' and mgenl I r"W1·11 tax the patience 0 Lemos, I no ft ........WYoLeone, peered ,q_
ener enc youngster [from] a family where aurhoruy IS 'fm
conf:rming with acceptable behavior pauerns If the Afro.AmtM

he

n ob 11\, ,

. di . . tory to remove problem chIldren from the r m.,,, L••
It iscnrruna .. 10 umcd lJllN a1

t." The ATA she argued, "overslmphfied w n IIgreat y suspec . , f he repemu
a good teacher has to do is put a gentle hand On the hould noced h
child and lead him to his seal. Anyone who has Ined thIS proce ure on

~~~~~.~ I~~
Neither the UFT, the ATA, nor the Board of Edu lion retreated from ~

spective positions during the summer of ]967. fn prember. the urn n rue
the citys schools over the disruplive child clause. as well over rundm~ r. ILS

More Effective Schools program and salary issues."" ATA members refused 10JOU1
the stnke, and worked to keep their schools open; all schools on the tan HoII-
Brownsville district, thanks in large part to the effons of Vann. operared lhrou~.
out the strike. The UFT, aware of the racial volatilily of the dlSrupu\'t c1uJd •
sought to portray the strike in race-neutral terms. A uruon flyer. for mple. did
not memlOn the disruptive child clause specifically, bUL instead rd rred euphe.
mistically to "special facilities" for such children.'fo

Longtime UFT ally Martin Luther King)r. sent Shanker a Lelegmm voicm hIS
concern over the handling of the disruptive child issue. "To aVOIdmISunderstand-
ing and confusion,· he wrore, "I urge you to pay special allentlon LOeL'\nf)'\n !he
issue of the dislUptive child. The utmost care is necessary to aVOIdo"erslmphfied
illusory solutions.· .. Shanker!; deliberately evasive reply LOKeng was an ondlca-
tion of the union president!; detenninaLion to downplay the raclal'mphcauons of
the disruptive child COntract demand: "We share your concern thai proper faoh.
ties be provided for those children who cannoL now be educated onregular classes
and whose dislUptive behavior makes it impossible for others as welL"" Despue
Shankers indirections, however, there was no way to finesse the racial issue. To
the black commUnity in New York, the disruptive child clause was abour their
children, and their culture. A Harlem parent at IS 201, which also remained Open
dUring the strike, captured the prevailing Sentiment: "We don't have disruptive
children. We do have a lot of disruptive teachers, however.v-

After a two-week strike, a combination of resistance in the black communi')'
and Board of Education inSistence On its "right Lomanage" the school s}'stem_
not to mention a generous wage offer _ had worn the UFT down on the disrupth'e
child issue. The union agreed to a compromise Whereby a teacher, after lodging
formal complaints with his prinCipal and district superintendem, could reqUesL
an Outside committee, on Which UFT representatives would be in a minOrity, to
disCipline a misbehaving pupil. Since in practice malters rarely would proceed be-

I'
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In yond the level of the principal, the UFT had lost this round. But this was little
m consolation to the embittered ATAmembers, most of whom left the UFT over the
d issue." It would continue to divide the two organizations-now independent of
IS each other-in the future, as increasingly angry rhetoric served to illustrate the
U magnitude of the perceptual gap between them.

By early 1968, Vann would go so far as to argue that an assault by black in-
truders on two white principals and a teacher at]HS 117 in Brooklyn was merely
a reaction to "a kick in the comrnunitys rear [by! the UFT," and the realization
"that [blacks] have no control over forces that directly and adversely affect thelr
lives and the lives of their children." "The initial precipitating act," he wrote, "is
quite inconsequential as we view the total atmosphere in our schools. It is a won-
der that black and Puerto Rican people have kept their emotions restrained for so
long. . One day a principal and two teachers [sic] get punched around a bit.
Daily, hundreds of children are psychologically and academically whipped. Daily,
our community dies a little.":"
Support for Vann's position came from the AlAS allies among grassroots black

community organizations and New Left-influenced intellectuals and educators.
Brooklyn CORE defended the so-called "disruptive child" as a "high-spirited non-
conformist" with a "highly creative imagination," who was "not willing to accept
mediocre education." Cursing and even physical confrontations, CORE argued,
"are commonplace occurrences in ghetto communities. . expected and under-
stood," albeit "shocking to most teachers whose frame of reference is totally alien
to those in neighborhoods in which they work." 46 Joseph Laspro of the New Coali-
tion, a pro-community control dissident group within the UFT, echoed Vann's
sentiments, arguing that "teachers overlook the open and subtle forms of violence
perperrated on minority groups in education. The violence done to [minorities]
by failing to provide them with the fundamental skills ... far outweighs the indi-
vidual acts of students whose occasional outbursts reflect the horrible frustrations
they have been made to suffer every day of their lives."In the future, he predicted,
"the great majority of our student population will become so-called 'disruptive
children.' Perhaps then, a more appropriate epithet for these youth will be 'revo-
lutionaries.' "47
In contrast, an angry UFT leadership complained, in an advertisement placed

in the New York Amsterdam News, that "teachers are beaten in classrooms by self-
styled prophets of educational reform." It vowed that it "would not permit our
teachers to be used as scapegoats for the failures of a system for which we are not
responsible."48 White rank-and-file teachers also expressed their frustration. The
minuteS of a March 1968 meeting between Ralph Rogers, the black principal of PSI ,~in the Ocean Hill-Brownsville district, and three white 'H teachers, provide
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I gap between bla k nd whilean illustration of the philosophical and perccptua .,..
educators on the subject of the disruptive child

. nschool-hke Ilchil-MISS FLISS [TEACHER): The whole atmosphere IS -ery u
dren are afraid lO go out of their rooms because they wil! be beaten up
MISS GOLDSTEIN (TEACHER/: There is a tendency for the older dis rupuve
children lO be the troublemaket>.

MR. ROGERS IPRINCIPAl/: This is a communlty-controll d school Tbe polK) IS
no suspension. We do not want children OUt m the Streets.
GOLDSTEIN: Teachers are exhausted with d,sc'phne problems Children 51:<

others striking teachers ... and norhtng is done. .

FLISS: A child came into my room, shouted and hit chtldren \ hen I triedw
to take him by his arm he practically tore my ann olf. The child IS ull m
school. He later slammed another child with a Window pole This 15not an
isolated case. It happens every day.

MR. RUBINSTEIN(TEACHER/: .... You cannot leach when a child com OVer

to a teacher and uses foul language Continually. Somethmg has to be d ne
ROGERS:You have to devise your Own method f dealing wnh discrphne.
Most of the time it is the teacher and not the child ... :'19

The issue of the disruptive child, then, had created serious fault lines between
the UFT and ATA,and between black and white educators '" New York ell)', b)'
early 1968. Most white teachers viewed the disruptive child phenomenon as are.
suit of the culture of povertys impact On young black lives. To the ATA, however.
it was merely an excuse for an attack 011 the culture and values f poor blacks '"
the City.The disruptive child issue catalyzed a debate between the UFT and ATA
over related questions which were already points of contention between black and
white intellectuals and activists in New York, and which, by the late 19605, had fil-
tered into the dialogue of the Cityas a whole. These broader questions_ relaling to
the legitimacy of lower-class black culture, and the applicability of "midcl1e-class'
values to the cttys black population-pitted the ATA against the UFT in a CUltural
war characterized by clashing assumptions, perceptions, and proposed solutions.
It would spill OUtbeyond the specific events of the Ocean Hill-Brownsville crisis
and outlive them, dividing black and white teachers, and to a large extent, black
and white New Yorkers, for years to Come,

, '

Even as its argument with the UFT over the disruptive child was developing,
the ATAwas moving to place the values of both the black lower class and the white
middle class in New York at the center of its Critique of the culture of the school
system and the City.Vann attempted to align his organization With the black POOr,
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seeking to overcome what he considered the stigma of the group's middle-class
economic status. "In spite of OUf material gains and educational achievements and
adopted attitudes," he wrote in November 1966, "[poor black children] really are
our brothers and sisters." The following month he asked his colleagues: "Arewe
suffering from a middle-class syndrome, fear, self-hate or plain apathy? We can
reach no higher esteem, nor be any beuer, than our downtrodden brother unless
we help him, and by doing so, help ourselves.""
AIA members rarely missed an opportunity to articulate their vision of what

an "authentic" black culture was-and was nOL They appropriated what they per-
ceived to be the values and attributes of the lower-class black community-mutu-
alism, cooperation, and egalitarianism-and sought to use them as a new form of
currency in the city's public education market. AlA members couruerposed these
"authentic" black values to those they associated with whites. To them, "white"
values-individualism, competition, materialism, elitism-constituted those of
the "ami-community," a dog-eat-dog world with overtones of Social Darwinism
and Calvinism. ATA members believed that the UFTepitomized this cold, acquisi-
tive white culture. During the Ocean Hill-Brownsville dispute and beyond, the
ATAwould move from a defense of the culture of the black community, as in
the disruptive child controversy, to an attack on the values of the middle class in
the educational system and city, values which the organization sought to link ex-
clusively to whites. 1n this endeavor, it received assistance from an ironic source-
white teachers themselves, who, with rare exceptions, seemed as willing as ATA
members La define middle-class values as "white."
In December 1967, ATA member John Hatchett, a probationary teacher at a

Harlem elementary school, published an article in the organization's newsletter,
the AJrican-Amelican Teachers Forum, entitled "The Phenomenon of the Anti-Black
Jews and the Black Anglo-Saxon: A Study in Educational Perfidy." In it, Hatchett
argued tha~ Jewish schoolteachers had "educationally castrated" black pupils and
had engaged in "horrendous abuse of the [black] family, associates and culture."
Overshadowed in the furor over the issue of black anti-Semitism that resulted
from the article, however, was Hatchett's attack on blacks in the educational sys-
tern who, in his view,had adopted "white" attributes. He saw these "power-starved
imitators" of Jews as "black Anglo-Saxons," who wished to be white."
Hatchett believed that "black Anglo-Saxons" became "white" by becoming

middle-class. The black teachers he criticized in the article were those who ac-
cepted the premises of the Board of Examiners system, who studied for tests and
advanced degrees, who were upwardly mobile, and whose behavior appeared in-
distinguishable from that of the white middle-class UFT teachers he scorned.
When Hatchett criticized the "cowardly black Anglo-Saxon, who has become so
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assimilated that he believes only middle-class people pay taxes," he was arguing,
in effect, that they were "assimilated," or "white," because they were behaving like,
or "imitating," middle-class whites." To Hatchell, middle-class values could never
inform any conception of "authentic" black culture because of their association
with whites, and because they were antithetical to those of the black lower class as
he envisioned them. This direct linkage of "middle-class" behavior to "whiteness"
would become a central theme in the ATM philosophical challenge to the UFT in
the ensuing years.
By late 1967, the ATA,having changed its name from the Negro TeachersAsso-

ciation earlier in the year at Vanns behest, claimed approximately two thousand
members, representing almost half the total number of black teachers in the city's
public school system. It was especially strong in the Ocean Hill-Brownsville dis-
trtct.? In February 1968, Campbell joined Vann at the districts flagship school,
JHS 271. There, the two brushed aside the nominal but ineffectual principal to
become its most influenual figures- Vann as an administrator from the assistant
principal's office, and Campbell as a pedagogical leader and cultural gatekeeper
from his position in the Social Studies department.
The Ocean Hill-Brownsville local boards termination letters to Fred Nauman

and his colleagues in May 1968 served a dual purpose for Vann and Campbell.
The dismissals would, they hoped, establish the local boards right to govern the
Ocean Hill-Brownsville district independent of the UFT and the central Board of
Education. The ATAleaders also expected them to consolidate the organization's
influence in the Ocean Hill-Brownsville schools, since the rest of the union teach-
ers in the district were likely to walk out in protest of the local board's action; this
was, in fact, what occurred two weeks later. Except for brief intervals, UFT teach-
ers would not return to Ocean Hill-Brownsville until November, some six months
later, at the conclusion of the last of the citywide teachers' strikes."
The walkout gave District Administrator McCoy, the local school board, and

the ATA the opportunity to choose a group of replacement teachers from outside
the Board of Examiners system, to staff the Ocean Hill-Brownsville schools. They
recruited an inexperienced, politically radical, and racially mixed group from lvy
League college campuses, Ph.D. programs, and law schools. Eager to participate in
what appeared to be an innovative experiment in community-controlled educa-
tional democracy, the replacement teachers were willing to defer to Vann, Camp-
bell, and other ATAmembers in the Ocean Hill-Brownsville schools-on philo-
sophical grounds as well as practical ones, since the latter were among the small
number of experienced teachers remaining after the UFT walkout. With a sympa-
thetic teaching staff, support from the local administration, and no interference

'~
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from a striking OFT membership, the ATA was positioned to 1m
the Ocean Hill-BrownsviUe schools,

'1$ 111 on

'I"
I' ,

The Ocean Hill-Brownsville schools during this period of ATAd mil ...

h d n Indl\"idualtured a new educational approach that focused on t e tu em •
The ATASstress on what educational theorists termed the -J(fCCI1\'t compontm
ofleaming-developing feelings of self-worth, of contr I over ne ~rroundm'.
and of personal identity and growth-was a depanure from the prevailing ~ an
the citys public schools on "cognitive" pedagogy, which stressed rau na 1thoudlt,
substantive knowledge, and adjustment to ones surroundmgs.
This concern with the pupil as an "affecuve" bemg dcnved from IW ot.ht:r

pects of the philosophy of the ATAand its allies. The first was opponunu . theo<)',
the germinal idea behinclthe War on Poverty's community acuon pr ram, and the
Ocean Hill-BrownsvHJe experiment itself. 0PPOrtUntty the ry provided an aher-
native for critics of the UFT-endorsed Culture of poverty and cultural depnvanon
ideas. Instead of viewing poor students as needing t overcome their I w r-class
environments, opportunity theory argued that their culture was nually und
as it was; the poor simply required a sense of Conrrol and empowerment an
educational theonst sympathetic to the ATA argued, "the values of the commu-
nity must become those of the school ... land] values In education mcompaubte
With the childs life conditions [must be) changed to become natural extensIons of
those values and beliefs which already exist in the communlly. Those goals which
are deemed worth StriVing for-equality, freedom, etc.,-can be reflected In the
operations of the school."55

The ATAand its sUPPOrters Combined thfs idea with one of the central tenets
of the Progressive education movement as popularized by John Dewey_ that chil-
dren learned from their Own surroundings. They argued that if teachers showed
respect for the culture of lower-class black students, made tnsrrucuon reb .. m to
their lives OUtside the classroom, and accepted them as they were, they would
respond as they had not for the UFT teachers. In the COntext of the Ocean Hill-
BrownSville district in the spring and Iall of 1968, "affect""'- education meant
giving students a clear sense of racial identity. Vanns goal, as he once pur it to an
interviewer, was to create "big black men, not little white men."'" The AL\, ac-
cordingly, launched a Campaign against attributes and values it associated With
white teachers and the UFT These included examination-based competition and
materialism, as well as the cultural idea of the middle class in general, which ATA
members viewed as embodying a rigid, stifling belief system that, like the exami_
nation structure itself, rewarded blind obedience and conformity.

Two of the major educational programs inStituted in the Ocean Hill-Browns_

I .
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ville schools, Project Learn and the Bereiter-Engelrnann reading program, were
notable for their emphasis on individual self-actualization and on cooperative in-
struction. Project Learn featured programmed learning materials in a variety of
academic subjects, through which pupils proceeded at their own pace. Academic
tracking, grade levels past the first grade, and even marks themselves were elimi-
nated, and, in a precursor of "elective" systems, students were encouraged to "set
their own goals" and to study subjects that interested them." The Bereuer-Bngel-
mann program provided individualized reading instruction in a self-consciously
egalitarian setting, one in which, in the words of one of its administrators, "the
onus of school failure is taken from the child and placed on the school." It operated
on the assumption "that every child can achieve, tf he receives adequate instruc-
tion," and that "a child who fails is a child who has received inadequate instruc-
tion." Children who showed progress in this ungraded program were rewarded
with ritualized and repeated chants of "Are you srnart!"58
The ATAand replacement teachers sought to create a flexible, encouraging,

and non-hierarchical atmosphere in the Ocean Hill-Brownsville schools. "If they
think you like them, they respond a lot better," said one replacement teacher, de-
SCribinghis philosophy of instrucuon." Students were encouraged to help teach-
ers build lessons around their everyday life experiences, so that, in the words of
an Ocean Hill-Brownsville student, "the system will fit our community, not some
community in Queens."60"We approach the children with an expectation of suc-
cess which we communicate to them and to which they are responding," wrote
a group of replacement teachers in a published newspaper advertisement, refer-
ring with pride to their "relationships of mutual trust and respect" with the stu-
dents. Another attributed his class's progress almost entirely to such positive ex-
pectations: "1decided mine was going to be the brightest class and that's just what
happened."?'
Sympathetic visitors to the district from New York's intellectual and literary

communities, including L F. Stone, Alfred Kazin, and Dwight Macdonald, praised
the cooperative, positive relations with students that the replacement teachers had
produced, as contrasted with the more heavy-handed tactics of the UFT teachers.
"The Harne [of learning] burns hotter than ever" in Ocean Hill, wrote Kazin, com-
paring the schools favorably with those he had attended as a child growing up
in the same neighborhood decades before." Macdonald praised the "hum of co-
operative effort" in the Ocean Hill classrooms. They and other observers reponed
reduced incidents of vandalism and student misbehavior." Rhody McCoy sum-
marized the operative philosophy of the Ocean Hill-Brownsville schools during
thts time: "What is [teacher] 'competence'? It isn't the grasp of your subject or
your ability to make an effective lesson plan. The absolutely rock-bottom mini-
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mal aspect of competence today for teaching m the gh lIO schools i f,
h kid If you go into your classroom with a strmg of Ph D. and a (
t e . . . . d ed .... Il;ItUlOther 'qualifications' and still you're convinced that this kid 15 oom VI

f h . baslcaIl.or by something else to lead a shrunken and curtail d II e. I en )·ou re .
incompetent to teach that child."6"

The ATAand replacement teachers believed that the most Important elemenl
of "affective" pedagogy in the Ocean Hili-BrownsvIlle schools dunng the mom'"
of the UFT walkout involved defining a clear sense of black Idenuty f r their $lU-
dents. Given the cultural climate in the citys schools at the lime. Il w hardly
surprising that this effort would be driven by what was "not while. and. peofi-
cally, by attempts to avoid or denigrate values and pracuces whIch th ATAand
its supporters defined as "white."

They were, for example, determined that "white Standards" not be used 10

judge the achievements of black Students. When a white replacement teacher at
JHS 271 sought to motivate his English class by telhng them to thmk of them-
selves as being in competition with middle-class white schools, Vann called him
into his office and dressed him down. He told the teacher that hIS use of whiles
as a paint of comparison was a mal1ifestation of racial prejudIce. The lea her was
reprimanded on another occasion for inclUding the works of Wilham hakespeare
in his cuniculum.65

The Ocean Hill-Brownsville districts refusal to administer standardized read-
ing and mathematics tests berween 1967 and 1970 was also a challenge 10 what
ATA and replacement teachers viewed as a mindlessly overcompeutl\'e, whrte-
dominated educational system designed to measure only the "cognitive' abihues
it associated with Whites. Standardized achievement tests might well be appropri-
ate for "middJe-c1ass children," a replacement teacher charged, but were useless
in evaluating black lower-class students. Such tests, he wrote, "fail 10 measure the
extent to which a child has been educated; they simply test rote memorization
[and] stifling of initiative. . Unleashed creativity or a Critical outlook would
probably lower a chi.Ids SCores on these examinations rather than raise them ....
McCoy, deSCribing his philosophy of education in Ocean Hill-Brownsville. said:
'The schools were not there to teach the skills. t.e .• reading. writing. and arith-
metic. but to present or prepare a learning environment where youngsters would
be educated. Too Often, we gOt caught up in saying, 'Our kids can't read and Write,
and they don't do well on standardized tests,' and we lost sight of the fact that
we've got millions of OUr kids who can read and write, and who can pass Stan-
dardized tests, who are baSically nat educated in terms of whats going on in thereal world,"67

The ATAalso took aim at the competitive ethos of the Board of Examiners 5yS_
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e

tern, which it also linked directly to whites. One member, explaining the paucity of

black personnel in the citys educational system, argued that "if a [black] wants to

succeed, he has to 'become white,' and the degree to which he becomes successful

is directly related to the degree to which he becomes white-mentally." 68 Another

argued that white society had attempted to force its competitive ethos down the

throats of the black community. "The paint of pivot," he wrote, "is competition.

Competition for what America is calling the basic economic and cultural goods.

The question to be asked is can anyone be expected to love, to have compassion,

or even [Q have a mind of one's own? America has propagated not the myth of

success, but the obsession with failure." An ATAsupporter distinguished between

a "desrructive," "white" style of capitalism, characterized by "cutthroat competi-

tion and heartless dealings," and a "black" style, in which "black businessmen help
each other. "69

The ATA also attacked what it viewed as the rampant materialism of the white

UFT teachers. The while teachers' "greatest joy," charged a black teacher at JHS

271, "is the security of the job.?"? Another described them as "petty civil servants"

who "like their jobs because of the nice salaries, health plans, and medical cover-

age."71 John Hatchett said the OFT was the epitome of "white decadence."72 An

ATA supporter accused whites of seeking to subvert blacks "by the traps of indi-

vidualism, materialism and integration."n Implicit in this rhetoric was the idea

that black educational and social structures would not repeal the mistakes of the

"joyless, grasping white man."74 Thus, when an ATA teacher complained that "I

was educated to be what 1 could not possibly be-a white person," he was in-

dicting an educational system that, in his organization's view, condoned the worst

excesses of the white middle class." Striking white UFT teachers, however, an-

swered back, angrily defending as virtues what the ATA and its allies condemned

as vices.

White UFT teachers went to great lengths during the Ocean Hill-Brownsville

controversy to justify the same competitive and individualist values that black

teachers attacked. They sought to link them to a well-established American cul-

ture of opportunity and advancement. A white teacher accused critics of the Board

of Examiners of fomenting "an irresponsible revolution to uproot the whole struc-

ture of a competitive merit system, which is embedded in our democratic tradition

and state consntunon.v" Another wrote that black underrepresentation in teach-

ing and administrative positions was not the fault of whites, bur a result of "the

failure of black people to compete successfully in the open marketplace of the

merit test system." "The end of the merit system," he continued, "will enable those

who can't make it on ability to reach the top on [he basis of their skin color."?" Still
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h th LSfor the Ocean Hili-BrownsvIlle communuy romrolanother noted t at e cos d f h ,,110
experiment "will be borne principally by the tax dollars collecte harome~ :t the
. k Is h " referring to middle-class whues, and c rglive and wor e ew ere, h he rpose
I ders of the Ocean Hill-Brownsville district did not understand. at t pu
ea . . d" d to learn and. desueof the school system was to insull In the Stu ent a esrre .. • rook"

b . ",. "50 000 of us wrote. B '1"to behave and a desire to advance y merit. • .

' I Se m and par-teacher "are striking to preserve the sanctity of the C,V, rvICe)'SI, ke
uculariy the merit system ... "" "The curriculum at Ocean HIli: charged a sm ~
in the ~nited Teacher, "is not designed to produce young Amencan ~~lZCns'"
prepared to enter me job market-just well prepared to hate whne)
White teachers also openly flaunted their malerialisuc lifestyles. 0 reader of

the United Teacher during this period could fail to nonce the adverusements for
vacation trips, summer camps, furniture, appliances, and other creature comfons

. I f UFT be.' tost while-conspicuous testaments to the materia success 0 rnem rs.

UFTers, moreover, shrugged off criticism thai their "attitudes [were] as middle
class as [their] possessions."82 Writing in the Village Voice during the strike, a white
teacher articulated the rationale behind this impulse, justifying It as. like the re-
lated ethos of competition, a typically ''American'' characlerislic:

We hear the charge that teachers today are acting like "plumbers: that they are
not "dedicated." What is interesting to me about these charges is not that the)'
are false (there is much truth in them), but that if teachers act like this II should
really be surprising to anybody. The public school teachers in this city are m
the main a "lower-middle-class" group of people; that is, they reflecr the values,
thinking, goals and life-st)'le of a group of people whose parenLSwere workmg-
class. The)' are people who did not have "things" and now want "things," the
same things that everybOdy in our consumer culture wanLS-and if they have
to act like members of an electricians union to get them, they will.

I

I
'I

The age of the self-abnegating teacher, who was rewarded "not in the money he
was paid but in the shining eyes of a child mastering his numbers" Was over, he
argued, and critics of the UFT in the black community would simply have to getused to il.83

The union leadership, which had won unprecedented wage increases for iLS
members during the 1960s, agreed. Shanker scoffed at those who Criticized teach-
ers for acting in their own interesLS. "The Board of Education does, the teachers
do, and so does Lindsa)'," he retonedo. Shanker argued that the role of educa_
tion was not primarily to cultivate the student as an "affective" being, but to teach
him how "to make it within Our societ)'''· ' And David Selden, the Ptesidenr of the
UFT, parent, the American Federation of Teachers, and a supponer of the strike,
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responded to critics in the black community who complained that "schools teach
white, middle-class values and skills," by defending "those middle-class skills and
values-reading, mathematics, respect for work and initiative-which serve as
the basis for upward social mobility." "Slum life," he maintained, "no matter how
romanticized in current literature, has a deadly intellectual undertow which only
the exceptionally able or lucky can survive.t"?
It was, indeed, the linked ideas of the culture of poverty and the ethos of

the middle class that informed the white teachers' critique of the Ocean I-lill-
Brownsville educational experiment, and of the culture of the lower-class black
community in New York. By the time of the Ocean Hill crisis, many white teach-
ers were using the culture of poverty to "explain" black behavior, and appeared
[Q be as convinced as the ATA that a "middle-class" culture was by definition a
"white" one. The problem with education at Ocean Hill-Brownsville, and in the
black community generally, a UFT member wrote, was "a situation where a shift
of population results in a broken-down student potential," that was "beyond the
comrol of the Board of Education" and the classroom teacher. "The deterioration
of the neighborhood," he argued, "was accompanied by the deterioration of the
schools not only scholastically but physically.""
Others cited the black family, and not the school, as the key determinant of a

black students achievement level: "If pupils have 'environmental handicaps,' no
school can do much to make them learn at a faster rate than they are learning
anywhere else."" The primary goal of the schools in Ocean Hill-Brownsville and
other black neighborhoods, wrote a white teacher pointedly, should be to promote
"education for family Iiving."89Other teachers were even more blunt. "If only these
people took an interest in their children," lamented one. "If only they had a male
symbol." 90And a white teacher at]HS 271, commenting on community control at
Ocean Hill-Brownsville, said: "We believe that the people of this community are
not educated enough to run the schools. They must become middle-class before
they can participate."?'
1t would fall to Shanker to make the most explicit connection between middle-

class values and those of the Ocean Hill-Brownsville educational experiment. In
an interview immediately after the conclusion of the strike, he described educa-
tion in the Ocean Hill schools as a "cruel hoax ... where they take over a school
in the name of rectifying this horrible tragedy and say: 'We're going to run a good
school and teach your children a lot of good things. But forget about the ntiddle-
class values of reading, writing and arithmetic. Don't evaluate us by that standard.'
The hoax is perpetrated by these community control people when they experience
failure in getting kids to achieve. Then they say forget middle-class virtues and
they try to convince parents that reading and writing don't count.?"
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II ded lhen, b luteBy the time the Ocean Hill-Browns" e cn IS n , Id 'em bolh lhe pub
. hes to the valu that w u ghad developed clashing approac pbcll ,h< ATA IIld Ihc

d h ·ty as a whole Vann, m ,lie education system an l e CI I lhe ean HtU~
h n ah mauve cu ture 10replacement teachers had soug t io create a h Id I ,.... cd

hid vard those who e va u '~1Brownsville schools, one t at wou re, <Ill

with blacks and "blackness" by facilitating succ In Ihe publi edu lion the I;FT

h 0 H II BrownsvllJe hoots dunnThe curricula and activities in t e cean I - red oque 10
strikes were an attempt to use aurtbuies thatlhese educators co Ide u~~ .

f ns 10 empow rmcm, "",nul},
bla k New Yorkers as a new form 0 currency. a mea

and
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respect. White educators, however, would not allow the rul of'Ius . .:;
to change without a struggle. These differences_m perc puon, p npuon,
understanding - would only widen in the years that followed

The battle between the UFT and the ATA conunued after the Oc n H.U-
Brownsville strikes ended in November ]968. If anYlhlng, the rherone on bolh
sides became more inflamed and divtslons more pronounced The ATA and lIS
allies, stung by the resolution of the immediate issues of th Ocean HIli conuo-
vcrsy substantially on the UFT!; terms, lashed OUtat the culture of pov n}' Idea U1

the years follOWingthe crisis. "The concepts of poverty, broken homes and emo-
tional traumas permit an easy exit for [white teachersl: wrote one ATA memo
ber. "Youmay always blame the runaway father for the school failu ." Another
ATA teacher took this a step further, seeking to distinguISh the extended Afnean-
American family StrUCture from that of Whites On the basis of its Aflican roots. "In
Africa," she argued, '''family' defines indiViduals beyond the immedl3te members
The structure of black family life differs from the family organIZation of the "nile
majority in America. AdOPtion does not undergo the many 'legal' processes neces-
sary for Upper and middle-class Americans. Instead, maternal love ran mhenLlnce
from Africa] governs." Behavior whites labeled as "illegitimacy: she argued, was
"generally accepted" in black families, "because we as black people COnsider life
as sacred." "The black family," she conclUded, "is being judged by the standards
of White society and not by Africa from which it stemmed. ".3

The ATAl;white allies during the Ocean HilI-BrownsviUe controversy_ 'ew
Left-inauenced intellectuals, educational activists, and community action orga_
nization leaders-took Similar positions. The Institute for CommUnity Studies,
through which the Ford Foundation had funneled funds for the Ocean Hill e':peri_
mental distriCt, argued in its newsletter that community Control was "a challenge
to the prevalent middle-class vision of what education entails, to the attitude that
the black poor are Unteachable in the absence of a drastic reform of their SOCial.
cultural and familial conditions in directions accepted as normal by middle-class
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whites." "The crisis in educalion," it argued, "is a crisis in values," and "what is
holding up the education of poor blacks is a set of values masquerading as facts,
which are held by middle-class whites."?'
Ellen Lurie of EQUALand United Bronx Parents viewed the culture of poverty

idea as a means for white teachers to assert an unwarranted cultural superiority
over their black students. In her 1970 book, How to Change the Schools, she asked
rhetorically, "if a student talks about Garvey and a teacher quotes Roosevelt.
if a teacher loves Berlin, and a child sings plenas and bombas. . if a teacher
enjoys reading erotic novels with off-color language and a student enjoys using
those words and talking about sex, which one is culturally deprived?" The edu-
cational system in New York, she argued, "is based upon the assumption that the
child has deficiencies that must be overcome: his family background is deficient,
his language is deficient, his cultural heritage is deficient, his life experiences are
deficient .... [Slchools teach [students] to be ashamed of their parents and their
homes." United Bronx Parents leader Evelina Antoneuy dismissed the arguments
of white teachers who linked family structure to academic achievement: "What
happens to orphans? They learn, don't they?""
The ATAand its supporters also pressed their assault on the values they asso-

ciated with white teachers and the UFT after the Ocean Hill-Brownsville strike
ended. Campbell wrote in 1970 that white-run schools "encourage the individu-
alist instincts ... [and] perpetuate the idea that any knowledge worthwhile must
come from a book, to set the so-called 'educated' apart [rom the community." He
advocated an educational system based on "black values," which he defined as
"working and living together for the common good." A year later, Vann blamed
a white-dominated competitive ethos for fostering "the concept of individual
achievement and success at the expense of fellow human beings." The ATAs1972
annual convention issued a call for "a black value system, which will make unity
a way of life rather than an abstraction," and that would "eliminate the negative
concepts of individualism and competition." "Individualism," editorialized Varin
in 1971, "is a rnyrh.v"
The ATA and its allies also continued to auack the "test culture" of the city's

educational system, and rejected the use of "cognitive" learning skills theyasso-
ctated with whites as currency for advancement within this culture. "How do we
identify giftedness in black children?," it editorialized in 1971. "Shall we use tests?
Of course not. The man has been testing for the past two decades. The man has
defined the abilities he considers important as being cognitive. Then he defines
what he calls cognitive.We maintain that even though we have cognitive abili-
ties, there are probably more important abilities. For black children in a racist
school, giftedness would be identified by pupils' challenge of authority, defending
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h students 'in trouble: independence, and cun 11)·w Rhod ~
at er h J h of Amerrtan educ lion, "~'1cized "the general failure of the p I asap y of ''uIlDiIlll::Jl

. h ddt t-passmg at the c pe ,cesstve preoccupalion Wit gra es an

usages of liberal education ..... And Ellen Lurie de.><:rrbcd lhe Cli
I

h e "Iclhildren learn that compellllon I unpon ru, .... rasapacewer . hdd hohd;
thing. Knowledge, if it is not going to be on a ICSI, IS wonhlc A
another is not cooperating; he is cheallng:'" mhtn
As they had during the Ocean Hili-BrownsVIlle CrISIS usell, AT." me

supporters strove to distance themselves from auuud and \,alu. Ihcy851iOClWO
with the white middle class. "DUring my first year fof leachmgl, an ,,,t Ill<IDb<
wrote in 1970, "I felt myself disliking being referred 10 as a leacher. n ,10 lilt

this term had become synonymous with 'whue' and had onlj- neg.JIl\ connou.
nons .... I am absolutely speechless when a chdd In an er refers 10me a whne
ass' or says 'I'm black and I'm proucl and you're whue so you kn"" what )'0lI an
cia!'" "I don't Want to be like the white teachers." she c nunued "m JlOl (\'CJ1

sure Whether I Want my own children to be Or act the way their Iwhnclleachors
Want them to act. 1 know I clon't Want them to be hke their Own lea hers ...
Another black educator clefencled commUnity conu- I of schOOls as a challtngt

to a system "too based on industrial valueS-hard work. obedren e. conforrnur-
to even COntemplate admitting rebellious, OUtspoken. noneompliam and 'unedu-
cated' members of the urban population IWho seek) equaltznllo

n
of ec normc and

educational advantage."'" "Black people are nor whue people," wro: Vann In

1972. 'Their goals and purposes cannot truly be obtained throu h while schools
As black educators we mUSt take OUr proper position in regard 10 and for lhe
greatest benefit of the mass of black people." '0' The publte schools. complamed
another ATAmember, "relate only to the dominant nOn-black IIDddle class. "OJ
Rhody McCoy attacked a group of black teacher assistants Who had joined the
UFT for "seeking to rise to middle-class professional stalus at the expense of their
allegiance to their roots." '0, And a black teacher warned his fellow ATAmembers
to "try not to Confuse Your 'hustle' with your job! As a black teacher, you are domga hustle." 105

The mast comprebenSive critique of White tniddle-c1ass values in the cit)'s edu-
cational system by an ATAmember, however, came from a Principal. Alton Rison.
Rison, who headed JliS I!7 in BrOoklyn, was One of the few black Principals
serving in the New York public schools When he published "How to Teach Black
Children" in the African-American TeaChersFDlllm in 1972. He began by distin_
gutshing What he labeled "black" and "White" (or "Middle-European") styles of
learning. Whites, he argued, "are conditioned to a high degree of struCtured, stilI
learning," and "can tolerate monotonous, boring, mostly lecture or oral teaching.
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Their whole tradition programs them to respect their teacher, good or bad. To
them, the high mark is more important than short-lived rebellion and failure."
When white students trained in this "Middle-European" style became teachers

themselves, Rison argued, they attempted to replicate it in their black students,
to whom it was culturally foreign. "There is no way," Rison wrote, "that black
children will sit still listening to a verbal lecture assault by teachers of Middle-
European, Germanic philosophical structure. In excruciating, tortuous moments,
they will misbehave, squirm in their seats and make life miserable for those incom-

petents who may very well be competent somewhere else, but not among black
children."

White teachers, he maintained, misunderstood this reaction, blaming it on the
culture of poverty or labeling the students "disruptive," when in reality it was a
manifestation of a unique black culture. "Black children," Rison wrote, "are inno-
varors, inventors, creators, actors and performers. They like exciting styles, fash-
ions, colors and constant change." These "healthy, bubbling energies," he argued,
were evidence of "rare distributive talents which many whites lack," and thus mis-
interpret. White teachers, he charged, attempted to impose their cold, abstract,
and intellectually elitist educational culture on black children whose frame of ref-
erence was concrete and spontaneous.
"White teachers," wrote Rison, "would like blacks to begin with the book.

Many black children would rather begin with their ralents and create in reality
ideas found in books." Unable LO understand this, white teachers instead sought to
"have black students become identical objects of themselves or their own children
and values." Obsessed with competition, they focused solely on "the achievements
of their bnght black classes. Very seldom do they speak of their larger middle and

slower groups." Rison explained this by arguing that high-achieving black pupils

"appear to [white teachers} to be more similar to white students than to their fel-
low blacks. They can act more white. . They seem to have similar values as
whites. White teachers would like all blacks to follow the white route. This is an
error." 106
Rison thus contrasted the "monolithic talents" of white students with the "many

moving talents" he aunbuted to black children. He explicitly associated competi-
tion, individualism, and cognitive learning with whites, and egalitarianism, mutu-
alism, spontaneity, and the affective component with blacks. He and the ATAhad,
by the early 1970s, drawn a cultural line in the sand in New York City's educa-
tional system.''" They did not act alone, however.White UFT teachers also par-
ticipated during this period in the process of distinguishing "white middle-class"
and "black lower-class" values.
Whites did so by employing the culture of poverty theory to criticize the learn-
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h I tern The under! 109ing styles and behavior of black youngsters 10 the sc 00 S'. 'Id " lhal
. b hi d hire teachers' use of the culture of povertyassumption e 10 w Th UFT pponed

blacks by becoming middle-class, should become like them e su IES
' . th 19605 d 19705 wnh tht. atm- ,a variety of compensatory programs 10 e. .. an J lunch ,IOd after-

the Higher Horizons "cultural ennchmem program. schoo nd
school programs, Head Stan, and, more generally. housmg, full empJo)mem

ha

•a .r
UN. Wh UFT teachers beheved I t uguaranteed minimum income programs. ue

lower-class blacks could be thus elevated to middle-class econormc status. the rtsI
would follow-and the "rest," in this case. would be the Jettlson,"g of. f1a"ed
culture for one that more closely resembled their Own.

The implications were clear. Becoming middle-class meant appro>amaung
Whiles and whiteness as closely as possible. BUl by not adrnuung to the _
bility of a distinctively black approach to middle-class culture. and. mdeed. by
assuming that middle-class culture was the only One appropriate to whit . whne
teachers made it that much easier for black educators to associate mJddJe~claS5
values exclusively with whiteness. In a similar vein, the Strong compeuuve and
individualist ethos of the white teachers-their SUppOrL for te5ung. trackin . and
the "merit system," their passionate upward mobility and undisgUISed rnatenal-
ism-allowed frustrated black teachers, who believed that the city); pubhc schools
were failing both them and black students, to posiuon themselves In oppcsmon
to what appeared to be a white-defined cuhure.

The UFT and its allies did make some attempts to respond to AlJI cnucisrn by
defending "middle-class values" as essential for both whites and blacks m lew
York. The union acknowledged the possible "connict in the poor urban black
community about accepting middle-dass values," its "fear of loss of blackness In

becoming middle class," and its "criticism of middle-class values and attitudes
as essemially 'white ."•

I0
• Shanker labeled the "rOmanticization" of black poverry

"condescending and insulring," and criticized the projection of poor blacks "into
the role of revolutionaIies Come to save the white middle class from their bore-
dom and their stns.vuc And a UFT supporter wondered whether "a youngster will
have a ghost of a chance at securing dignified employment With only the assets of
'waLking tall,' land] being proud of his racial heritage. _ ."111

But. whatever their motivations. white teachers nonetheless boxed black edu-
cators in. Their very act of embracing middle-class values forced many black
teachers who were searching for an identity separate from that of whites to a diffi-
cult choice: they could either walk in the shadow of whites, or define themse.lve.s
in terms of what whites were not. Black teachers who, like the members of the
ATA, chose the latter course, ceeled the realm of middle-class values to Whites, in
large measure because whites had appropriated them first.
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The dangers presented by this choice were not lost on ATA teachers, least of
all on their leader, Albert Vann. ln an interview with Ebony magazine shortly after
the end of the Ocean Hill-Brownsville strike, Vann sought to clarify his position
regarding "white middle-class" values and behavior. "By no means," he said, "are
we saying that its not important to read, write and manipulate numbers. Butwe're
saying it's also important that you begin to understand yourself, that you've had
a glorious past and can have a glorious future, and therefore you can achieve.
The Man is not going to give us these values. They have to be earned by a new
kind of black man that we don', have yet.'?" Similarly, ATA teachers did not dis-
approve of discipline in the schools per se, only its administration by whites, as
in the case of the "disruptive child" dispute with the UFT. They called for strong
black authority figures in the classroom and were particularly outspoken in their
attacks on student drug use.">
Such attempts by AlA members to construct a black middle-class alternative

to white middle-class values were marked by ambivalence, however. On the one
hand, they wished to change the rules of the city's public education market to re-
ward attributes they associated with "blackness." On the other, their attacks on
the "white" examinauon system, and on the values they ascribed to it, led many
whites to conclude that AlA members rejected that market in its entirety. As a
white observer during the Ocean Hill-Brownsville strike noted, Vann "couldn't
figure out whether he was an outlaw ranchhand or a fence-building sheepherder,"
and the often overheated rhetoric of Vann, Campbell, and other ATAsupporters
distorted their intended message.'!" By insisting on defining themselves primarily
as "not white," Vann and his colleagues minimized the more beneficial aspects
of the middle-class ethos. While there was, of course, nothing inherently "white"
in respect for authority, or a desire to improve ones material condition, the AlA,
by taking the position that whites had effectively preempted the field of middle-
class values, and that there was only a "white" way to be middle class, lost an op-
portunity to navigate the waters between the white middle class and black lower
class. In attempting to ignore the obvious fact of their own middle-class economic
status, and in throwing in their rhetorical lot with the black poor, they preserved
their antiwhite credentials, but at a high pnce.!'"
The ATA had raised important questions about the content of culture in both

the public education system and the city as a whole. AlA teachers and supporters
had challenged the values of an educational market that equated high examina-
tion scores with the acquistuon of knowledge, encouraged students and teachers
to compete against each other, and disparaged the abilities of children raised in
a "culture of poverty" to learn effectively. They offered instead a set of alterna-
tive values built around cooperation, mutualism, egalitarianism, and racial iden-
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tity one that offered a competing set of values (0 those of whne ICD hers. and
. d. d of New York's white middle class In general BUI b)' falhng 10 dlSllngutsh
effectively between the middle-class values they wished 10 discard and th Ihr)'

wished to retain, ATA teachers sent a series of unclear SIgnals to the black poor
they hoped to reach. Aiming harsh rhetorical fire at "whue" culture, Ih<1' con:
trtbured to what may have been an unnecessanly sharp divide between ·whlle
middle-class and "black" lower-class values, During the ean HIII-Br 'os\111<
crisis and in its aftermath, ATA members groped for ways (0 combine ra ral au-
thenticity and middle-class values in the New York CIlY school ystem Trapped
both by histoncal circumstances and by the irnphcauons of their own words. (he)
offered a powerful critique, but an ambivalem message.

Thus, both white and black teachers bore some responsibrluy for the drvrde
between white middle-class and black lower-class culture that exisred an • ew
York's public education system by the early 19705. By fading to acknowled e the
possibility of a middle-class culture on anything other than while terms. whiles
placed blacks in the position of having to reject that culture m order lO forge a
distinct racial identity. Forced to associate middle-class values with "whuen •
black educators in turn were unable La define a viable middl -class voice of their
own, effectively abandoning the field to whiles. Driven by what appeared to be
ineluctable circumstances, as well as by their own assumptions and bi . blacks
and whites in the New York City public education system had formed disun l cul-
tures built largely around negative reactions to attributes each associated wuh the
other. The result was a school system and City in which whites and blacks spoke
past each other, inhabiting, both literally and figuratively, two separate ew Yorks.

Aided by superior finances, greater manpower, and more favorable public rela-
tions, the Uf'T finally emerged victorious in iLS battle With the ATA in 1974. UO The
UFTS negotiation of agency shop status in its 1969 coliective bargaining agreement
with the Board of Education meant that union dues would be deducted from the
paychecks of all City teachers, Whether or not they were union members. Man'
black teachers found it too expensive to pay ATAdues as well, and membershIp m
the organization dropped. '" The UFT and its aliies also prevailed upon the ew
York Urban Coalition and the federal government to CUt off Over five hundred
thousand dollars in ATAfunding in the early 19705, with Shanker enlisting Presi-
dent Richard Nixon himseif in this effort. 'IS And finaliy, the UFT exhaUSted the
ATAStreasury in 1973 by Winning a judgmem against it under the Ci.";1 Ri h

vu g ts ACIof 1964 for excluding a white teacher who had been sent by Shank
' er to Cn-:3te 3test case, from one of its meetings on public school property. U9

In the early 1970s, Varin left the public schooi system and turned hls .
' attenoon
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to electoral politics. He did battle with the black representatives of the Brooklyn
Democratic political machine, and eventually won a seat in the New York State
Assembly. Leslie Campbell also left the public schools to operate a private black
nationalist academy. Under his new name, J itu Weusi, he continued to work as
a grassroots activist in Brooklyn, until, in an ironic twist, he regained a position
in the public school system. But by the end of the 19905, there was no ATAfor
him to lead. It was, in fact, a-distant memory. With its finances depleted and its
leadership decimated, the group had long since ceased to exist.

While me ATAdid not survive its battle with the UFT, its critique of white
middle-class values and attitudes, in both the educational system and the city at
large, did. Founded as tittle more than a trade association, it had developed by the
time of the Ocean Hill-Brownsville controversy into the cutting edge of a chal-
lenge to the culture of white teachers, and New York'swhite middle-class com-
munity. By accepting this challenge, whites joined a debate over the parameters of
civic culture in New York,and the relevance of middle-class values to the lives of
the black poor. Driven by different impulses and assumptions, whites and blacks
carne to agree on me essential "whiteness" of attributes that each associated with
the middle class in New York, and established a broad cultural demarcation be-
tween "while" and "black" values.
Beginning in the late 1960s, an ambivalent, uneasy black middle class in New

York would wrestle with the implications of this demarcation. 1t would be torn
between its rising standard of living and discomfort with the ominous levels of
social dislocation among poor blacks, on one hand, and anger at persistent white
racism and fear of lOSS of racial authenticity, on the other.
There were, of course, those in New Yorks black middle-class community dur-

ing the 19605 and 19705who sought to defend the authenticity of black middle-
class values. One of the most prominent, RoyWilkins, asked rhetorically, "[does]
a man become a 'Tom' simply because he has managed to escape poverty?" He
warned that "the supermilitants in their automatic resentment of anyone who has
made it may end up making a romantic virtue of deprivation," and attacked their
"anti-middle class, ami-professional attitude." Much of this sentiment, however,
was indeed "Tommed," chilled and driven undercover by the dominant voices in
the black community as a whole. Whatever opinions it may have expressed pri-
vately, the New Yorkmiddle-class black comrnunays public defense of "middle-
class values" during this period was muted and defensiveyo
The fate of John Burrus, a self-described "middle-class Negro" who attempted

to drum up support for the UFT in Ocean Hill-Brownsville, is instructive. Burrus
was ridiculed as an "Uncle Tom" by virtually every leading personality in the
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. . M C II n Campbell other ATAOcean Hill experimental district, including coy, ann, •
leaders and members of the local school board. Mayor Lindsay view d him as
unrepresenranve of the Ocean Hill community and ignored him!" It 15 also Slg.

ruficant that after the 1968 incident at BrooklynsJHS 117 In which two while pnn-
cipals and a white teacher were beaten, the only black parent who WTOl~tJy ~

York Amsterdam News in protest, and who descnbed the assailants hoodlums:
asked that his name be withheld.P!

Defining a distinct, racially authentic cultural idenuty would thus prove: no
easier for black middle-class New Yorkers than for Vann, Campbell, and the other
members of the ATA. That process of self-definition continues today, a classic
American dilemma made infinitely more difficult by the uruque burdens oflustor)',
memory, and race.

By thus racializing behaviors that they associated with the other, Ocean H1U-
Brownsville sparked a Cultural war between blacks and whites that would last
for the rest of the twentieth century, and on into the twenty-first. It would affect
Virtually every public policy choice New Yorkers would make dunng tlus ume.
Whether the specific issue at hand involved a mayoral election. a labor dispute.
a budget decision, an anticrime initiative, or a welfare reform plan. culture-and
competing black and white cultures_lay at or JUSt beneath the surface. Argu-
ments during the mayoralty of David Dinkins Over condom dtstnbuucn In CIl)'

schools, "outsider"-run businesses in black neighborhoods, and control of CJ\TiI
disturbances, and during that of Rudolph Giuliani over panhandlers, pohcmg tac-
tics, and workfare, are the lineal descendants or the cultural batLlejoined at Ocean
Hill-Brownsville.

Rhody McCoy once observed that, to white teachers, the behavior of blacks
during the Ocean Hill-Brownsville dispute was "a negation of the rules of culture
itselr."'" McCoy was correct in more ways than he knew. This phrase encapsu-
lated black views of whites during and after the crisis as well. Neither side had any
illusions about the consequences of losing Ocean Hill-Brownsvilles cultural war.
When a white UFT teacher complained that "our whole way of life is at stake!" a
local board supporters rejoinder was telling: "You got it! Thars exactly righl."'"
In New York City today, the stakes remain high, and the battle continues.
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AFTER THE CRISIS

At the height of the third Ocean Hill-Brownsville strike, two major figures of the
New York activist Left, Dwight Macdonald and Michael Harrington, debated the
merits of community control in the pages of the New York Times and the New York
Reviewof Books. Along with the personal mudslinging and political posturing cus-
tomary to such exchanges, they offered a trenchant analysis of the controversy
from the rival UFT and local board perspectives. Macdonald, supporting the local
board, described the Ocean Hill-Brownsville project as "a deeply imaginative ex-
periment that may have lessons fOT all ghetto schools." He praised the "friendly,
serious, relaxed" atmosphere that prevailed in the Ocean Hill-Brownsville schools
when he had visited them, and argued that schools in white neighborhoods, too,
could benefit from community control.'
But Harrington, supporting the UFT, was much less sanguine. He, unlike Mac-

donald, had personal experience with groups such as PAT."lt happens," he wrote,
"that [the issue of due process for teachers] has arisen first in the ghettos, but it
can spread to predominantly white areas [and] local reactionary forces. , They
are eagerly waiting in the wings for their rum.'?
Harrington was both right and wrong. Whites in New York were indeed using

the lessons of Ocean Hill-Brownsville for their own purposes. But they were not
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